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EDITORIAL

WE should like to join forces with educationalists, newspaper
editors, and "Anxious Parents", in a plea for greater attention to

the reading, writing and speaking of the English language. In a
country where there are parallel main languages, and a host of Bantu
and other non-European tongues, it is almost inevitable that the

overlapping of languages must lead to a break-down of the purity
of each. This is well instanced in the corruption of Zulu into
"Kitchen Kafir".

For the moment, as an English school, we are thinking of English
only. Beyond any doubt at all, there is a steady deterioration in

the standard of written English. It is almost incomprehensible—
and certainly most reprehensible—that even senior boys cannot
spell and punctuate; and we believe that even at University level
this weakness still obtains. Sometimes even school teachers are
not guiltless!

The drift away from reading decent literature (which need not

be restricted to Scott, Dickens and Shakespeare, though what
better models could there be?) to the reading of shoddy stuff, or,
worse, the reading of comics (yes, even among seniors) must be
held partly responsible. This, or the fact that nothing is read at all.
There are homes—we have seen them!—where hardly a book
can be found and where clearly there is no encouragement to read.
Yet how can one write adequately oneself, if one has never read

decent literature as a model? A child speaks only the language it
hears, and writes (and correctly spells) only the words it has read.
In the interests of a boy's future, it is imperative that he be
encouraged—beginning with the home—to read widely and well.

His first contact with his potential employer is probably through his

letter of application. How vital for him it is that this should create
a good impression. Go to it! Read, read and read.

Similarly the first spoken contact Is an important one. How very
easy it is to be prejudiced through a first impression of slovenly
speech, and how refreshing to meet one who speaks openly and
clearly, with good lip and jaw movement, open vowels and explosive
consonants. What a change from the tight-lipped, tight-throated
mutterings in which every vowel sounds the same and the consonants
are inaudible. Here again, a child speaks as it hears others speak,
and the Speech Therapist is fighting a losing battle all the time. The
only hope lies in all with whom a child comes into contact, but
especially parents and teachers, always making a point of speaking
the English language as it should be spoken. Even if Kearsney be
accused of developed an Oxford accent, it would be far better than
gaining the reverse reputation.
OPENING OF NEW BUILDINGS

THIS opening and dedication ceremony was conducted on the
morning of the last day of the second term, June 30th.
Mr. C. A. Woods,for 18 years a member of our Board of Govern
ors, past Chairman of same, and father of three past Kearsney boys,
officially performed this impressive ceremony. He spoke feelingly
of all that Kearsney had meant to the community and to his own

family over the past eighteen years, of the steady growth in size
and influence, of the service and sacrifice of those who had helped

it to grow. This morning, he said, the school completed its 21st
year at Botha's Hill, and so came of age
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS

At the Administration Buiiding

1. Prayer

-

The Chaplain

Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp, M.A.

2. Introduction of C. A. WOODS Esq., and the request that he formally
open the Building _
_
- The Chairman of the Governors
Rev. S. B. Sudbury, D.D.
3. Handing over of the key by the Architect - L. A. Peyton, Esq.
4. The Opening of the Building by C. A. Woods, Esq.
5. The Reading of the Commemoration Plaque - The Headmaster
S. G. Osier, Esq.
6. Invitation to move over to the Junior House Wing

The Chairman of the Governors
At the Junior House Wing

7. Handing over of the key by the Architect - L. A. Peyton, Esq.
8. The Opening of the Building by C. A. Woods, Esq.
9. The Reading of the Commemoration Plaque - The Housemaster
R. C. Best, Esq.

10. Proposal of Thanks
11. Benediction

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

- P. H. Hind, Esq.

Superintendent of the County Circuit
Rev. J. W. Massey

The wording of the Plaques Is as follows:
At the Administration Building
"This Plaque commemorates the opening of this Administration

Building on 30th June, I960, by C. A. Woods, Esq., whose
counsel and interest In youth won him the esteem, affection

and gratitude of ail who served with him in guiding the
destinies of this College as members of its Board of
Governors."

At the Junior House Wing
"This new Wing of Junior House was opened on 30th June,

I960, by C. A. Woods, Esq., to whom the duty was entrusted
by his feliow-members of the Board of Governors as a tribute

to his interest in youth in general and to his particular and

valuable services on behalf of the boys of this College."
The Administration Building

This Building is indeed a dream come true! For the past twenty years the.
only School Office was a single room behind the Kitchen and with the growth of

l^e School in that period conditions for a long time became almost impossible.
The Headmaster, the Bursar, the Typist and the Telephone had to work together
as best they could, and visiting parents and enquirers often joined in as weli!
The new Building gives proper accommodation for these in separate rooms,
so the work^of administering the School and interviewing the many callers can

now be carried on in an appropriate environment of comfort and dignity.

In addition there is a very large and well-furnished Staff Common Room, a
kitchenette for the serving of teas, and a "work-room" for the use of non-resident
Masters who have no studies in the Houses.

These new facilities are greatly appreciated and have already added much to
the comfort and happiness of all who teach at Kearsney.
The New Junior House Wing

This new wing has been designed so that it may eventually form a part of
a separate Junior School, and the ground necessary for this development has
already been acquired.

The design is pleasing, particularly by reason of the novel building construclaminated beams that support the roof have made it possible for the
ceiling to be at roof height, thus giving the dormitory an air of delightful spacious
ness which has been further enhanced by the attractive colour scheme and the
furnishing arrangements.

The new wing replaces that part of the accommodation at Junior House

which was very much below the standard of the other Houses. It provides a
dormitory for 24 boys and rooms for a resident assistant Master and a Matron.

SCHOOL NOTES

WE welcome the following men to the Staff this year: Messrs. J. M
Harper, A.R.C.O.. A.R.C.M.. Teaching Dip.; R. D. Blamey, B.A.,
S'O.D.; R. A. j. Whlteford, B.Sc. All have settled down well and
given liberally of their services to the School. We also welcome

Sister Briggs as Matron of Junior House and trust that she will be
happy here.

We congratulate the following:—
Mr. and Mrs. K. Fish, on the birth of their fourth daughter,
Elizabeth Kay, on June 20th.
Marguerite Osier, on her marriage to Mr. Charles Postlethwayt
—a big social occasion at the School—and we hope that both will
be very happy in Rhodesia.
Mr. R. Blamey and Miss Nel on their engagement.
Mrs. Reece, on being inducted as Natal District President of
the Methodist Women's Auxiliary.
Mrs. Tedder, on being elected District Bible Women's Secretary
in succession to Mrs. Reece.

The School has swarmed with builders and been almost submerged
in bricks, cement and stone, so that moving around at night-time
has been a source of danger to the unwary. The Administration
Block,for all its unromantic name, is a real godsend to those who use
it. All these years the Head, Bursar and Secretary have shared a
small room behind the kitchens, and the Staff have had no proper
Common Room or Ablution Block. The spaciousness, comfort and
convenience of this new building now makes one wonder how they
endured such inconvenience for so long.
Meanwhile the new Science Block—a magnificent second-storey
edifice, standing on stilts—is beginning to take on a most Impressive
and intriguing appearance. Teaching and learning to the din of
concrete mixers and circular saws has not been easy, but must surely
have developed the powers of concentration. We understand that
the building should be completed by the end of the year.
The new Junior House dormitory block, and the Administration
Block were officially "opened" on the last day of term, June 30th,
by Mr. C. A. Woods, past Chairman of the Kearsney Board of
Governors.

Both the Athletic Sports and Swimming Gala were as near
perfect as could be imagined. The weather was excellent, com
petition thrilling, victory going to Finningley in each case by the
closest of margins, and organisation excellent. All concerned are to
be heartily congratulated.
We regret to record the passing of the last of the sons of Sir
J. Liege Hulett, our Founder. Mr. Edward Hulett, the youngest of
Sir Liege's sons, died on April 20th at the age of 89, just prior to
what would have been his diamond wedding anniversary. Older
members of the Staff will remember him and Mrs. Hulett as very
gracious friends in Kearsney's earlier years.
We offer our sympathies to the Nutting brothers whose mother
died as a result of injuries received during a motor accident, and
to B. van Rooyen, whose father died suddenly in Zululand.

This year's calendar of Herbert Evans & Co., Ltd. has a lovely
painting of the Old Kearsney, worthy of being framed.
On April 25th the Fifth Form Quiz Team, A. J. C. Daniel, A, P.

Meyer, and P. R. Hamilton took part in a Cross Country Quiz over
the S.A.B.C., vs. Grey College, Bloemfontein. With one question
to go, the scores were a tie, but Kearsney's inability to state the

number of balls in a game of snooker gave Grey College a winning
point.

The S.A.B.C. Afrikaans programme also relayed an interview
with Messrs. K. Fish and P. le Feuvre, W. Travis, J. Simpson and B.
Meyer, in connection with the Exploration Society's visit to the
Malitsinyane Falls, Basutoland.

An organ recital by Mr. J. Harper was also broadcast, recorded
In the Chapel.

In the course of the half year there have been a number of lec
tures delivered at the school.

The Sixth Form Dance was held on June 25th. The evening was
lively, though noisy.
THE STAFF

THE Staff are responsible for the control of the following activities.
This is, of course, in addition to the normal routine of teaching,
while many hold responsible positions in the Church, civic and
educational life of the Province.
Headmaster: Mr. S. G. Osier.

Housemasters: Finningley.—Mr.j. H. Hopkins; Gillingham.—Mr. V. L.
Clegg; Pembroke.—Mr. G. Nel; Junior.—Mr. R. C. Best.
Academics and I.Q. Testing: Mr. J. F. Reece.
Aero Club: Messrs. K. Fish, R. Whiteford.

Afrikaanse Vereniging: Mr. G. E. Burger.
Athletics: Messrs. J. H. Hopkins, R. Blamey.
Cadets: Messrs. G. M. Oram, J. H. Hopkins, J. W. Storm, P. E.
Metcalf, G. E. Burger.
Careers Guidance: Mr. P. E. Metcalf.

Chapel: Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp, Messrs. G. M. Oram, J. F. Reece,
J. M. Harper.
Chess Club: Mr. R. Whiteford.

Cricket: Messrs. R. C. Best, T. Long, K. Fish, R. Blamey, J. M. Harper,
R. Townshend, P. le Feuvre, G. Nel, G. E. Burger.
Choir: Mr. J. M. Harper.
"Chronicle": Mr. J. F. Reece.

Current Affairs: Mr. G. M. Oram.

Dramatic Society: Messrs. P. E. Metcalf, P. le Feuvre, G. E. Burger.

Entertainments: Messrs. G. M. Oram, P. E. Metcalf, J. M. Harper.
Examinations and Registers: Mr. L. C. Tedder.
Explorers Club: Messrs. K. Fish, P. le Feuvre.
Guild: Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp, Messrs. K. Fish, T. Long.
Haircuts: Mr. T. Long.
Junior Debating Society: Mr. R. Whiteford.
Library: Senior—Mr. L. C. Tedder; Junior.—Mr. J. H. Hopkins.
Maintenance: General.—^Messrs. G. M. Oram, J. H. Hopkins, R. C.
Best; Dining Hall.—^The Bursar, Messrs. J. H. Hopkins, G. Nel;
Sports Fields.—^Messrs. J. H. Hopkins, R. C, Best.
Old Boys' Club, Secretary: Mr. P. E. Metcalf.
Old Boys' Liaison: Mr. J. F. Reece.
Parliament: Mr. J. F. Reece.

Rugby: The Headmaster, Messrs. G. E. Burger, G. Nel, J. W. Storm,
J. H. Hopkins, R. Blamey, R. Townshend, T. Long, B. du Toit,
P. le Feuvre.

Railway Bookings: Mr. P. Townshend.
School Grounds Development: Mr. J. F. Reece.
Shooting: Messrs. G. M. Oram, P. E. Metcalf, V. L. Clegg.
Speech and Drama: Mr. J. F. Reece.
Staff Secretary: Mr. L. C. Tedder.
Stationery: Mr. G. Nel.
Stud Shop: Mr. P. E. Metcalf.
Swimming: Messrs. J. W. Storm, B. du Toit.
Tennis: Messrs. K. Fish, R. Whiteford, J. M, Harper.
Time Table: Mr. G. Nel.

Tuck Shop: Mr. V. L. Clegg.
Yacht Club: The Headmaster, Mr. J. W. Storm.

Perhaps, after all, the Staff do earn their holidays.

CHAPEL*NOTES

WE welcome to the Durban County Circuit the Rev. J. W. Massey,
who takes over the duties of Superintendent of the Circuit. We
know that his interest in the College and its Chapel Services will
be both sincere and helpful, and we hope that he and Mrs. Massey
will enjoy their stay in the Circuit area. Their manse is at Pinetown.
We also welcome to the Circuit the Revs. D. B. Hackland and F. M.

Basel who will be evening preachers in our Chapel once a term.
Another change in personnel at the beginning of the year con
cerned the Choir and the Organ. Mr. J. F. Reece gave up the former
after 20 years of enthusiastic service as Choir Master, and Mr. G. M.
Oram relinquished the position of Organist. They both handed
over to a newcomer, Mr. J. M. Harper, to whom we extend a cordial

welcome and wish every success. Mr. Harper has had a wide ex
perience of School and Church music in England and we look forward
to his development of the musical activity and interest of the School
In his position as its Director of Music. His wife has come out with

him, and we hope they will both enjoy their new adventure in an
overseas country and settle down here permanently.

Meanwhile our Chaplain, the Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp, continues
his effective and devoted work amongst us, and we are glad that he
is now able to visit us on three days of the week instead of the

previous two. He does not spare himself, and he is certainly one of

us, and one with us in a most sincere, friendly and human way. He
now takes two Sunday morning services a month and one evening
service each term.

Twelve boys were confirmed by the Bishop of Natal in St. Mary's
We are grateful to Archdeacon F. R. L. Brooke for his weekly visits
to take the preparation classes. We also very much appreciate his

School Chapel, Kloof, on the last Saturday of the second Term.

Chapel addresses on the fourth Sunday morning of the month.
The Chapel was dedicated in September, 1951, and the interior
is now to be repainted for the first time. The work is to be done in

the July holidays, and approximately the same colour-scheme will
be continued.
G.M.O.
ORGAN RECITALS

20t/i March, given by J. Harper, Esq.: Concerto In D (G. F. Handel); Meditation
on Brother James'Air (H. Darke); Carillon (H. Murrlil).
22nd April, given by ]. Harper, Esq. (Soprano solo by Mrs. J. Harper): Prelude and
Fugue in C minor (The Great) (J. S. Bach); By the Waters of Babylon (A.
Dvorak); Air In D minor (J. Stanley); I will sing a New Song (A. Dvorak);
Triumphal March (Lemmens).

'

26th June, given by G. M. Oram, Esq.: Toccata and Fugue In D minor (J. S. Bach)Andantino (Lemare); Suite Gothlque (Boeilmann).

VALETE

THE following boys left at the end of I9S9, date of arrival being given In brackets-—
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n'""' (1956), P. A. T. Bishop (1956), J. F. Brieinshaw (1958)
G. S. Barker
(1956),
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N.'chalmers^i956T. A Cha;;i;eri

(1956), G. R. Crowe (1956), J. M. Crickmay (1956), S. P. Dowdle (1957) B L

Eastman (1956), J. p. Frollch (1954), O. R. Faick (1956), J. D. Francis (1956), T. r!
Green (1954) E. B Gieseler (1954), K. W. Gray (1955), J. Gebble (1956), P. S.
Gibson (1956), R. S. Greer (1959), M. G. Harvey (1953), J. M. Hulley (1954)

r c

c" D

("56), C.A. Home 1956) c Y. Hingst

nqccT'rS" ("59), J- D L. Houghting (1959), P. D. Howson (1959),

("56), D. A. Kotze (1957), D. W. M. Lees (1953 .

M^
5- Meyer
H. Munger
(1959),
J. C.
Mulraney
(1956), B. Martens (1956),
J. D. (1953),
Mowat A.
(1959),
I. W. H.
Newmark

(I9S9), N. Perry (1958), P. J. Reece (1953), R. C. Rhodes (1956), F. D. Ryman
(1956), A. G. Ramsay (1957), I. F. Silson (1956), J. F. Shire (1956), T. C. Stokoe
(1956), P. J. Storm (1958), T. K. G. Terblanche (1954), C. W. Truscott (1956).
M. F. Turrell (1959), P. G. van Rooyen (1956), C. E. A. von Keyserllngk (1957),
D. R. Woods(1955), A. L. Walsh (1955), J. G. Wiseman (1955), T. M. Webb (1956)
D. M. Wyllle (1957).
SALVETE

WE welcome the following new boys:—
P. R. Altchlson J. E. Anderson M. G. Allen M. S. Awerbuch, E. S. Ashby,
M. A. Barnard, J. F. Bell, R. D. Bickerton, P. Bland van den Berg, G. R. Batchelor,
M. H. Beveridge, J. C. Crabtree, C. B. Carter, J. R. Cotterell, G. E. Cox, D. F.
Clark, J. A. Coleman, G. E. H. Cornell, M. F. Currle, K. Davies, W. M. S. Doubell,
G. R. Drummond, P. J. Engels, J. J. Flutter, M. J. Fienberg, J. P. Field, N. D. R.
French, K. R. Gamble, J. M. Ginsberg, F. D. Hugo, M. J. Hancock, N. J. Hope,
I. M. Hesketh, J. B. Kay, F. A. L. Kennedy, D. T. Kotze, A. P. Kluge, M. J. Knott,
D. A. Lang, T. J. Lissauer, J. E. Little, G. M. Lindeque, T. S. Merrifield, B. Q.
Manicom, A. R. Melman, A. R. T. Miller, I. G. Morgan, J. P. Muller, P. S. Maxwel,
K. H. Mee, G. W. Milne, N. W. Monks, D. J. Morgan, A. S. Marr, L. R. NuttingI
E. Nutting, D. P. Paul, W. A. Payne, G. L. Pottow, R. R. M. Price, R. S. Proctor,
R. A. Rogers, P. C. Rolland, R. E. Rainey, R. E. R. Shaw-Gray, A. O. Stafford,
B. S. Sanford, P. R. A. Turner, R. B. Turner, M. J. Volckman, D. R. Walker, S. M.
Webb, R. R. Wright.

APPOINTMENTS

Prefects:

Head Prefect: J. S. Lace)^.

Pembroke:

K. A. Morgan—School Prefect.
R. G. Wilklns.

R. G. Henley.
W. J. Travis.

Finningley: J. S. Lacey—School Prefect.
T. D. Symlnton.
A. C. Cantrell.
L. G. van Heusden.

Gillingham: G. D. Wiseman—School Prefect
R. A. Dyer.
J. G. Stockil.

A. R. Ewing.
Junior House: D. P. Smart—School Prefect.
R. V. Lund.

D. G. Dyer.

Day: R. Osborn.

Cricket Captain: G. D. D/er.
Athletics Captain: J. C. Stockil.
Swimming Captain: R. V. Lund.

Rugby Captain: J. S. Lacey.

EXAMINATION RESULTS
Matriculation:

First Class: A. N. Chalmers, R. C. Rhodes, C. E. A. von Keyserlingk.

Second Class: J. M. Crickmay, S. P. Dowdle, B. L. Eastman,
J. de C. Hinch, J. R. Hulett, C. S. Keen, D. A. Kotze, B.
Martens, J. C. Muiraney, F. D. Ryman, J. F. Shire, T. C.

Stokoe, J. G. Wiseman, D. R. Woods, D. M. Wyliie.
Third Class: C. J. Collingwood, G. R. Crowe.
School Leaving Certificate:
Second Class: C. A. Home, G. J. Koopal, C. W. Truscott, A. L.
Walsh, T. M. Webb.

Third Class: A. E. Bath, A. Chalmers, O. R. Faick, T. R.
Green, J. M. Hulley, A. H. Hunger, I. W. Newmark, A. K.
Preston.

Junior Certificate:

First Class: D. J. Adendorff, W. M. Beckett• D. O. Coetzee,
B. L. Cole, R. G. Coleman• A. J. C. Daniel *, L. A. Distiller,
0. L. Griffiths, P. E. Hamilton, P. R. Hamilton* C. R.

Harris, C. M. Howarth, L. M. Johnston* M. P. Kotze,
D. N. E. Leitch, F. A. Lissauer *, A. P. Meyer *, J. W. Muir *,
N. J. Plen, P. J. H. Short, M. H. Smith *, Q. K. Turner,
A. H. Unstead *, P. A. Volckman *, A. F. Zurcher *.

*Provincial Bursaries. A. P. Meyer obtained the School Bursary
for having obtained the highest marks.

Second Class: D. S. Adam, A. M. R. Bishop, J. F. Briginshaw,
1. L. A. Castleden, R. Farren, J. Gebbie, H. W. Gevers,
C. M. Hallam, D. M. Hill, G. A. Holden, H. B. W. Hulett,

C. R. Knightsbridge, A. J. Knox, P. R. Mackinlay, M. A.
McFall, R. J. T. Shaw-Gray, J. F. Silson, R. J. Smith, M. T.
Staniland, H. B. Wade.

Third Class: M. S. Adams, C. E. M. Anderson, L. H. Bauer,
W. H. Cuthbertson, D. L. B. Evans, P. S. Gibson, C. E.
Hingst, D. J. Kirkwood, A. J. McFarlane, A. M. I. Morton,

L. B. H. Nightingale, P. H. Nipper, J. A. L Price, A. W.
Procter, A. G. Ramsay.
Taalbond Examinations:

Hoer (Laer Graad): A. E. Bath, A. N. Chalmers, T. R. Green,
I. W. Newmark, J. F. Shire, L. H. Turvey, C. E. A. von
Keyserlingk, D. M. Wyllie.
Laer (Hoer Graad): A. C. Cantrell, D. A. Green.
(Laer Graad): D. J. Adendorff, N. J. Blackburn, R. A. Bouman, J. G. Brown, S. P. Dowdle, G. D. Dyer, M. J. C.
France, E. B. Gieseler, O. L. Griffiths, C. E. Hingst, C. A.
Home, D. A. Kotze, D. N. E. Leitch, F. A. Lissauer, A. P.

Meyer, C. S. Meyer, J. W. Muir, R. C. Rhodes, M. H. Smith,
G. P. Williams.

Voor (Hoer Graad met Lof): R. S. Green.
(Hoer Graad): R. V. Gerhardt, D. G. F. Hardie.
(Laer Graad): N. R Bauer, G O. H. Beier, A. I. Calderwood,
R A. Courie, G. W. Cox, R. M. Crewe, M. S. Cunningham,
L. Fielding, R. J. Greene, E. C. Hansen, M. A. Jewitt, C. C.
Larsen, A. Lowenstein, M. B. Lyons, J. F. Plummer, E.
Rogaly, P. D. Smith, M. F. Turrell, B. G. Williams.

ACADEMICS TROPHY
June Trials

1st

Pembroke

2nd Finningley
3rd Gillingham
Average

50.7%
50.1%
49.3%
50.1% (Last year 50.1%)

Form Leaders
G.

F.

I

J. P. Field

lib

K. R. Gamble

Ha

M. J. Flenberg ...

...

Hie A. L. Somers-Vine
lllb J. G. Craven

77
57
83
53
59

M. H. Beveridge

70

P. S. Maxwell

83

T. H. Dowse
C. Hemson

57

I. G. Morgan

77
51
59

J. P. Muller
J. W. Sumner
O. H. Martin

63
69
50

B. du Boil
D. M. Poole

60
60
78
45

A. J. Eriksson
G W. Brown
M. O. Brutsch
D- J. Brothers .
A. Morton ... .

81
48
57
81

D.A. Lang

72

P. K. Cunnington
E. Rogaly ...

J. D. Tomlinson
C. D. Hemson
A. J. Calderwood

39
54

R. K. Jackson
B. G. Deane

48

J. Price

G. A. Holden
M. T. Staniland
Va A. J. Daniel
Vic J. Moffat ... .

48
48

H. B. Hulett

84
44
53

G. B. Williams
M. Adams ...
D. Adams ...

57
46
43

L. A. Distiller ...

59 A. P. Meyer

79

R. A. Dyer

43

39

D. Smart

52 P. Rickaby

52

73

P. Watson

55

73

Ilia
Ivc
IVb
IVa
Vc
Vb

VIb T. P. Bird
Via A. C. Cantrell

10

...

B. Saunders
G. P. Williams

59
73
47
58

FINNINGLEY FANTASY

ANOTHER half-year has come to a close and the flag of Finnlngley
flies high. Within there is harmony and without success in friendly
inter-House rivalry. At the beginning of the year we welcomed

Mr. Roy Whiteford as Assistant Housemaster in Mr. Quarmby's

place. Already he has made his quiet influence felt for good in the
House and the dashing red M.G. is indeed a symbol of its owner's

quick and friendly humour. He has within six months taken up a
very lively place in the life of the school as Chairman of the Junior
Debating Society and President of the Chess and Philatelic Clubs.

Also at the beginning of the year we welcomed Mrs. Brown who was
to act as matron for one term during the absence of Mrs. Sambrook

who was enjoying a weil-deserved long leave. Mrs. Brown swept
all before her and for her motherly interest and attention, which it
was never too much trouble to give, we are deeply grateful. Mrs.

Sambrook returned to the task with her usual kind vigour at the
beginning of the second term.

During the course of the second term we were privileged to
have Mr. Trevor Letcher on the Finnlngley staff. He had come to
spend a student-teacher's term with us and we are only sorry that
he will not be returning.

At the end of this term, Mr. Hopkins left to visit Great Britain

and Canada on a long leave which he has been looking forward to for
a very long time. We wish him the very best in his travels and hope
that he has a restful and interesting long leave. We hope to benefit
by all his new ideas when he returns in October! In his absence

Mr. Whiteford and Mr. le Feuvre, ably assisted by Mrs. Sambrook
and Mrs. Hopkins, will, to use Mr. Hopkins' own phrase, "continue
the shambles of Finnlngley."

The above-mentioned "shambles" has been very ably ad
been Head Prefect of the College and captain of school rugby, and

ministered during the last six months by John Lacey, who has also

his body of prefects; Anthony Cantrell, Robert Osborn, David

Syminton and Lionel van Heusden. They, plus a lively but responsible
Sixth Form, have set a tone in the House this year which is admirable.
The Sixth Form deserve mention: they are more numerous than

usual; their space is somewhat confined; yet they have helped to
lead the way cheerfully and have set an example in creating a co
operative atmosphere in the House.

The House was a little surprised at the end of the first term to

find that it had won both the Swimming and the Athletic Sports.
This was a fine achievement and all who helped towards it or participated in either of these events—and that includes that majority
of the House who were cheering spectators—are to be congratulated.
The danger is that we will now rest on our laurels and become self-

satisfied. A successful half-year In every way can so easily lead to
complacency, when in fact we have done little yet to warrant such
an attitude. We still have the inter-House rugby, tennis, shooting
and cricket in front of us. More important is the necessity for
members of the House to concentrate on the Academic side of

life. The Academics Trophy is one we have coveted for some time,
and it is high time that Finningley showed the world that she is
well-balanced: a House of brain as well as brawn. Let us have effort

in the class-room as well as on the sports field.

But most of all

is it that members of Finningley should also remember that they
are members of the larger body, Kearsney. We would wish to see
Finningley House foremost, not only in sport and academics, but in
the support it gives to the school as a whole on the sports field, in

our behaviour outside the school, and in any sphere In which Finningleyites find they can bring credit to the name of Kearsney.

Finally, we extend to Barry van Rooyen our deepest sympathy on
the sudden death of his father.
P. Le F.

PEMBROKE HOUSE

WITH Mr. Nel overseas with the Kearsney touring party and Mr.
Long unable to return in time for the opening of school the duties
of housemastership fell on Mr. du Toit for the first week of the new
year. He was assisted by Mr. Storm and our thanks go out to them
for so ably stepping into the breach.
These first six months have once again found a happy atmosphere
In Pembroke. The prefects, led by K. Morgan, have been efficient
and duties have been pleasantly carried out. We thank Sister
Anderson for looking after our health with such pleasant efficiency.

The first good news we celebrated this year was the announce
ment that Kearsney boys had been awarded 13 of the 33 Junior
Certificate bursaries in Natal.

Of these 1 1 are in Pembroke and

we extend to them our congratulations.
In the Swimming Gala and Athletic Sports we gave Finningley
a good run for their money and congratulate them on pipping us at
the post on both occasions. In the athletics we were 50 points down
at 2.30 p.m. and pulled up to such an extent that the final result
was decided only by the relays. The under 16 mile race was ex
tremely exciting with four Pembroke boys leading at one stage.
A grand climax was reached as Daykin and Sommerville dead-heated.
Pembroke won the Standards Competition in both the athletics
and swimming.
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G. D. Dyer of Pembroke, who is one of the prefects In Junior
House, Is captain of cricket for this year. V. R. C. Lund captains
the swimming team and K. J. Wooller leads the tennis team. Con

gratulations, and best wishes for a successful season. A special
word of congratulation to V. Lund on his performances while swim
ming for Natal Schools. Also to C. S. Meyer, who left us last year
on being selected to play in the Natal Schools cricket team.

Pembroke boys also played some leading roles In the school
production of Richard II. We all thoroughly enjoyed the play and
congratulate Mr. le Feuvre on his fine production. Acting within
the house has been confined to a rather poor new boys' concert.
Mr. F. Daniel has been with us for the latter part of the second
term while doing some student teaching at the school. The Pem

broke staff agreed unanimously that he would benefit from doing
some studies In the house! We hope that he enjoyed his stay
at Kearsney.

'
T.L

RICHARD II

THE Dramatic Society presented Shakespeare's Richard II on three
evenings in the first week of June, and the performances were enjoyed
and appreciated by an audience that filled the Hall on each occasion
The play is a set-work study for this year's Matriculation, but even
so, the decision to bring It to the stage was a bold one, for neither

in form nor In content does It provide an easy approach to the Interest
of those who come to see It. Great speeches predominate over
action, and this means that diction, emphasis and timing are su

premely Important, while the story Is a piece of wrangling from

English medieval history with which few In a South African audience,
whether adult or juvenile, are likely to be familiar. There Is no

comedy, and although there Is abundance of beautiful poetry, there
are also many Instances where the language Is over-affected and
artificial to a degree.

In spite of these handicaps, the players gave a good account of
themselve^s and seemed to have no difficulty In holding the attention
of the audience from beginning to end. The period of preparation
had been a short one, but nevertheless had made heavy demands
on the time of boys who had to keep going with their normal work
and games, so the general standard of the performances is a tribute
to the vvllllngness with which they made the sacrifices asked of

them. A very meritorious feature was that no prompting was

required for the principal actors, although some had long parts to

learn, and only in two instances was assistance given In the minor
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roles, and these were probably not noticed beyond the first few
rows of the "stalls".

Mr. P. le Feuvre's Richard was a commendable piece of work, particularly
in the first half of the play where he gave a vivid portrayal of the sensitive and
sentimental but weak, wilful and irresponsible monarch. His description of
Bolingbroke's departure from England, and his visit to the dying Gaunt were
especially effective and revealing. But in the later scenes the interpretation seemed
to fall away somewhat, and the Deposition Scene was a great disappointment.
Here was no Richard exhausted mentally and bodily, broken with sorrow,
drinking his griefs, and awed to find himself "a traitor with the rest" as he un
decked the "pompous body of a king" and washed away with his own tears the
holy oil of a monarch's consecration. Rather it was a petulant and arrogant
Richard who could still speak snapplly and with spirit to those who were ruining
him. The tragedy of this scene should wring our hearts with pity and fill our
eyes, too, with tears, but the utter humiliation and despair, the dreadful awe of
it, was not evoked and the drama of it was largely unfulfilled.
R. Birkby played the part of Henry Bolingbroke with commendable spirit
though without variation of tone and countenance and gesture. It is a pity that
there was no indication by demeanour and voice of any other mood than that
of aggressive self-assertiveness, for Boiingbroke could be courteous, just and
forgiving, and he could even be affable. There is no need to carry the anger of
the first scene right through the whole play even to the time when success has
crowned his revolt and he is sitting on the throne he has usurped. One longed
for a softening of the newly-royal features and a lessening of the harshness of
his tongue in the later scenes.
The part of the Earl of Northumberland, so largely the evil genius of the
action of the play, was well taken by D. Jackson whose hardness of manner and
Intentioned brusqueness of speech admirably fitted the role of the unfeeling
bully. Something of the effect was lost however, because so youthful a head was
hardly in keeping with such man-of-the-world sentiments. It is a pity he was
not given a headdress to wear, and that he was not made-up to look more hard
bitten and worldly. Many of the other actors would also have looked their
parts more if their heads had been covered.
B. Meyer made a valiant attempt at the role of John of Gaunt,"time-honoured
Lancaster", but was in undoubted difficulties in the scene in which he Is dying
at Ely House, because he was made to stand the whole time between two sup
porters instead of being pillowed up on a simple couch or in a cushioned chair.
It is almost Impossible (I imagine) to be a "prophet new inspired" when dying
on your feet, but it could more readily be done when reclining. We had to
piece out with our thoughts most of the poetry of his great eulogy of England,
and in our thoughts, too, did we have to find the strength and the dignity of
his reproach of the flippant Richard. Much more coaching was needed for these
great speeches from the lips of Gaunt.
The muddle-headed but well-intentioned Duke of York was well done on the

whole by G. Stead who got through his part with considerable credit in spite of
taking up some awkward stage positions now and then. L. Proksch as Thomas
Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, spoke with appropriate energy in the early scenes
of his quarrel with Bolingbroke, and N. Andersen made an effective Bishop of
Carlisle until he suddenly awoke to too much life when he shouted his denun
ciation of Bolingbroke's ascending the regal throne and thereby seemed to
abdicate all his ecclesiastical authority and hidden reserve of spiritual power.
Of all the actors, the one with the most natural stage presence was I. Mackay,
in the minor part of York's son, the Duke of Aumerle. Even when not speaking,
he made himself a part of what was going on around him and so contributed
effectively to the action or the argument by his intelligent support of it. Ha
deserves encouragement. Another who did well in a similar way was L. Turvey
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In the still more minor role of Lord Ross. R. Dyer as Lord Marshal of Eneland
also played his small part most helpfully.

The lighting effects and the off-stage music and trumpet calls
were excellent, and the producer was wise to make do with a mini
mum of scenery and furniture. But the scene of Richard's arrival

on the Welsh coast needed at least a grassy bank or a rock or two

for the king to sit on as the text demands when the dejected monarch

says ''let us sit upon the ground and tell sad stories of the death of

kings", and Carlisle shortly after reminds him that "wise men ne'er
sit and wail their woes". There were other instances too where

^e words spoken suggested action that was not given effect to.
On the other hand I wondered why the fallen ministers. Bushy and
Green,were brought in naked to the waist like savages on a tropical
island! It seemed rather incongruous. Making them kneel in front
of the condemning Bolingbroke caused them to disappear from the
view of all but the first rows of the audience, and it was unnecessary,
as they did not expect mercy and neither did they ask for it.

This play needs rich costuming. The costumes were no more
than adequate, but the best was done with the available resources

The naked swords, held in the hand and inevitably used as walkingsticks occasionally' began to Irritate after a time, and it is a pity

that Richard did not adorn himself with more imitation jewellery In

the earlier scenes. Here too the king might well have surrounded

himself with more courtiers by "doubling-up" some of the smallpart actors, for a less solitary Richard would have added to the
impressiveness of the opening Court scene and of the scene of the
lists at Coventry.

I am aware that most of the criticisms I have made arise from the

short period given to the preparation of the play. But that raises

the important question: is it worth while "doing" a Shakespeare
play unless adequate time can be given to its rehearsal? No play
can come alive and Shakespeare least of all, unless details of speech,
gesture, portrayal of emotion, and much else, are thoroughly
attended to. And this means time, time, and yet more time. It
means individual attention to every actor, or at least to the principal
group, coaching him inexorably In inflection, in timing, in facial
expression, in every step and gesture. The actor must not only
understand but he must also feel the meaning of his words if he is

to make his part live and appear convincing to the audience If
this cannot be achieved for the entire play, then at least certain
hi^ghiights must be gone for determinedly and the very best made
of them.

None of our recent Shakespeare productions has come up to a
to details has been lacking and most of the actors have largely been
left to go it on their own. I wonder if the cause of this is, to
some extent, the fact that the producers of these plays have taken
more than moderate standard, and I believe it is because this attention
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a main part themselves? I very sincerely suggest that this is a point
to which the Dramatic Soiciety should give very careful consideration
when future productions are being planned.
G. M. ORAM
DRAMATIS PERSONAE

King Richard II
John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, King's Uncle
Edmund of Langley, Duke of York, King's Uncle
Henry Bolingbroke, Duke of Hereford, Count's Son
The Duke of Aumerle, York's Son
Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk
Earl of Salisbury
Lord Berkeley

P. Le Feuvre
B. Meyer
G. Stead
R. BIrkby
I. Mackay
L. Proksch
J. Simpson
P. Morrison

Bushy "I
Bagot

>

R. Bishop
Personal Attendants on the King

C. Harris

Green J

F. Hagemann

The Earl of Northumberland

D. Jackson

Henry Percy Hotspur, Northumberland's Son
Lord Ross
Lord Willoughby
The Bishop of Carlisle
The Abbot of Westminster
The Lord Marshal of England
Sir Stephen Scroop
Sir Pierce of Exton
The Welsh Captain
The Queen

N. Blackburn
L. Turvey
T. Hoskings
N. Andersen
F. Rickaby
R. Dyer
A. Cantrell
P. Bird
G. Williams
J. Dickens

The Duchess of York

R. Crewe

The Queen's Lady-in-Waiting
The Groom of the King's Stable
The Prison Keeper
A servant
Soldiers

J. Cotterell
P. Rickaby
G. Brown
A. Broom
C. Christie, K. Davies, F. Courie, H. Guest

Producer:

P. LE FEUVRE

Stoge and Lighting
Sound Effects

Mr. P. E. Metcalf
Mr. J. M. Harper

Wardrobe

Mesdames Sambrook and Hopkins

Make-up
Mrs. Metcalf
Business Manager
Mr. L. C. Tedder
Prompter
Mr. R. Whiteford
Stage Hands
M. Stanlland, D. Dale, M. McFall, C. Knightsbridge
Costumes provided by the Natal Schools Theatre Organisation.

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT

Officials

SPEAKER
CLERK

Reece, J. F
Lissauer, F

PRIME MINISTER
... Cantrell, A. C.
LEADER OF OPPOSITION Williams, G. P.
PUBLICITY OFFICER
Plen, N. J
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Roodepoort
Ladysmith
...
...

Cato Manor
Waterval Boven
Pinetown

GOVERNMENT:

Meyer, B. D. L. ... Margate

Justice
External Affairs,

Propaganda, inf. ... Andersen, N. H. ...
Turvey, L. H.
Railways, Transport,
Defence and interior

Posts and Telegraphs Greer, D. A.
Bantu Administration

Kirk wood, D. J. ...

Gumtree
KwambonambI

Bird, P

Bird Island

Jackson, D. T.

Johannesburg

Blackburn, N. J. ...

Blackridge

Gerhardt, R. V. ...

Germiston

Mackay, I. S

Magaliesburg

Finance, Commerce,
Mines
Education, Arts,
Science, Public Wks.

Alverstone
Touws River

Health and Social

Welfare

Lands, Agriculture,
Food and Water
OPPOSITION:

Deputy Leader

Daniel, A. J. C.

Durban

Morgan, K. A.

Maraisburg

Nightingale, L. B. H.

Nkandhia

Simpson, J, D.

Sophiatown

Stead, J. D
Stockil, J. C.
Watson, E. A. P. ...
Wooller, K. J. S. ...

Stellenbosch
Standerton
Winterton

and 54 CROSS BENCHERS

Witziespruit

PROGRAMME

February 26th

Opposition Motion of No Confidence in the Government

March llth

Government Motion: "That the Minister for Propaganda be
instructed to take steps to prevent the misrepresentation of
South African affairs overseas." Proposed by the Minister
for Propaganda (N. H. Andersen) and opposed by the Deputy

No vote taken.

..

Leader of the Opposition (I. S. Mackay). Motion won.

March 25th

Government Motion: "That South Africa should become a

Republic'. Proposed by the Hon. Minister for Education,
Arts and Science (D. T. Jackson) and opposed by the Hon.
Member for Maraisburg (K. A. Margan). Motion Lost.
April 29th

Motion proposed by Hon. Minister without Portfolio (G. P.
Williams), "That South Africa should become a Republic"
and opposed by Estcourt High School. Motion lost.

May 13th

'

Opposition Motion, "That laws which apply on week days
should apply similarly on Sundays". Proposed by Hon. MemWitziespruit (K. Wooller) and opposed by Hon. Prime
Minister (A. C. Cantreii). Motion won.

June 10th

Motion, "That the policy of Bantustan is economically impracticable and ethically unsound**. Proposed by Epworth
High School and opposed by the Hon. Minister for Defence
and Interior (L. H. Turvey). Result, a tie.
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AS we had hoped, this has proved quite a fair session. The majority
of last year's best speakers have returned and the battle of wits
between Cabinet and Opposition has proceeded unabated, with the
Cross-benchers, as usual, sitting in rather awed silence. Particular

fluency from the leaders results in greater bashfulness among the
lesser lights, but we hope the situation will improve.
The political scene in South Africa has been somewhat lurid
during the earlier part of the year, and the intelligent and rational
interest taken in her affairs has been revealed by the thoughtful
and well-documented nature of the speeches made. Question-time
has found a host of very pertinent and somewhat embarrassing
posers hurled at the Cabinet, who have nevertheless acquitted
themselves well. As has been stressed before, question-time is one
of the most valuable features of our Parliamentary system.
As Prime Minister, A. C. Cantrell has dealt very adequately with
all problems arising. On one occasion, owing to the absence of most
of his Cabinet at a Play Rehearsal, he had to answer nearly twenty
questions himself. The Leader of the Opposition, G. P. Williams,

has never spared the Government and has a keen political mind.
Variously supported by such as Turvey, Mackay, Stead, Jackson,
Anderson and Bird, these protagonists have fought hard.
It was a great pleasure to have Estcourt School visit us again, and
we commend their enthusiasm in making so long a trip—a round
distance of nearly 250 miles for an evening's debate. The evening
was enjoyable and we congratulate our opponents on winning their
anti-Republican motion, though we would observe that the CrossBenchers almost always vote anti-Government on principle!
Epworth,too, paid their first visit to our Parliament, and we hope
they enjoyed watching the system at work. One need hardly say
that a visit from our sister school is always an Occasion, for more
reasons than the official ones. Once again, they persuaded the
Cross-benchers to vote against our hard-pressed, but very resolute.
Cabinet.

Among questions posed at Question Time were the following:—
To what country does an Indian, whose ancestry Is South African, belong.
If the Government does not regard him as a South African?
Why are helicopters allowed for game-hunting?
Do you consider the swastika a work of art?
Why are Maori rugby players not permitted to play here with the All Blacks?
Why Is the Queen's head to be removed from our coins?
When Is the Afrlkaanse Woordeboek, begun 30 years ago, to be completed?
Why were the Royal Natal Carbineers forbidden to take part In the Ladysmith celebrations?

Will the Republic (If any) be Inside the Commonwealth?
Why has £72,000 been spent on new cars for the Cabinet?
Will there be a new Durban railway station ever?
What Is to be done about sea pollution off the coast of Natal?

How many people have been detained under the Emergency Regulations?
18
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Why are the main Union Celebrations to be held in a small dorp like Bloemfonteln?
What Is to be done to ease the Pass Laws?
Can South Africa defend herself in wartime?

What steps are the Government going to take In the matter of kwashlorkor?
For how long Is the Press to be censored?

For how long Is the Government going to allow South African affairs to be
misrepresented overseas?
If the Government take over the control of all Education, what are their
Intentions towards the Private Schools of Natal?

Why was a swimming bath built In Sophlatown when the Government
cannot afford the water to fill It?

What steps are being taken to make doves fly upwards Instead of downwards?

These questions—only a fraction of the full quantity—show a
sensible and critical Interest In current problems, and it is proper
to report that the Prime Minister or the appropriate Cabinet
Minister replied to them all fairly adequately!

SPEECH AND DRAMA FESTIVAL

THE participants had put in a good deal of time and thought into the
preparation and memorisation of their items, but hardly anticipated
the extremely glowing report put in by the adjudicator, who has
judged widely and so should have acquired a standard of measure
ment by now. In short, every candidate obtained a First Class for
every item (In many cases First plus, plus plus, and plus plus plus!),
and the general report indicated that this was the best group she
had met.

She reported: "Speakers spoke slowly and with control—the
essence of good speaking. The field of choice was wide and very
interesting to listen to, showing a keen appreciation of good litera
ture. Public speaking, both prepared and impromptu, was fluent
and intelligent; this being no doubt in part due to experience with
the Kearsney Parliament.
"To be a competent and fluent speaker, especially impromptu, is
a wonderful social asset. To deliver a well-prepared public speech
or lecture makes one persona grata anywhere.
"Blank verse and Scripture readings were well chosen and the
Scripture passages In particular were feelingly presented. There Is
no finer literature than that of the Bible."

Items presented were as follows:—
N. Andersen: Impromptu Speech, Blank Verse, Scripture Reading, Sight
Reading, Broadcast Voice.

P. Bird: Lecture (Flight over Russia), Impromptu Speech, Broadcast Voice.
A. Cantrell: Lecture (Joan of Arc), Impromptu Speech, Scripture Reading.
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D. Jackson: Blank Verse, Scripture Reading. Broadcast Voice, Sight Reading,
Narrative Poem.

I. Mackay: Lecture (Yachting), Scripture Reading, Unaided Work, Sight
Reading, Broadcast Voice.

C. Stead: Lecture (Albert Schweitzer), Sight Reading, Scripture Reading,
Unaided Work, Broadcast Voice.

L. Turvey: Lecture (Bantustans), impromptu Speech, Sight Reading, Broadcast
Voice.

G.Williams: Lecture (individuality). Unaided Work.
Everything, except Sight Reading and Broadcast Voice, was memorised.
Broadcast Voice was tested in Radio House, Durban, and resulted in: 1st Class:
i. Mackay, D. Jackson; 2nd Class: G. Stead, N. Andersen, P. Bird.
J.F.R.

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

AN encouraging amount of Interest has been displayed In the Society
by numerous members of the third form and some most promising
speakers have come to light.
A variety of motions has been debated, among them, "That the

Life of a Schoolmaster Is a Very Easy One"(Lost 20-23!) and "That
Non-Europeans as well as Europeans should be permitted to repre
sent South Africa at International Sports Events and In Test Matches
If they are good enough"(won 46-12).

In addition, the Society was privileged to attend a meeting of
the Kearsney Parliament to listen to the debate vs. Estcourt High
School and many useful tips on forceful and fluent public speaking
were gleaned.
R.W.

CHOIR

THE Chapel Choir this year numbers about 60 voices with tenors
outnumbering the basses—surely a unique occurrence.
Some anthems have already been performed:
(I) Vox Ultima Crucls by William H. Harris.
(II) Easter Anthem—"Come ye Faithful" by Dr. Thatcher.
(III) Crimond—"The Lord's My Shepherd".
The last named anthem was sung by the choir who had the
pleasure of leading the singing at the wedding of Miss Patricia Palmer
of Kloof to Mr. N. OehJey.
Future events Include further anthems, the school concert,

probably to be held In early September, and later, of course, the
Carol Service.
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The choir has worked well and show considerable promise for

the occasions to come, and I am pleased to say that my first two terms
with them have been most pleasant.
J.M.H.

RECITAL

WE were treated to a very pleasant musical recital on February
27th by Mr. and Mrs. John Harper, newly arrived from Englandhe has succeeded Mr. Quarmby and Mrs. Harper has sung profes
sionally overseas. We were delighted to have such talented friends
In our midst.
PROGRAMME

I.

2.

PIANO...

SONG ,

(i) Musical Box
(11) Le Petit Ane Blanc
(ill) Bach Goes to Town
... (1) If I Loved You (CAROUSEL)

... Liadov
,. Grovlez

Templeton

(II) I Was Never Kissed Before (BLESS THE BRIDE)
(III) Deep In my Heart (THE STUDENT PRINCE)
3. PIANO COMPOSITIONS

John Ireland

4. SONGS from FIGARO and MADAME BUTTERFLY.

5. PIANO
6. SONGS

(I) Study In G Flat
(11) Waltz In E Minor
(Hi) Prelude In C Sharp Minor
(I) The Little Damozel
(II) The Chestnut Tree

(III) The Song of the Smugglers Lass

F. Chopin
F. Chopin
F. Chopin
Ivor Novello
R. Schumann
... M. Phillips

Clarinet Items by Mr. Harper had to be cancelled owing to the
Illness of Mr. Oram, accompanist.

VIOLIN RECITAL

ON March 19th Mr. Woodcock, Australian world-traveller, gave a

very Interesting lecture-recital, revealing himself as a high-grade
performer. He was accompanied on the piano by Mr. Philip Britten,
Director of Music for Natal, and Items ranged from Bach and Beet
hoven to Bela Bartok. Mr. Woodcock explained and demonstrated
the scope and effects of the violin, and the evening was entertaining
and Instructive.
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MUSIC SOCIETY

THE music society has met regularly since the beginning of the year,
listening chiefly to orchestral works on records, interspersed with
piano examples regarding the form and texture of the pieces about
to be heard.

A visit was made to the Royal Ballet to see "Swan Lake" at the
end of March, and later it is hoped to attend some of the concerts
given by the Durban Municipal Orchestra.
J.M.H.

EXPLORATION SOCIETY

TO cater for the spirit of adventure, the School found Itself last

year with a new society, the Exploration Society. One branch
of that society has devoted its holiday energies to the study of the
Province's wild life, and three expeditions have already walked their
way through the thornveld that lies near the confluence of the
White and the Black Mfolozi Rivers, the area in which is situated

the Umfolozi Game Reserve and the surrounding Crown Lands. The
Natal Parks Board allows three day safaris through this country, and
Kearsney has taken full opportunity of this advantage.
Accompanied by a ranger and a Zulu guide, a single file of boys
wends its way across rivers, over hills and through thick bush country,
the home of the Bejane, or dangerous Black Rhinoceros. A start
is made in the early hours of the morning, and with cameras at the
ready, the boys plunge off into the bush to see what there is to see:
White Rhino, Black Rhino, Warthogs, Baboons, Bushbuck, the
graceful kudu, the elegant duiker or rare Nyala, Wildebeeste,
Crocodile, the spoor and kill of a lion—for there are a handful of
of them still in Zululand^—and innumerable birds and insects. Views

of the country open out from the hill-tops, while in the distance
the Manghlagazi hills form the horizon, hills along which Chaka's
armies used to move on their way north and hills which shaded

the capital of the great Matetwa chief, Dingiswayo. At midday the
party stops by the river to make tea and just relax in the shade, for

such is the rule of the veld during the heat of the day. And as it
passes, so the single file forms again and moves on, eyes searching,
ears attentive, limbs ever ready to take full flight should occasion

warrant it. And as evening draws near a camp-site is found by the
river: tents are erected, or perhaps it is a sheltered cave. A fire
is made, supper is eaten and the evening is spent listening to the

ranger who talks of the animals he loves or recites some stirring
saga in the history of the people of the place, the Zulu nation.
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Such has been the routine of three expeditions sent out by

Kearsney over the last four months. But it can be suddenly broken
in a manner frightening at the time, but wonderful to relate after
wards. There was the occasion when the College's first expedition

accidentally disturbed two sleeping white rhino in a donga. The
ground shook, there was swift movement and the two tank-like
beasts thundered, snorting furiously, underneath the trees which
concealed nine school-boys and a master! Then there are the things
of rare interest which one sees from time to time: one expedition
came across a mother porcupine with two new-born youngsters,

an unusual sight, while another was privileged to see the rather
rare Banded Mongoose from very close quarters. But common

though they are in that territory, it is the rhino that attracts the
most interest. The Mkhombe, or white rhino, is the most common

and also the biggest. In fact, it is his size that causes one to back
away a little to take stock of the trees. But it is he that normally
trots away when he becomes aware that there are humans about.
He will stand and gaze towards one without being able to see one at
all, he will shuflfie his feet uneasily and waggle his great trumpetshaped ears, he will turn this way and that, and then, with tail
curled, he will trot away into the bush with prehistoric gait. Not
so the Bejane, or Black Rhino. Smaller, but tougher, he will charge,
and the mere name on the lips of the Zulu ranger is enough to send
any group of boys scrambling for the trees.
Such is the fun we at Kearsney have discovered is to be found in
Natal by those who look for it. We hope that many more genera
tions of Kearsney and Natal schoolboys will take advantage of these
opportunities given by the Natal Parks Board to visit Natal as the
Voortrekkers and pioneers must have known it.
VISIT TO BASUTOLAND

IN the Easter holidays, Mr. Fish took nine boys on a visit to Basutoland. We
entered the Protectorate from the Orange Free State side, and we had a holiday
which we shall long remember.
The main object of our visit was to see the Malutsenyane falls—the highest
waterfalls in Southern Africa—for ourselves, and when we finally reached our
destination after three days' hard walk, we were far from disappointed.

Altogether, while we were in the Protectorate, we walked well over 125
miles. We did this in 5 days and when we had completed this journey, we all
agreed that we would make a return journey only if we did the trip on horseback.
Basutoland is a very rugged and mountainous country, very sparsely popu
lated by Europeans. Indeed, the only white people we met were a D.C. and his
wife, Lt. Taylor of the Basutoland Mounted Police, and traders, all of whom were
very kind to us, and gave us a taste of Basutoland hospitality which we shall take
a long time to forget.
The falls themselves were particularly awe-inspiring, cascades of water
thundering down into the gorge 646 feet below. The roar can be heard for miles
around.

Our guide, one Joseph (he had a Sesuto name but it is unpronounceable)

was at all times helpful. To say the least, we enjoyed the trip immensely.
(A photograph token by the writer is found elsewhere.)
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J.D.S.

YACHT CLUB

THE Club got off to a good start this year with forty members,
many of whom are enthusiastic juniors showing a keen interest in
the Club.

In the senior section three Dabchicks and one Cadet

are being built. The Cadet will be for the use of the Club members,
while the Dabchicks are privately owned.
Apart from the meetings, the Club was given a lecture during
the first term by Mr. J. Shave on yachting and its history. During
the second term we were given a lecture by Mr. D. Shave on his
trip from England to South Africa via South America, which he did
by himself in his yacht, the "Colin Archer". He also showed us an
interesting film on a whaling expedition on which he went. We
thank them both, for giving up their time to provide us with these
most enjoyable evenings.
At the end of the first term all the members went for an outing
on Durban Bay. The Point Yacht Club very kindly lent us ten
"Cadets" for which we were most grateful. There was another
outing at the end of the second term which we all enjoyed. It was
most useful in providing instruction in practical seamanship.
P.A.V.

INDIVIDUALITY

"IT takes all kinds to make a world"; So they say. But—does It? Does the human
race consist of three thousand million individuals?

Or does It consist of three

thousand million cogs In the wheel of life?
Look at, for example, the city of London, the city where "the road .. •

without end Is cobbled with a line of bowler hats". Every man In an Identical
suit, with an Identical rolled umbrella: leaving for work at the same time on the
same seat of the same train, reading the same morning newspaper every day;
hurrying along on his peculiar errand, heeding nobody, heeded by nobody.
Shall we take another cross-section of humanity? A South African family on
a backveld farm. Mother, saucepan In one hand, party line In the other, cooking
the eternal midday meal. And her spouse and his visitors, engaged In desultory
conversation, punctuated by a series of "Agl man"'s and an occasional "Foeltog."
Different from the city type, perhaps. But just, just as stereotyped.
Perhaps we are unfair In judging men and women In thelrtyplcal surroundings.
Let us watch them at leisure.

"Oh, I do like to be beside the sea-side", sings the singer of a popular song
half a century ago and, with that singer, so does everybody else. For at play, as
much as at work, men seem to find no scope for Individuality.
Watch them on the sea shore—rolls upon rolls of greasy fat, and sheens of
glistening sun-tan oil as mommas and poppas bask In the sun; thousands of beach
umbrellas, hideously gay against the calm blue of the sea; countless teen-agers,
all engaged In the age-old game of technique—not love, not even puppy love, but
mere technique. And last, but by virtue of numerical superiority, certainly not
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least, myriads and myriads of children; lean ones,fat ones; tall ones, short ones;
but all, all so similar as they gambol In the baking sun.

We may well ask—Where are the Individuals! Is anybody different In the
multitude! Granted that every animal, under similar circumstances, behaves In
a similar way. But those that cannot adapt themselves to change die out, to
be replaced by a more versatile species. And at the apex of this evolutionary
pyramid stands man. Though every fish, and every brontosaurus, and even every
ape may behave In the same way under the same conditions, has man not the power
of abstract thought! Has he not a free will!
Perhaps he has. For we have seen these Individuals. Our grandparents saw

them as the flappers, who shocked them with their licentious behaviour; a year
or two ago It was ducktalls, with stovepipe longs and suede jackets. Both of
these soon lapsed Into the commonplace. To-day it Is the beatniks. Those queer
people.

Ah! Those queer people. Does not the answer to our problem He In those
three words! Those queer people, marked with the mark of Cain, sundered
from the body of society.
The wouid-be non-conformist Is like a bubble of gas, formed beneath the

surface of water just off the boil. Up and up It ascends through the surrounding
waters. But too often the forces acting upon It are too great, and It collapses,
to rejoin the main body of water.

And similarly, a man may retain his Individuality for a time, but too often the
forces acting upon him are too great, his bubble collapses, and he falls Into the
rut that Is society, becomes a mere cog In the wheel of life; a useful cog, perhaps;
but a cog, nothing more.

But what of those eccentrics of history? Socrates, Christ, Joan of Arc. By
the power of their own personalities they raised themselves above the common
mass and reached the Nirvana of being In the world, but not of the world. And
what became of them!

Lift themselves out of the rut of society, they could. But they could not

escape society's vengeance on their presumption In doing so. Socrates had to take
the hemlock, Joan was burnt—and Christ crucified.

The lives of these individualists had great effects on history, effects that
extend even to this day. But have they not turned In their graves very often to
see some of these effects!

The Church of Christ, the Church of the greatest non-conformist who has
ever lived, has become the symbol of conformity. And those sects that have
deviated from the common path. What of them! What have they become!
Those queer sects.
Standards of conformity do, however, change. "Atheism In one generation

is usually followed by hyproclsy in another", remarked Addlson. Similarly
prudlshness In the Victorian age was marked by licentiousness In the following
age. Thus what was non-conformity In one era, became conformity In the next.
And It Is only the non-conformists that can effect such a change.
To-day's beatniks may therefore replace our fashions In dress and thought
by theirs. But when, and If, this occurs, there will stiil be no real Individuals.
Non-conformists have never changed our "herd Instinct" yet. Nor are they
likely to do so In the future.
For the beatniks are not the Individuals they purport to be. They are tied
to their fashions as we are to ours. They have broken from the common rat-race
of society, and Instead tfey have set up a new rat-race of their own.
Thus for all our pretensions, we are stiil little more than mere animals.
We are not three thousand million cogs of one wheel, but are three thousand
million cogs of a few different machines. All the "types" that It takes to make a
world are stereotyped, and for the true Individualist there Is no place at all.
(Speech Festival Lecture)
G. P. WILLIAMS
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K.C. BOY S DIARY

February

4 Back among familiar faces ... some of them very familiar.
5 John brings gramophone and large tuck-box.

7 Only surviving chocolate consumed by Tubby.
8 Bate comes back to visit school.

Receives "ovation" from

juniors and middle school.

9 George has brought his sister's friend's photo and a blue writing
pad.

iO Borrow stamp from Mike to write home for some more money.
Ii

George buys new blue writing pad.

12 Sister's new dog arrives.

13 Boys spcks, slippers, etc., missing.
14 Dog disappears.
20

Ye Gods.

No Parade.

23 Buy new pencil.
24 New pencil pinched. Pinched someone else's.

25 Mr. Oram indisposed 3rd period. No History. Hope he doesn't
come back to soon. Bad for health.

26 Quick visit to Mr. Oram's study. While we are admiring the
moon, discover that his right arm is in the best of health.

27 While rubbing hip-pocket, discover pencil lost on 24th. Now have
two pencils.

28 George disposes of photo and buys a white writing pad.
March

2 Mac makes friends with me.

3 Mac tries to borrow 5/-.
4 Mr. Reece, with Punch on the back of his son's motorbike leaves
Kioof at 5.00 p.m. Mr. Reece arrives back at school at 5.07
p.m.

5 Punch arrives by Kearsney Bus.
6 Go to Hiii Crest without permission.
7
8
15
16
18

Sorry i went to Hill Crest.
Peter Reece gets 70 m.p.h. out of his motor bike.
Peter Reece getting expert with his crutches.
Fortnightly report out.

Results of fortnightly report wearing off.
(from "Kearsney Review")
E.A.P.W.

AERO-MANIA7

HOW many times during the year is the Sabbath calm shattered by the raucou*
blast of aero-engines, and are the unfortunates of Botha's Hiii subjected to the
maddening whine, as some giassy-eyed aero-maniac files his gummed chunk of
balsa around and around in interminable circles? Fellow scholars, I appeal to
your humanity; let us rally round and stamp out this disease before we ail succumb

to the danger of being struck by these mechanised wood-piles (unfortunately
none of them even remotely resembling aircraft) as they fail apart In mid-air
(quite a normal occurrence). The ever-present peril of becoming interested
in this madman's hobby always awaits expectantly for fresh prey. I speak from
experience,for i have had many a close acquaintance who has become a jibbering,
oil-smeared psychotic with no ambition or will, but that of flying these mon
strosities.

Their iair is the precincts of the workshop. Here they congregate to scheme
how next they will further their campaign against society. They have a committee
who handle their sanity-destroying work. However, it appears that there Is a
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godhead who, I am sorry to say, is actually a member of the teaching staff! Our
Intelligence Officer is hard at work trying to discover his past, prying and digging,
trying to find out where he has bean psychologically frustrated or misguided, or
whether he has a grudge against mankind and is so bitter that he has started this
branch of this society which is more devastating than any of its kind before, it
all looks pretty fishy to me.

Unfortunately, regular visits from the "Skyliners Club" (for so this branch
is called) intensifies the contagion of this malady, and many souls have been lost
on some dark and fateful Sunday.

Fellow-pupils, must we be subjects to this distardly form of torture?
Let us rise and stop these visits.

_.
G.D.T.J.

{From "Kearsney Review")

QUIZ

These answers to the Quiz in the last Review are given by a Kearsney Old Roy.
How many members of Staff are there?

1.

Q.

2.

Q.

A.

Too many.

What is your favourite subject! State why.
Do you want me to get expelled?
Q. How many bricks on Giiiingham's highest chimney?
A.

3.

A.

4.

Q.

I can't see it from here (Johannesburg).
How old is the Latin Master?

A.

XCLVIIXXXXX.

Q.
A.

Do you prefer Epworth or St. Mary's? State why.
Why should I give you the result of years of endeavour? (Epworth wins

6.

Q.

by I vote to 0).
What is the seating of the new school bus?

A.

Summer 36. Winter 82.

7.

Q.

How many uncracked, unbroken windows are there in the dining hall?
None, I imagine. (Sorry, I thought you said "widows".)
State what goes on in an assistant housemaster's study after 9.30 p.m.

5.

A.

8.

Q.
A.

9.

Am I indemnified against the laws of libel?

Q.

What is the make, top speed, and number of c.c.'s of Peter Reece's

A.

(a) Automatic, (b) 212 deg. F., or 100 deg. C. (c) None, (presumably

motor bike, and how many crashes has he had?

c.c. stands for "clueless clot"), (d) Apply to SPDSCFCTP.*

(■" Society for prevention of damage to stray cats, fowls, children and
traffic poiicemen).

J. H. CHARTER

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,

I spend a good deai of my time in the Library, browsing among the books.
I am glad to find such a splendid selection of reference literature available. There
is one criticism I have to make. The appearance and usefulness of the Library

is spoilt by the very large number of exceedingly old and dilapidated books which

obviously no-one will ever read. Could not these be thrown out?
Yours,
READER.
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Dear Sir,
That dance!

STILL SORE

Dear Sir,

When will the near side of the tennis wall be prepared for its proper use?
Will the Chapel ever be repainted?
Cannot guiding lights or ropes be installed to prevent mortal injury as we
thread our way through builders' material at night?
The Shooting Ladder has remained unaltered for nearly 18 months.
Yours,
STAGNATION

"IF"

(With apologies to Rudyard Kipling)
If nervously you steal up to the wicket.
And take your stance outside the offside pin;
If when the ball comes down you try to kick it
And take a yorker full upon the shin;
If in the field the balls go bouncing pastyou.
Or in the slips you get one on the nose;
If, when by chance you stop a ball at last, you
Hurl savagely and give four overthrows;
If, when you bowl, you hit the square leg ump..
Or point, alas, receives it on the ear;
if not a ball you bowl goes near the stump
But rather fills the fielding side with fear;
if you can fill each unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' dozing in the sun.
And hate the game, and everything that's in it—
It's time you tried your hand at bowls, my son.
J.F.R.

CRICKET I960

WITH five regular players from last year back and two others who
played In some of the matches, the 1st XI should develop Into a
capable side. Unfortunately, there is no adequate off-spinner in
the school, with the result that it Is a badly balanced side. We have
an abundance of seam bowlers, some of whom show distinct promise.

The lack of spin, however, is serious. If a solid pair of opening bats
men can be found who can give the side a fair start more often than
not, the batting should be strong. Dyer promises well as a number
3, and is developing into a capable captain. With Procter at number
4 and Hulett at number 5, we have strong and experienced batting.
Russell, Knox and Syminton can also produce runs, and the tail is
capable of wagging at times. Any side that is keen enough can be

good in the field, and this year's side is not failing in that respect.
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Fielding has never flagged, and the returns to the wicket have been
good. Knox, who came into the side late in the term, promises
well with the bat, and, as he becomes more experienced, should be

good. Procter, on form, is a talented all-rounder, and is closely
glimpses of his early promise, and now that he has some relief in

followed by Huiett as a batsman-wicket keeper. Syminton has shovvn

bowling, I hope his batting will improve.
There is a wealth of talent in the Junior teams, and if the young

players respond to the coaching, we should reap the reward in the
years to come. The youngsters who came to Kearsney at the begin
ning of the year have not yet settled down, but there is talent
there, and it will blossom out.

With or without the talent, the spirit is right, and all players,

whether they play for the 1st XI or for the Junior Cake team, enter

into their games with marked gusto and great enthusiasm. If that
spirit can be fostered, all should be well.
Plans are well advanced for this year's Cricket tour. We are

likely to tour Grahamstown area again and, if the plans materialise,
the Under 14 will accompany the 1st XI. Both teams will tour the
same area, at the same time, but their fixtures will not necessarily

coincide. It is hoped that we will make the trip in the Sports Fund
Bus, which will cut the cost appreciably, and in addition, will give us

our own transport while in the Grahamstown area. If this is success
ful, it will open the way for other and perhaps more extensive tours
in the future.
FIRST XI MATCHES

6th February

vs. KEARSNEY COLLEGE STAFF XI

at Kearsney

Won by Innings and 23 runs

Dyer won the toss and elected to bat on a true, easy wicket. The new opening
pair, Thompson and Travis made an interesting combination, and their first
appearance led to some speculation. The first wicket fell quickly, but thereafter,
the more experienced batsmen took control. Generally the side batted well, but
it was only too apparent that a very heavy responsibility would have to be carried
by last year's players. Thompson, Dyer, Procter and Huiett ail batted well, and
Kirkwood, at number 9 kept his head down well to be not out with 12 at the
end of the innings.

The Staff XI, strengthened by three players invited from the Hill Crest area,
was never in the hunt, and the College Xi was in complete control. The bowling

generally was good, if at times a little off line.
KEARSNEY: 149 (Procter 40, Dyer 34, Thompson 15, Huiett 13, Best
5 for 31).

STAFF: 54(Kirkwood 3 for 9, Osborn 3 for 9) and 69 (Miibank 24, Fish
18, Bigaike 5 for 30).

13th February

vs. MARiTZBURG COLLEGE

at Pietermaritzburg

Lost by innings and 34 runs

The pitch was so wet, that, after a long wait, it was decided to take lunch early
and to start as soon after I o'c'ock as possib'e. Dyer won the toss, and on "sound"
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advice decided to bat first. This advice cou'd not have been worse. Mackenzie,

bow'ing very accurately, bowled unchanged and ended with the outstanding
figures of 8 wickets for 22 runs. Dyer was the only Kearsney batsman to look
comfortable but he lost his wicket when he looked well set, playing across the
flight of the ball. Kearsney were all out for 37.
College were never in trouble, and they gave a good demonstration of

batsmanship. The wicket had eased up when they went in to bat, but each player
hit the ball hard when possible, and defended well when necessary.
The Kearsney second innings was little better than the first. Most of the
batsmen played the wrong strokes. On what was now a fainy true pitch, they
tended to play back, as they should have done in the first innings but not in the
second, and that led to their downfall. Daniel batted well, but the woeful lack
of experience told its sorry tale.

However, with that necessary experience, this side can develop into a
capable team.

KEARSNEY: 34(Mackenzie 8 for 22) and 61 (Daniel 18, Reed 5 for 16),
MARITZBURG COLLEGE: 132 (Holness 34, Gillespie 29, Sharratt 26,
Procter 2 for 27, Osborn 2 for 39).
17th February

vs. AN INVITATION XI

at Kearsney

Draw

This match was arranged to give the College XI more practice. Unfortunately,
some of the better players invited from Durban were not able to attend owing to
transport trouble, so we made the side up with players from the 2nd XI, Kotze
and Leitch. True to form. Dyer won the toss, and took use of a very good wicket.
The Invitation XI bowling presented little difficulty to the boys, and the score
went along at a good pace. Daniel and Thompson batted well, until Daniel was
out, well caught by Kotze off Long. Dyer joined Thompson whose rate of scoring
slowed down appreciably. There was no good reason for Thompson to put up
the shutters as he did, and in fact this extreme caution cost the Kearsney side
the game. Dyer was well stumped after 90 minutes of batting, and he was soon
followed by Thompson, both wickets falling to Townshend. Dyer declared at
4.30 p.m. leaving 1^ hours in which to dismiss the Invitation XI. This he very
nearly accomplished, and but for the very slow scoring earlier in the afternoon,
the school XI would undoubtedly have registered a win.
KEARSNEY: 123 for 3 declared (Thompson 60, Dyer 34).
INVITATION XI: 55 for 8 wickets (Best 18 *, Hooper 17).
20th February

vs. HILTON COLLEGE
Lost by 55 runs.

at Hilton

There is no doubt that Hilton was the better all round side. Their batting was
more sure, and had greater depth. In a very bad position with 8 wickets down,
their number 9 batsman came to the rescue with a responsibly played 42 not out.

Procter, bowling for Kearsney from the Scoreboard end produced his best
performance this season, and bowled unchanged for 20 overs. But support from
the other bowlers was lacking. Dyer tried Thompson, a leg-spinner, but he
proved too expensive, with the result that seam bowlers had to be used, and no
variation was possible. Until an accurate spinner can be found or made, the
attack must remain unbalanced. The Kearsney innings started badly. Daniel
was bowled with the second ball of the innings, but fortunately Thompson and
Dyer battled back. The wicket remained wet throughout the day, and really
offered no advantage to either side. Accurate bowling was needed, and all the
Hilton bowlers produced it. That was the main difference between the Kearsney
and Hilton attacks. The Kearsney batsmen had to play at nearly all balls bowled.
Procter batted well. He punished the bad ball, and was fully prepared to defend
when the situation demanded.

HILTON: 159 (Howson 42 *, Starr 27, Procter 5 for 45).
KEARSNEY: 104 (Procter 28, Sommerville 12*, Maclaren 6 for 39).
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24th February

vs. MR. STANLEY MURPHY'S XI

at Kearsney

Draw

Once again, a very strong side arrived at Kearsney to play for Mr. Murphy's team
in this annual fixture, and again, a most enjoyable game ensued. Deavin won the
toss and batted first on a good pitch. Burger and Heath, the two renowned
Maritzburg batsmen, opened the innings for the visitors. Both batsmen had
been batting well in league matches, and Heath had actually made no low score
this season. It was a challenge to the fielding side, and they took it up willingly.
Sommerville bowled accurately and well, and he was soon joined in the attack
by Procter. Procter more than reproduced his Hilton form, testing the batsmen,
and attacking all the time. Dyer handled his bowlers well, and the fielders gave
them full support. After 22 overs Syminton was brought into the attack. With
Heath out at 50, Burger was joined by Wesley and the score board never lagged.
The batsmen maintained the attack, and so did the bowlers. Six wickets were
down for 114 runs, but Deavin and Atkinson laid about the bowling, and added

SO runs in 20 minutes, which put the visitors in an unassailable position. However,
the time had nearly run out and Kearsney was left to make 205 runs in 113 minutes.
This was not possible for a schoolboy side against men, but they went out to

score as many as possible. Daniel and Thompson were soon out. Dyer and Travis
then shouldered the responsibility, and batted very well. Neither appeared to
be in any trouble. They played their shots firm'y, and punished any bad ball.
At close of play, these two had pushed the score along to 82 without further
loss.

MR. MURPHY'S XI: 204 (Deavin 55, Wesley 36, Burger 31, Heath
29, Atkinson 20, Procter 5 for 93, Syminton 3 for 38).
KEARSNEY: 82 for 2 wickets (Travis 33 *, Dyer 32 *, Heath 2 for 7).

27th February

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Draw

The pitch played on In this match was too true. All the batsman had to do when
in trouble was to play straight down the pitch, smother the ball, and he was
quite safe. The batsman had to get himself out, and no D.H.S. batsman ever does
that. The game was stalemate from the beginning. Ric-Hansen and Falkson
opened the batting for High School after they had won the toss, and it came almost
as a surprise when Ric-Hansen was out for 63, when the score was on 149. The
D.H.S. innings was declared closed at 194 for 5 wickets. The bowling generally
was good, but with no help from the pitch, all they could do was to pitch it up,
bowl at the wicket, and hope for the best. Again, Procter seemed to be right
back on last year's form. The fielding was fair. No chance was lost, but at times
the returns to the wicket were a little wild. Kearsney opened their innings with
Travis and Thompson. Thompson had been very safe all along, but with the
score at 15, he was easilv caught by Falkson off a slower bal l from Wannenburg.
Dyer joined Travis, and the innings immediately took on a more stable appearance.
Both batted well, but quietly. They made no effort to flog the bowling. Before
going flat out after the High School score, the batsmen had to be right on top.
This they were not, but they were comfortable. Kearsney could not get the runs
in the time available, so they took as many as they reasonably could. With Dyer
out at 73, and Travis soon after, Procter and Hulett added 26 runs in the last

30 minutes, and this game ended in an unexpected draw.
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL: 194 for 5 decl. (Falkson 82, Ric-Hansen 63,
Procter 3 for 67).
KEARSNEY: 101 for 3 (Travis 43, Dyer 20, Wannenburg 2 for 27).

8th March

vs. KOOKABURRA C.C.

at Kearsney

Lost by 1 12 runs

Mr. Roy McLean as usual brought up his Kookaburra C.C. XI to join battle with
the school, and a most enjoyable game ensued. Messrs. Moon and McLean added
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all the necessary runs. McLean was In one of his best batting moods, and treated
the players and the spectators alike,to a magnificent display of batting. He played
his shots crisply and cleanly, and one had to wonder at the incredible speed with
which he positioned himself for a stroke. His change of position, especially
against the fast bowling of Sommerville and Kirkwood, was a joy to watch. How
ever, the bowlers toiled with a will, and were always likely to take a wicket. All
the bowlers bowled well, and the fielding side gave full support. For ail that the
batsmen were always looking for runs, the fielding side never flagged, and all
runs had to be well earned. 163 runs was probably too many for the boys to score,
but we did not expect the collapse that followed. Only Kirkwood showed how
it should be done, and he batted well indeed. Three runs were scored in the first

6 overs, all to Thompson, then Travis was out without scoring. Dyer came next,
and neither batsman could get the bail away. The scoring was dead slow, but
no unreasonable chances could be taken, and the bowling was very accurate indeed.
Dyer was next out, then Thompson. Thereafter the wickets fell quickly. The
bowling was very tight and the fielding support was excellent. The slightest
bad shot was made into a catch, and this aspect alone, was a fine example to us
of keen, wide-awake fielding. However, we never tried to close the game up.
We were prepared to lose, but also prepared to score as many runs as possible.
The batting smacked of inexperience, but was not faint hearted. Knox, piaying his
first major match for his school XI, had as good agame as any, and seems assured
of keeping his place in the side.
KOOKABURRA C.C.: 163 (McLean 67, Parsons 22 *, Moon 30, Townshend 19, Syminton 3 for 24, Osborn 3 for 32).
KEARSNEY: 51 (Kirkwood 14, Parsons 2 for I, Deavin 2 for 10).
12th March

v. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Draw

Dyer's luck with the coin had deserted him, and again the visitors took first
innings on a good wicket. Disaster struck Gienwood, and within an hour, five
wickets were down for 47 runs. However, Weir, and later Clark came to the

rescue, and both boys batted well. Between them, they accounted for 100 of
their side's runs. Again, Procter carried the Kearsney attack, but a spin bowler
is becoming more and more necessary. Procter bowled from 1 1.30 to lunch,
unchanged,and after the break, he carried on until Gienwood was out. He bowled
33 overs for 83 runs, and 5 wickets. Once again, the Kearsney opening batsmen
failed, and staunch batting support by Dyer and Procter did not materialise.
This time it was Hulett, who played his best innings to date for Kearsney. He
hit the bail hard, and was always in the hunt for runs. He gave no chance, and
at stumps was hard after the Gienwood total.
GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL; 157 (Weir 50, Clark 46*, Procter
5 for 83, Kirkwood 2 for 14, Sommerville 2 for 25),
KEARSNEY: 123 for 6 wickets (Hulett 55 *, Protter 18, Dyer 13).

SECOND ELEVEN

BEGINNING the new term with a win over Marltzburg College the
2nd XI seemed well set for a good season. However, this was
followed by defeats at the hands of Hilton and D.H.S. and a draw
against Gienwood.
Even in the first match the batting of the side looked suspect
and rather brittle. These suspicions were confirmed In each suc32

ceeding match. Some of the batting was Incredibly reckless and the
batsmen in the side will have to get their heads down and concen

trate during the last term. The bowlers, who did an excellent job
of work, cannot be expected to bowl the opponents out and also
to make all the runs as well. It may be added that some of the
bowlers never tire of assuring me that they are also good batsmen.
Perhaps they are right after all!

In every match, except against Glenwood, the opponents were

kept down to a reasonable score. Led by B. Bigaike with his left
arm slows the bowlers always attacked the stumps. The obvious
benefits of this are clearly demonstrated in that of the 39 wickets

captured 22 were either bowled (14)or l.b.w.(8). Some of the catch
ing was not too good but on the ground the fielding was safe. B.
Cole took every catch to come his way and some were not all that
easy.

The wicketkeeping of Adendorff was always sound and he is
learning and improving quickly. Wilkins proved to be a sound
captain.

The Glenwood game was rather spoilt by the fact that they
batted for 4 hours In the heat of the day for a score of 210 and left

Kearsney a mere 90 minutes at the end of the day to get these runs.
This is what kills cricket.
SCORES

vj. MARiTZBURG COLLEGE: Won by 46 runs on the 1st innings.

KEARSNEY: 96 (Cole S3 n.o., Adendorff II) and 60 for 4 wickets
(Kotze 31 n.o.).

COLLEGE: 50 (Leitch 3 for iS, Wilkins 3 for i I, Simpson 3 for 4).
vs. HILTON: Lost by 7 wickets on the first innings.
KEARSNEY: 43 (Syminton 22).
HILTON: 155 for 5 wickets (Syminton 3 for 22).
vs. D.H.S.: Lost by 71 runs on the first innings.
D.H.S.: 109 (Bigaike 7 for 44).

KEARSNEY: 38 (Langton 17) and 56 for 5 wickets (Kotze 17 n.o..
Langton 12).
vs. GLENWOOD: Draw.

GLENWOOD 210 (Bigaike 4 for 73, Leitch 3 for 38).
KEARSNEY: 90 for 8 wickets (Kotze 34 n.o., Adendorff 14, Langton
l i. Cole ii).

COLTS

KEARSNEY: 54(Knox 20).

KEARSNEY: 70.

P.M.B. COLLEGE: 253.

HILTON: 132 for 2 wickets.

KEARSNEY: 72(Knox 39).
D.H.S.: 48(Brown 7 for 23).

KEARSNEY: 49(Todd 24).
GLENWOOD: 105.
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UNDER 13

THE team this term has been largely a new one, though there have
been one or two old stagers from last year. What has been most
encouraging about it has been the keenness which has been shown

throughout the term by the team as a whole and particularly in the
field. In this respect mention might be made of Austin whose
fielding this term has been of a high standard, and also of Wright
behind the stumps. Groom, who has captained, has on the whole
used his bowlers well, but still more attack is necessary to take
wickets."
KEARSNEY: 68 for 6 declared.
HIGHBURY: 39 for 7.

Draw.

MARITZBURG COLLEGE: 153 for 9 declared.
KEARSNEY: 50.

Lost.

CLIFTON: 102 for 8 declared.

KEARSNEY: 58 for 6(Groom 22 n.o.). Drawn.
KEARSNEY: 11 1 for 5 declared (D. Morgan 42).
KLOOF: 30 for 9.

Drawn.

HIGHBURY: 72 for 9 declared.

KEARSNEY: 74 for 6.

Won.

KEARSNEY: 64 for 6 declared (D. Morgan 36).
WESTVILLE: 56 for 4.

Drawn.

KEARSNEY: 64 for 8 declared.

KLOOF: 23 all out.

Won.

The "B" team has also shown keenness and has played some Interesting
games, not without remarkable success at times. The best Individual performance
was a score of 72 by Nichols.
P. Le. F.

SWIMMING
Committee for I960

V. R. C. Lund (Captain).
O. R. H. Lund, R. V. H. Lund, J. Stacey, R. Bouman, A. Webber
Annual Gala

Our 17th Annual Gala was staged on March 5th. The standard
of swimming was very high, nine records were broken and some

very fast times recorded. It was a glorious day and once again a
larger crowd than we could accommodate turned up.
Our sincere thanks to the Natal Director of Education, Mr.

L. J. T. Biebuyck, who was our guest of honour, for the gracious
way in which he distributed the trophies. He stressed the im
portance of swimming, especially in our climate in Natal, and said
how pleased he was to see that so much was being done for swimming
as a sport.
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RESULTS

50 yds. Free Style (Open):

I, Rickaby (P); 2, O. Lund (G); 3, Lacey (F). Time: 26 sees.

50 yds. Free Style (Under 16):

a

1, Haley (F); 2, Griffiths (F); 3, Coieman (P). Time; 27.4 sees.

50 yds. Free Style (Under iS):

1, Marr; 2, Bryan; 3, Holden. Time: 27 sees.(Record).

One Length Free Sty/e (Under 14):

1. Scott (F); 2, Bester (P); 3, Tedder (F). Time: 19.8 sees.
One Length Free Sty/e (Under 13):

,

_

nn .....

i, Lindeque (F); 2, Lissauer (F); 3, Ginsberg. Time. 20 sees.
One Length Non-Finalists (Under 13 & \4):

t,

I, Volkman (P): 2, Laing (G): 3, Bickerton (F). Time. 22 sees.
Diving (Under 15):

1, Holden (F); l,Todd(P): 3, Francois (G).
100 yds. Free Style (Open):

I.LundR.(G): 2, Lacey (F); 3, Travis (P). Time: 60.6 sees.

100 yds. Free Style (Under 16):

.r.

z-.

I, Haley; 2, Wallace; 3, Coieman (P). Time: 63.6 sees.

One Lemth Breast Stroke (Under \4):

I, Hill (P); 2, Turner (F); 3, Martin (P) and Wilson (F). Time 26 sees.
One Length Breast Stroke (Under 13):

I, Hansen (F); 2, Lissauer (F); 3, Morgan (P). Time: 27.6 sees.
SO yds. Breast Stroke (Under 15):

o

I, Marr (G); 2, Levy (P); 3, Bryan (G); Time: 34.8 sees.
50 yds. Free Sty/e (Under 14):

I, Scott (F); I, Bester (P); 3, Tedder (F). Time: 32 sees.
50 yds. Free Style (Under 13):

I, Lindeque (F); 2, Lissauer (F); 3, Paul (G). Time: 32.5 sees.

100 yds. Breast Stroke (Open):

l,V. Lund(P); 2, F. Rickaby (P); 3, O. Lund (G). Time: 72.2 sees.(Record)
100 yds. Breast Stroke (Under 16):

_

„

I, Cole (P); 2, P. Rickaby (P); 3, Wallace (G). Time: 82.2 sees.

100 yds. Free Style (Under 15):

I, Marr (G); 2, Bryan (G); 3, Staniland (F). Time: 60 4. sees (Record)
Diving (Under 14):

I, Martin (P); 2, Scott (F); 3, Allen (G).
Diving (Under 13):

I, Verbaan (F); 2, Knott (P); 2. Ashby (F).
50 yds. Back Stroke (Open):

,,

,

l,Bouman(F); 2, Wilkins (P); 3, R. Lund (G). Time: 32.6 sees.
50 yds. Back Stroke (Under £6):

-r-

-,a a

I, Haley (F); 2, Turner (G); 3, Coieman (P). Time: 34.6 sees.

50

Rickaby (P); 3, O. Lund (G). Time: 29.9 sees.(Record)

Diving (Under 16):

I, Rickaby (P); 2, Wallace (G); 3, MacFarlane (F).
Diving (Open):

l,Turvey(F); 2, Arnold (G); 3, Travis (P).

House Relay Race (Under 13):

I, Finningley: 2, Giliingham; 3, Pembroke. Time: 87.4 sees.(Record).
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House Relay Race (Under 14):
I.Pembroke; 2, Finnlngley; 3, Gllllngham. Time: 82.6 sees.
House Relay Race (Under 15):

I, Gllllngham; 2, Finnlngley; B.Pembroke. Time: 74.8 sees.(Record)
House Relay Race (Under 16):
I. Gllllngham; 2. Finnlngley; S.Pembroke. Time :75,2 sees.
House Relay Race (Open);

I.Pembroke; 2. Finnlngley; 3. Gllllngham. Time: 67.4 sees.(Record)
Events Previously Decided:
Plunge (Open):

I. Price (G); 2. Sutton (P); 3. Nightingale (P). Distance: 56 ft. 6 ins. (Record)
Plunge (Under 16):
I. Haley (F); 2. Hulett (G); 3. Crabtree (G). Distance: 53 ft. 8 ins.
(Record)
200 yds. Free Style (Open):
I.R. Lund (G); 2. O.Lund (G); 3. V. Lund (P). Time: 2 min. 19.8 sees.
1. FINNINGLEY (I38i pts.).
2. PEMBROKE (125^ pts.)
3. GILLINGHAM (114 pts.).
TROPHIES

Inter-House (L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl): Finnlngley.
Best Performance (Ian Tirrell Shield): V. Lund.
Runner-up (Spargo Cup): A. S. Marr.
Best Swimmer in each Age Group:
Open (Robertson Cup): V. Lund.
Under 16 (Spradbrow Cup): A. Haley.
Under 15 (Matterson Cup): A. Marr.
Under 14 (Van Gorkom Cup): A. Scott.
Under 13 (Fearnhead Cup): G. Lindeque.
Diving (Arthur Levitt Cup): P. Arnold and L. Turvey.
Durban and District Inter-Schools Gala

This year two of our boys were responsible for four new records.
V. Lund won the Derby Cup for his 200 yards Breaststroke. His
time was 2 min. 34.7 sees; the old record stood at 2 min. 41.7 sees.
The other record breaker was A. Marr who set new records in

3 events in the under 15 age group: 50 yds. Butterfly, 100 yds.
Freestyle and 50 yds. Breaststroke.

Natal Schools h^la
Here we have ohly two age groups, under 14 and under 19. A.
Marr, who is still under 15, swam for Durban and District in the

4 X 50 yds. Individual Medley Under 19 and was placed second, only
just behind the winner, a Currie Cup swimmer. In the 220 yds.
Breaststroke V. Lund swam an outstanding race to break the Natal
Schools record by 4 seconds. L. Turvey came third in the diving.
South African Schools Gala

The S.A. Inter-provincial Gala was staged at Bloemfontein this
year in conjunction with the Union Festivities. Kearsney had two

swimmers in the Natal team that beat all the other provinces this
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year. Each province may enter only one competitor per event
and once again Lund and Marr swam against the cream of the country.
In one race Lund was disqualified for swimming under water when
he swam so fast that a wave went over his head! In the 220 yds.
Breaststroke he finished 4th. Marr was in the Under 16 Relay team
that came second.

Life Saving

The following R.L.S.S. awards were gained:
Bronze Medallion ... 29
Bronze Cross
... 14
Instructor's Certificate 7
Award of Merit ... 10
Total

60
J.W.S.

ATHLETICS

Captain: J. Stockil.

t

•

Comm/ttee.' D. Syminton, G. Kanaar, J. Lacey R. Dyer, W. Travis.
Sports Day

WE were indeed fortunate in having good weather for our sports,

for a heavy fall of mist blanketed the Oval for the early part of the
morning. The mist lifted eventually, however, revealing the track
bathed in brilliant sunshine. There was never more than a gentle

breeze throughout the day so that conditions were ideal for athletics.
On the oval terrace a large crowd of visitors watched the sports
from the shade of beach umbrellas, which lent a festive air to the
occasion.

Performances were again of a high standard with many close

finishes, culminating in a dead heat for the UI6| Mile. I^ecords
were established in the Open Javelin by G. Kirkwood and intheUlo
220 yds. by A. Levy.

This sports meeting proved to be one of the most exciting for
many years. Flnningley enjoyed a modest lead throughout the day
until the afternoon tea break. On the resumption Gillingham, who
had been dogging Finnlngley most of the day, suddenly raced into the
lead as the result of the Mile races. Not to be outdone Pembroke,
with a determined flourish overhauled Gillingham—a position

which they retained until the relays. Excitement rose to fever pitch
whole-heartedly into the spirit of the occasion. It was only as the

as the lead switched from house to house, with the crowd entering
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result ofsome excellent team running that Finnlngley were eventually
able to wrest the honours from Pembroke by a narrow margin.
The final placlngs were as follows:
Finnlngley ... 220 points
Pembroke ... 207 points
Gillingham ... 189 points

At the conclusion ofthe Sports Mr. H. W. Haley did us the honour
of presenting the trophies.
Finally we should like to express our appreciation to the follow
ing:

The Headmaster, Staff and guest Officials.
Mrs. Osier and the ladies who kindly undertook the
arrangement for morning and afternoon teas.

Messrs. R. Blamey and B. du Toit for their help in coaching
the runners.

The Housekeeper, Mrs. Ireland, and the catering staff for
the excellent lunch.

Mr. Montague, and the grounds staff for their work on the
track.
J.H.H.
RESULTS

75 yds.(Under 13):
I.G. Dyer(P); 2, Verbaan (F); 3, Awerbach (G). Time: 9.8 sees.
75 yds.(Under 14):
I. Griffiths (F): 2, Hill (P); 3, Kotze (P). Time: 9.8 sees.
100 yds.(Under 15):
I. Levy (P); 2 Bryan (G); 3, Heming (G). Time: II sees.
100 yds. (Under 16^):
l,Kanaar(P); 2, Russell (G); 3, Anderson (G). Time: 11 sees.
iOO yds.(Open):
I, Laeey (F); 2, Syminton (F); 3, R. Dyer (G). Time: i0.7 sees.
High Jump (Under 13):
l,Hansen(F): 2, Verbaan (F); 3, Morgan (P)and Knott (P). Hgt.4 ft. 5 ins.
High Jump (Under 14):
I, Gamble (F): 2, Kotze (P); 3, Engels (G). Hgt.4 ft. 4 ins.
880 yds.(Under I6i):
I, Sommerville (P); 2, Wade (G); 3, Cole man (P). Time: 2 min. I i.8 sees.
220 yds. Open:
I, Syminton (F): 2, Dyer (G); 3, Clarke (F). Time: 24.6 sees.
Long Jump (Under 13);

I, Lindeque (F); 2, G. Dyer (P); 3, Hanson (F);. Dist. 13 ft. 6^ ins.
Long Jump (Under 14):

I, Kotze (P); 2, Engels (G); 3, Voikman (P). Dist.: 13 ft. 9 ins.
220 yds. Hurdles (Open):
I, Laeey (F); 2, Wiseman (G); 3, Wilkins (P). Time: 29.4 sees.
220 yds. Hurdles (Under I6i):
I, Leiteh (F): 2, Adendorff (F); 3, Beekett (P). Time: 29.5 sees.
Long Jump (Under 15):
I, Levy (P); 2, Heming (G); 3, du Boil (P). Dist.: 16 ft. 1 1J ins.
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''"T, Bouman (F): 2, Kirkwood (G); 3, Wilkins (P). Dist.: 137 ft. 11 Ins.

Discus(UndeHS)^)^ 2, Shire (P); 3, Brokensha (G). Dist.: 101 ft.

Kfrkwood (G): 2, Morrison (G); 3, Rickaby (P). Hgt.: 17 ft. 4 Ins.

^ifAwerbL^G); 2, Verbaan (F): 3, G. Dyer (P). Time; 12.9 sees.
100 ydMU^d er 14). ^
3^ Volckman (P). Time: 12.7 sees.
®^°\fGe^h^dt (G): 2, Knox (G): 3, Shire (P). Time: 2 min. 17.2 sees.

Shot

Lj^ey (p). Dist.: 39 ft. 1 li ins.

u'Hansen'fF)!' 2, Awerbaeh (G); 3, G. Dyer (P). Time: 29.1 sees.
220 yds.(Under 14):

,

...

l,Kotze(P): 2, Bester(P); 3, Engels (G). Time: 28.6 sees.

440 yds.(Under IS-i):

,

l,Lelteh(F): 2, Russell (G): 3, Anderson (G). Time: 56.5 sees.

^^Stockll^G): 2, Van Rooyen (F): 3, Travis (P). Time: 2 mIn. 9.1 sees.
110 yds. Hurd/es (Under 15):

I, Barber (F): 2, Shire (P): 3, du Boll (G). Time: 17.2 sees.

^"Tsmth(P)f2, A. Procter (F): 3. T. Beeket t(G):. Dist.: 117 ft. 8 ins.
110

Leiteh (F); 3, Y. Thompson (P). Time: 15.7 sees.

110 yds. Hurdles (Open):

_

l,Laeey(F); 2, F. RIekaby (P): 3, Wiseman (G). Time: 15.5 sees.

Jove/in (Ope^^^d (G). 2, R. Dyer (G): 3, Osborne (F). Dist.: 165 ft. 9i Ins.
iJ'm. Srnl^V): 2, Bonella (G): 3, Goodrleke (G). Dist.: 33 ft. l ins.
V Stoekll (G): 2, Clarke (F); 3, Van Rooyen (F). Time: 54.6 sees.

^'^''/"wo||/ler"p)t^2. Wade (G); 3, Edwards (F). Hgt. 5 ft. 2 ins.
880 yds.(Under 13):

^

ta-i

I, Kluge (G); 2, Mall (F); 3, Knott (P). Time: 2 mm. 34.3 sees.
880 yds. (Under 14):

l,Kotie(P): 2, Griffiths (F): 3, Beater (P). Time:

220 ydSj^(UndeM )^
^pj. 3^ Heming (G). Time: 24.7 sees.(Record)
220
Anderson (G); 3, Russell (G). Time: 24.5 sees.

lyclHiardt (G): 2, Bell (G); 3, Shire (P). Time: 5 mIn. 22.1 sees.
fySommervllle (P) and Daykin (P): 3, Coleman (P). Time: 5 mIn. 5.6 sees.
Mile

2^ Travis (P); 3, Kamstra (P). Time: 5 mIn. 12 sees.

880 yds. (Non-Finalists):

., .

n

I, Kotze (P): 2, Bishop (P); 3, Rolland (F). Time: 2 mm. 17 sees.
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Otd Boys' 100 yds.:

I.J.Lowe; 2, B. Murray: 3, C. Meyer.
Relay (Under 16^):
I.Pembroke; 2, FInnlngley; 3. Glllingham. Time: 48.2 sees.
Relay (Open):
I. FInnlngley; 2. Glllingham; 3. FInnlngley. Time; 47.8 sees.
Relay (Under 13):

I. FInnlngley; 2. FInnlngley; 3, Glllingham. Time; 57 sees.
Relay (Under 14):
I.Pembroke; 2. Pembroke; 3. FInnlngley. Time: 55.4 sees.
Relay (Under 15);
I.Pembroke; 2. Glllingham; 3. FInnlngley. Time: 51.2 sees.
Relay (Past vs. Present):
I. Present; 2. Past; 3, Past. Time: 46.3 sees.

Tug-o'-War:
I. FInnlngley; 2. Pembroke.
Events Previously Decided:
Cricket Ball (Under 15):

I. A. Knox; 2. P. Walsh; 3, B. Rawllns. DIst.: 68 yds. 2 ft. 2 Ins.
Cricket Ball (Under 16^):

I.A.Procter: 2. F. Walker; 3, T. Hoskings. DIst.: 82 yds. 0 ft. 8^ ins.
Cricket Ball (Open):

i. D. Symlnton; 2. R. Dyer; 3. R. Osborn. DIst.: 84 yds. I ft. i In.
High Jump (Under 15):
I. G. Holden and R. Heming; 3, J. Francois. Ht.: 4 ft. 9 Ins.
Long Jump (Under 16^):
I. G. Williams; 2. V. Russell; 3. K. Wooller. DIst.: 17 ft. 8 Ins.

High Jump (Open):
I.E.Watson; 2. I. Ford; 3. A. MeFarlane. Ht.; 5 ft. 21ns.
TROPHIES

Best individual Event:

Under 13 (Hopkins); R. Hansen.

Under 14 (Pennefather): D. Kotze.
Under 15 (Grant Weston): A. Levy.
Under 16^ (Les France); D. Leiteh.
Open (Hulett): D. KIrkwood.
100 yards (Rolland): A. Levy.
Flat Race (Trewhella): A. Levy.
Field Event (Jollffe): D. KIrkwood.
Hurdles (Haley): D. Adendorff.
Best Runner-up:
Under 13 (Winder); A. Kluge.
Under 14 (Centenary); M.Griffiths.
Under 15 (Craven): R. Gerhardt.

Under 16^ (More); H. Daykln.
Open (Sulin): B. Sommervllle and J. Laeey.
Inter-House Relay (Tolken): FInnlngley.
Inter-House Standards (L. Polklnghorne): Pembroke.
Inter-House (Oliver Pearee): FInnlngley
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RUGBY

Captain: J. Lacey.

. « ^

^.

j d i

j

Committee: D. Syminton (vice captain), R. Dyer, O. Lund, R. Lund.
THE first team shaped into a useful side that had some good games
this term. The fact that we went on tour to St. Stithlans so early

in the season helped considerably to build up team spirit and morale.

Although we could not beat schools three times our size, we managed

to hold them to a decent game.

There is an acute shortage of backs in the School this year but
sufficient forward material, consequently boys had to be pulled out

of their normal positions to play In the line. With the exception of
Russell at fly-half, all the others played forward up to last season.

Turvey, the scrum-half was a hooker, v. d. Berg and Adendorff,
the centres, were both loose forwards, Lund was a front ranker

and Lacey, on the other wing, was No. 8 last year and played on the

flank for Coastal Schools this year. We congratulate Lacey on his
fine performance In this game.
FIRST XV MATCHES

30th Aorll

vs. WESTVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Won 8—3

Kearsney had the better of the game in all departments but it took the team
Bauman was very useful in the line-out but we obviously had a lot to learn because

some time to settle down. We won more than our share of the scrums and
Westvllle was awarded fifteen penalties against us.

After a good break Robin Lund, on the wing, opened the score with a fine

try. The conversion was disallowed because Syminton took too long to place
the ball. Then Westvllle scored but failed to convert. Then Adendorff kicked

ahead for Syminton who scored and converted himself.
7th May

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Away

Lost 3—28

Kearsney started off quite well but the forwards did not play together. Lacey
and Syminton played very well on the defence. Michaelhouse had the best of
the game throughout but most of their points came from penal^ kicks. Van den
Berg scored for Kearsney when he followed up after Adendorff kicked ahead.
14th May
vs. ST. STiTHiANS COLLEGE
Away
Won 29—3

Our first visit to St. Stithians was a very pleasant one indeed. At lunch time they

had snow in Johannesburg and before the game started, it rained, but not for

'""^ From the kick off Kearsney had the better of the game and gave a fine display
of open, clean rugby.

21st May

'

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
Won 21—0

Away

Characteristic of this match were some fine three quarter movements and hard
running. Adendorff opened the score when he dived over after "king a p^s
from Evans, Soon afterwards Evans broke again and scored himself. Then the
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Fall went down the line to Lacey on the wing who cross-kicked to Robin Lund
bn the other wing to score our third try which was converted by Kirkwood.
from our "25" Lacey then put in a beautiful run to score under the posts.
4th June

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

Away

Drew 5—6

This was a very hard game but not spectacular. After Roy Lund nearly scored
D.H.S. put over a penalty kick to lead 3—0. Then Kirkwood equalled with a
fine kick when we were awarded a penaity. When D.H.S. brought loose for
wards into their line Lacey ordered Leitch out of the scrum too. Soon after
D.H.S. crossed our line in the second half Leitch scored our try. Both conversions
failed.

I Ith June

vs. NORTHLANDS BOYS HIGH SCHOOL

Away

Lost 0—6

Dyer hooked well and our line saw enough of the baii but could not get going.
The baii seldom reached the wings mainiy because the centres kicked too often.
Syminton had a very good game at fuil back. Northlands crossed our line twice
but we seemed to lack the speed and penetration to cross theirs.
18th June

vs. VOORTREKKER HOERSKOOL

Home

Lost 0—15

Through injuries, mainly to ankles, we had all our loose forwards, Evans, Leitch
and Kirkwood, off this day and for the rest of the term Adendorff was also on the
injured list.

Voortrekker had a very mobile pack and strong runners in their line, with
the result that every mistake we made, meant points scored against us.
25th June

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Home

Lost 0—8

College scored a goal soon after the kick off when they took the advantage from
a knock-on behind our iine. Kearsney fought back as hard as could be expected
and their defence was superb. The team played very well and held College till
the end. Lacey played this game with a broken bone in his hand and Kirkwood
had to leave the field towards the end of the game. College scored another
try ten minutes before the final whistle.
27th June

vs. EAST LONDON TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Home

Lost 3—25

After an extremely hard game on Saturday Kearsney played their worst game on
the Monday. At half time Tech. was leading 6—0 after two kicks. Then Kearsney
seemed to iose interest in the game for a period of about ten minutes and Tech.
made the best use of their opportunities. The team recovered weil and from a
scrum we saw our line move weil and Robin Lund scored in the corner.

Second XV

vs. WESTVILLE: Won 12—3.
vs. MICHAELHOUSE: Drew 3—3.
vs. HARWARD 1st:

Lost 8—14.

vs. DURBAN TECH.: Won 36—3.

vs. D.H.S. 3rd.: Lost 3—9.
vs. NORTHLANDS: Lost 0—21.

vs. COLLEGE 3rd.: Lost 0—17.
J.W.S.
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UNDER 15

vs. WESTVILLE: Won 23—0.
vs. MICHAELHOUSE: Lost 5—17.
vs. HARWARD: Won 11—3.
vs. DURBAN TECH.: Won 6—3.
vs. D.H.S.: Lost 0—II

vs. NORTHLANDS: Lost 3—14
vs. VOORTREKKER: Lost 5—9
vs. P.M.B. COLLEGE: Lost 0—3.
UNDER 14

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

WESTVILLE: Drew 3—3.
HARWARD: Won 9—3.
MICHAELHOUSE: Lost 0—17.
D.H.S.: Lost 3—30.
VOORTREKKER: Lost 3—43.
P.M.B. COLLEGE: Lost 0—52.

UNDER 13

THE under 13 division are having an enjoyable season and are

improving with each match played as can be seen from their match

results. With very few boys to choose from, we cannot expect to
beat Prep schools who have hundreds.
A TEAM

vs. HIGHBURY 1st XV: Lost 0—21.

vs. CLIFTON (Dbn.) 1st VX: Lost 3—8.
vs. D.P.H.S. 1st XV: Lost 3—28.
vs. ST. HENRY'S U13: Lost 0—9.
vs. NEW FOREST UI3: Lost 8—14.
vs. WESTVILLE U13: Lost 0—9.
vs. NORTHLANDS U13: Lost 3—9.
vs. HIGHBURY 1st XV: Lost 8—14.

vs. HIGHBURY 1st XV: Won 15—3.
B TEAM

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV: Lost 0—18.
vs. NEW FOREST: Lost 0—12.
vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV: Lost 3—15.

CADET NOTES

APART from the Band, the Detachment is now organised as a
Battalion of three companies comprising eight platoons.

2/Lt. G. Burger went on leave at the beginning of the second
term, and I am grateful to Mr. B. du Toit for taking over C Company
in his absence. Mr. du Toit is not a cadet officer, but he is a keen
member of the A.C.F., and his one idea of a good holiday appears

to be to go on a military course at Pretoria. (Woe to our enemies
in the next war!)
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Appointments:

Student Officers: E. A. P. Watson, J. S. Lacey, A. C. Cantrell, B. D. L. Meyer,

A. J. W. Haley, G. D. Wiseman, L. G. van Heusden, T. P. Bird, K. A. Morgan^
Sergeant-Majors: R. G. Wllklns, P. H. Arnold, L. H. Proksch.
Sergeants: R. V. H. Lund, A. R. Rolfe, F. A. RIckaby, R. G. Henley, G. C. Kanaar,
B. E. Saunders, R. A. Dyer, T. D. Syminton.
Corporals: R. A. Bouman, D. J. Klrkwood, D. L. B. Evans, A. W.Procter, V. R. C.
Lund, O. R. H. Lund, L. H. Turvey, D. P. D. Smart, P. M. Myburgh, D, O.
Coetzee, K. J. Wooller.
Band:

Drum Major: S/O K. A. Morgan.
Staff-Sergeant: I. S. Mackay.
Sergeants: C. C. Christie, A. J. McFarlane, L. B. H. Nightingale.
Corporals: D. J. Adendorff, B. L. Cole, O. L. Griffiths, D. N. E. Leitch, R. Farren,

Shooting
After the proclamation of the State of Emergency all rifles were
withdrawn during the Easter holidays, so no shooting practices have
been possible. The Imperial Challenge Shield Competition and
other shooting competitions have been cancelled.

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
Club Officials

President: J. W. H. Howarth, 6 Cliff Road, Westville.

Secretary: P. E. Metcalf, Kearsney College.
Treasurer: M. J. Rodda, P.O. Box 142, Durban.
Durban Branch

Chairman: C. D. Nathan, 16 Park Lodge, Berea Road.
Secretary: E. C. K. Dowse,6 Glendale Avenue, Westville.
Johannesburg Branch

Chairman: D. G. Gardner, 208 Athol St., Highlands North.
Secretary: A. J. W. Hoad, 48 Carisbrook Street, Sydenham.
Maritzburg Branch

Chairman: S. C. Schreuder, 72 Payn Street.
Secretary: P. J. Reece, Natal University, or Botha's Hill.
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Editorial Notices

I. 1,100 copies of the December "Chronicle" were distributed.
Three of them were acknowledged, We trust that this is not a
true reflection of the acceptability of this Magazine. It takes a
long time to compile, especially the Old Boys' Section, and is
mainly a holiday task.

2 The Register is beginning to take shape, but the checking, arrang
ing, adjusting of Questionnaire forms for uniformity, and filling
in of forms for Old Boys who have not replied, takes a great
deal of time, and I ask that patience be exercised.

3. Keeping the addressograph up to date is a continuous job, and
half the Register replies reveal alterations to addresses. As
many Magazines are returned "unknown", I ask you please to
tell us of changed addresses. We cannot accept responsibility
for non-receipt of communications, if we have the wrong
addresses.

4. As will be observed from the above, most of my spare time Is
devoted to the Old Boys' Club. It is a pleasure, but is some

times made considerably harder through the failure of Old
Boys to respond.

6. We gratefully acknowledge receipt of School Magazines from a
large number of schools, both in S. Africa and overseas.
Domestic Notices

Engagements:
M. Blackburn, P. D. Houston, S. Fish, G. H. M. Fraser, D. S.

Murdock, F. Porrill, B. W. Haley, D. Dukes, R. A. M. Biebuyck.
Marriages:
R. M. Cole, S. Evennett, R. W. Friday, R. D. Hirst, J. Lorge,
0. Leibbrandt, D. J. Metcalf, R. Rindel, W. N. Rock, K. B. Shea,

T. J. Shepstone, L. Slater, W. G. Wicks.
Births:

M. Brand (daughter), E. C. K. Dowse (son), W. H. Groves (son),
1. Hume (son), D. J. Kjonstad (son), L. Lewis (son), G. Metcalf (son),
R. H. Mitchell (son), M. Mundell (son), C. L. Oliver(son), L. G. Pottow
(son), D. Rock (daughter). Dr. M. Shires (son), C. H. Smith (son),
I. W. D. Stones (daughter). Rev. J. L. B. Taylor (son), P. Turner
(daughter). Rev. P. R. Young (son,) O. W. K. Jackson (son).
Deaths:
Bill Woods

BILL WOODS passed away in mid-February at the early age of 31.
His death came as a profound shock to those of us who were not In
mmediate contact with him, for we knew nothing of his illness.
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This was known only to himself and his family. It seems that the
hand of Death had been over him for six years, for he suffered from
an incurable disease and it was known that his life-span was to be
very limited.

What courage it must involve, to live smilingly among one's
friends, knowing that the end must come, and soon. What courage
from dear ones, who never by a word or expression indicated the
profound anxiety under which they were living. We are humbled
to think that his sort of thing can happen. We can think of no higher
degree of Christian courage and faith and we pay the sincerest
tribute to those who were nearest to him during his time.
Bill Woods was a pleasant school-boy, one with a sense of in
dependence that at times seemed almost rebellious—but in the

nicest of ways. He passed through the school like so many other
boys, living a plain, ordinary life with no claims to distinction, and
possessed of a blunt sense of humour. As he joined the firm of
Ropes and Matting he whimsically said, "Ropes will be handy when
they finally find me out."

That is how we like to remember him. No self-bluff, but a good
down-to-earth attitude towards himself and life.

We shall re

member him with deep affection.
J.F.R.

in the course of investigations for the Old Boys' Register, the
Editor has learned of the following deaths, hitherto unrecorded.
They are of Old Boys of whom we had completely lost touch, and
so regret that we can give few details about them. We would
express our sympathies to all connected with them.
Ralph Cope

RALPH COPE was a Kearsney Foundation Scholar (1921-22). We
have recently learned that he died in 1951, when a tractor overturned
and killed him.

William Clifrord Sykes

"BILL" SYKES (1922) was, we believe, working for the Durban Cor
poration. He died in June, I960.

Lionel Douglas Stone

LIONEL STONE (1925-26) was for many years tobacco-farming at
Macheke, S. Rhodesia. He died in December, 1958, of thrombosis.

KEITH LEWIS

IN connection with the death of Keith Lewis who, it will be remem

bered, was drowned in the floods of 1959 while trying to rescue a
native, we have the honour of quoting the first paragraph of a
letter received by his father, from the Provincial Secretary for Natal:
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"Dear Sir,

I have pleasure In advising you that H.R.H. The Duke of Gloucester, Grand
Prior of the Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem has,
on the recommendation of His Honour the Administrator of Natal, approve^
the award of the Life Saving Medal in Silver posthumously, to your late son, Mr."
Keith Lewis,in recognition of his brave attemptto save the i ife ofthe late Grammar

Mqadi, in the Umiumbi River on the 17th May, 1959."

OLD BOYS NEWS

THE editor claims your indulgence. He has received scores of
covering letters that have accompanied Register questionnaires.
The compilation of Old Boys news normally takes many days of
hard work. On this occasion he just cannot face the work Involved

In making a precis of all this Information, for he has not the free
time available. One or two letters are reproduced later.
Nevertheless we should like to make the following observations:

1. We are very grateful for these letters and regret that In
most cases we have been unable to write personal replies.
2. Most ofthe Information received will be found In the Register'

the compiling of which has occupied approximately an hour daHy

since Easter. We trust that that will form a substitute for the
normal Old Boys' News.

3. We urge you to go on sending news. It will be filed and
normally recorded In Magazines. In particular, If you wish Domestic
Notices, Academic Honours, or any form of preferment to be
recorded please tell us about it. Do not rely upon our scouring

the newspapers and then find fault If something is omitted!
LETTERS FROM AMERICA
From E. M. Gjestland (1948-49) . ..

What a pleasure it is to meet other South Africans in a foreign country—-

especiaiiy when they Inciude feiiow Kearsney Oid Boys. Severai months ago I

met such a group attending the University of Caiifornia here (the ^ears"®/
Oid Boys being Dave and Mike Haii) and it wouid be difficult to describe the
unexpected combination of nostalgia and affinity of mind that vyas felt—nostaigia
from thinking again about the fine country i had not seen for eight years; affinity
of mind with peopie who have been brought up there. Ever since, differences

between South African iife and the (over-ceiebrated) American way of life ,
have impressed me ever more forcibly.

Of particular relevance here are the strong ties which South Africans tradi
tionally maintain with their school for many years after leaving. These are so
much more meaningful among South Africans than among Americans.

My time here has been spent attending the University of Minnesota for three
years, getting unceremoniously dragged into the American army to serve for

iwo yetrs in Texas and, since I liked the place staying another year there to
attend Baylor University and obtain my B.A. Since then, by resolutely idling
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wftWn the comtortable confines of mediocrity (selling photographic equipment)
I have been carefully fulfilling the predictions of all those discerning masters who
said I would never amount to anything.
From M. O. Hall (1948-53) ...
My stay in America is drawing to a close, in that I hope to be finished and on
my way home in a year—this is not too long when I look back and realise I've

been here for two and a half years already. I shan't be too sorry to leave,although
I've grown quite attached to this easy way of life. California could compete
with Natal (were they closer) as they have very similar climates. We are now
heading into our summer after a very mild winter—during which I did a lot of
skiing, until I hurt my knee and had to have an operation to remove the cartilage.

Last summer I took a lovely trip to Mexico, driving all the way down to
Mexico City and Acapullo. The former place Is really beautiful, extremely
modern, in contrast to the rest of Mexico, a beautiful climate (being situated
at 7,000 feet) with a wonderfully infectious feeling of "manana". I could easily
see myself settling down in a country like this.
This summer I am going up to Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, Grand Canyon and
Boulder Dam, as these places are relatively accessible from here—all are within a
radius of 1,000 miles.

I returned, a fortnight ago,from a pleasant week in Chicago, where I attended
a Scientific Conference. This, I find a most uninspiring city, especially in winter,
when dirty snow lines the pavements and covers the sidewalks; not a speck of
green anywhere. I was glad to get back to sunny California.

from C. H. Lee (1948-52)...
I am most impressed with America and Americans. They are friendly and
hospitable. The academic atmosphere at Stanford is informal but stimulating.
Where the students at British Universities wear suits and gowns, here they wear
bright shirts and jeans. This to the European mind is out of keeping with an
academic atmosphere.
During the short four months that I have been here I have had to revise

many false concepts I held of America. This country gives itself the worst possible
publicity abroad through its comics, magazines and films. Hollywood is not the
true America. However, I do not think that Americans are as politically mature
as the English. This is indeed a sad fact, especially at a time when this country
is burdened with the leadership of the Free World.

Next year the Presidential election will be held. During this pre-election
year of juggling for position one clear fact seems to have merged, and that is that
the American system favours, more strongly than the British system, the public
hero or national idol.

LETTERS FROM ENGLAND
From N. Vaughton (1951-53) .. .
After leaving South Africa we moved to Solihull in Warwickshire and I was

admitted to the Public School there. This is a school with a very long history,
having been founded 400 years ago. The grounds are similar in size to those of
Kearsney and there are about 800 boys including the preparatory section. Various

achievements included my being Head of my House, Captain of 2nd XV Rugger
and being in the Swimming team.

Having fulfilled the necessary requirements for University entrance I moved
to King's College, London, where I am now reading a Georgraphy Honours
degree with subsidiary Geology.

We are very happy indeed in England. This warm sunny spring evening
seems to typify much of what England is. At this very moment I can hear a
massed band moving steadily down Oxford Street and can picture all the colour
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and pageant that moves with it. With rooms in the heart of London i am deeply
steeped in Urban Britain. The rural side may be less exciting but is very beautiful
—settled, secure, green and gentle. I look forward very much to returning to
South Africa some day and particularly to coming to Kearsney. I was in fact
hoping to work my passage over this coming summer but have found it impossible.
South Africa is the land of my birth and i feel strong and very deep ties with it
especially at present, with the press here full of her troubles, but at the same time
I must confess I have fallen in love with England and the English people and will
in all probability finally settle here permanently.

I hope eventually to teach, but prior to that i may go to Oxford to take an
Ed. Dip. and possibly a B.A. At present I am enjoying life in London to the full
with the result that i am frequently tired, always in a rush and have difficulty In
finding enough time to fit the work in. What with Boy's Club work. Church work
Societies, Committees, and all the life in London, there are just not enough hours
in a day.
From H. Lund (1945-49) ...

Life has been fairly hectic for me since the beginning of the year and it has,
of course, been crammed full of new and wonderful experiences. I have been in

England for just ten days now and I must say that I like it a great deal. The weather
of course leaves something to be desired for a S. African. We have had about 20
minutes of very watery sunshine in the last nine days! However, one can't have
everything. I spent my first week-end in England in London and I found it—the
small part I did manage to see In the time—all very interesting and fascinating
though not quite as i had expected it somehow. The buildings are ail so small and
the streets so narrow and the traffic makes Johannesburg look rather like a
playground on a Saturday afternoon!

I came up to Woiverhampton last Monday morning and was given a few days
in which to get settled—at any rate having got settled, more or less, I am now

hard at work in the laboratories and am finding it ail very interesting. The crowd
with which I work are all very friendly and helpful and I am sure that I am going

to enjoy my stay here a great deal—both the work and pleasure sides of it. It is
my intention to get around the country as much as possible over the week-ends
—I spent the last week-end down in Worthing with some of Dad's family, it is
a lovely part of the country—as you probably know—even though the Spring is
not properly sprung yet. I am hoping to be able to get a car and do a good deal
of touring, in all directions—and I hope to be able to spend my annual leave—when
it eventually fails due—on the continent.
From D. C. Roberts (1951-54) ...
Thank you very much for the readdressed Kearsney College Chronicle,
apologise for not letting you have my new address sooner.
i have seen Mr. Rutherford-Smith several times. He seems to have settled,

down into quite a regular London Citizen now, quite ou fait with tubes and buses
the nearest and quickest way everywhere, and has got the Londoner's dodgeshuffle movement gait taped. It has been extremely pleasant meeting him and
getting K.C. gossip first-hand and relatively up-to-date; the really interesting bits
never seem to get into the Chronicle!
I have settled down in England very easily: Although I can't say I shall ever
enjoy washing shirts and ail the other chores, I am prepared to endure them.
My original intention in coming over was to study at Birkbeck College. I
had to eat, and so I taught. After a year, teaching became more and more fasci
nating, and studying less so, and now I am teaching full-time, i teach English to
juniors in the 2nd and 3rd stream of a Secondary Modern school at Northcolt,
under very different conditions from those prevailing at Kearsney. At first
my teaching consisted almost entirely of a style formed from a sort of hotch-potch
of all my Kearsney teachers' styles, adapted to various situations. When faced49.

with some problem I often caught myself thinking "What would old so-and-so
do?

However, since becoming interested in the job I have read a few books

on the subject, and got a few fresh ideas.

LETTER FROM N. RHODESIA
From A. P. Lowe (1932-38) at Fort Jameson ...
Ml. It very
®'"® much. Population about
"°w.
Been up Civil
here for
15 months now and
liking
400—mostly
Servants.

Fort Jameson is getting cleaned up at the moment in preparation for the
Queen Mother s visit. Since the days of the Tobacco Boom it has retrogressed

rather a lot and has become a typical Civil Servants' town. We are a funny lot
of peop e with inflated Ideas of our own importance but I do think we are one up
on the Union s types In that we genuinely try to be servants to the public. As

you know, our African problems are as big as yours but I think we are making

slight progress. I never thought I would ever work under an African M.P. but

novy of courp I think nothing of it. There was quite a bit of unrest around

during the Nyasaland upset but most was hot wind from our Congress boys.
It has been wonderful to read of the great progress of Kearsney In the
Chronicles that come up and this Review done by the boys is very good Indeed,
rsij^e^u'^^r'?
opportunities
to-day. things.
We did miss a lot at the
Old School I supposewonderful
but none of
the really Important

African farming up here is on a sounder basis than In the Union I think. I
farms of up to an^d over iOO acres. The main emphasis is on the production
of Ground Nuts and Tobacco with Animal Husbandry becoming more important
M they leaim more modern ideas. The Africans around here are of the Ngori

have about ]70 farmers under my wing for guidance and quite a lot of these fellows

tribe—an offshoot of the Zulus, but not nearly as good as the Zulus. Generally
speaking a pretty lazy lot!

'

LETTER FROM JOHANNESBURG
From L. G. Capstickdale (1931-32)...
"1in the pink . I am afraid
p'her
Boys
see occasionally
that youI are
thatOld
I have
notwhom
been aI model
Did Boy, although
did
'•i®
Johannesburg
Branch
pretty
regularly
from
about 1948-1953 when I met more of my contemporaries.

Need I say that I remember you and Mr. Cram with considerable affection
and respect? Perhaps Mr. Gram might like to know that I have a considerable

body of published vyork to my small credit-he always thought highly of my essays.
I worked inJournalism after I left Kearsney, but after the war I svvitched to advertising which ts much more financially rewarding. My work has brought me
hto contact with many old boys. I see Albert Theunissen often. He has done a
fine job on Total petrol.

^fi.i'!!!'^'

of my own

mipt also be interested to learn that i have never lost my love

^ nowadays,and for years have conducted wide research

Well, it Is nearly thirty years since I went first to the old Kearsney. A lot

of water and a lot of IJe has flowed past since then, but I have never forgotten
staff of those days or the lessons you and your colleagues inculcated.
Would you remember rne kindly to those who might recall my brief and entirely
undistinguished stay at Kearsney?

".i'<=iy

P''' off
Kearsney.
The tearoad.
bushesThe
hadchapel
gone,was
and
that magnificent avenue of trees leading
the Mapumulo
r
?'^^^tmmg with bees and the little cemetery a wilderness of weeds i

't®iI '''P.'""'?.
yo"th.
In the
dilapiof
dated chapel
said a little prayer for the resti"offy
their
eternal
soulsdusty,
of those
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my contemporaries who did not survive the war—Nichols, Weir, Bartholomew
and the others. But life goes on and it is inspiring to see what you have made
of the new Kearsney. When I first read it more than twenty years ago I thought
Hilton's "Goodbye Mr. Chips" an overly-sentimental book, but I know now that
the rewards of a teaching life must be coniderable in the affection and fond remem
brance of a long line of past pupils. Over the years I have bumped into many

Kearsney schoolboys and it is a pieasure to be able to report that they were all

a credit to the school and to you and your colleagues.

I shall look forward with great interest to reading your Register. I often
wonder how life has dealt with many of my contemporaries—John Barratt,

Basil Coventry, Michell, Eric Peppier, J. O. N. Schofieid, the Crooks, Reggie
Richards, Denis Knibbs, Tom Collins, who was in JHB but whom I haven t seen

around for many years,"Tiny" Doidge whom I last saw in the Army, Vinnicombe,
the Nightingales, etc.

You are, I know, a very busy man. Please do not feel that this rather rambling
note cails for a repiy. I did not mean when I started to get bogged down in
reminiscence.
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EDITORIAL

There is no denying the fact that the time has come to think of

a Post-Matric course as the natural one for those who wish to go
on to the university.

More and more the unviersities themselves are going to demand
this. The appalling percentage of first-year failures represents an
unforgivable waste of tutorial time. When one studies the require
ments of overseas universities and compares this with our third-class

Matric, one can see how poor is our status by comparison.
Before going on to the university a student should have at least
one year after the Matric in which not only to do more advanced

study but also to learn how to do personal research. School spoon
feeding is no preparation for independent study.
The benefit to the school itself is obvious. A good core of

Post-Matrics provides maturity of leadership, and incidentally
permits the Matric students to get on with their studies without
too many duty distractions.
A system wherein the Matric is considered the absolute end of

education makes a very poor showing against the system at the
English Public Schools, where the G.C.E. (rather lower than our
Matric) is no more than an entrance exam, to the Sixth Form, in

which the students continue their studies for several more years.
Figures can be illuminating sometimes, and among last year's records
one reads the figures:
School A; 550 Post-G.C.E.'s,
School B: 520 Post-G.C.E.'s.
School C: 490 Post-G.C.E.'s.

Yet we hitherto have officially had none at all, and In the coming
year begin with less than half a dozen. It is time, therefore, that we

got thinking upon more advanced lines. The Matric is not the end,
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and a weak Matric is no preparation for the university. A minimum
of one year of further study could make a great deal of difference
at the university level.
We cannot refrain in the Editorial from commenting on the
great work done by our Life Saving Swimming teams. Not merely
on their success, but also by reason of the fact that this is so valuable
in a country where so many people holiday at the seaside, and where
rescues from drowning are so frequent. Our seniors won the Payne
Shield for the second year in succession and our juniors the Milner
Smyth Shield for the sixth year in succession, in both cases with what
we imagine to be record aggregates. In the senior competition
one swimmer obtained 190/190, and one I89j/I90. We offer our
congratulations to all coaches and participators.

G. M. ORAM

This is not going to be easy. The ones to feel this break most
acutely are, obviously, Mr. and Mrs. Oram themselves. But 1 take
the liberty of placing myself at number three. Mr. Oram has been
at Kearsney for 37 years, and I have been his colleague for 34 of those
years. It has been a long partnership, one of comradeship and mutual
help, with never a harsh word to my recollection; a partnership
in which we have watched the school grow, and shared in its varied
vicissitudes. The parting thus becomes the harder.
I very clearly remember my first encounter with G.M.O., on
my arrival at Kearsney in mid '27. He was on his hands and knees,
driving a model train round his bedroom. I wondered a little at
this eccentricity, but soon found that it was a symptom of the in
excusable complaint from which he has always suffered—the Peter-

Pan-like inability to shed his boyishness. I little thought in those
rather distant days that we should still be together in I960, yet all
through the years there is no doubt that a characteristic which has
endeared Mr. Oram to one and all has been his impishness, that sense
of mischief which, even at the most solemn moments, so often has

led him to do the most unexpected and undignified things, so bringing
gaiety upon the drabbest of scenes. How well do I picture him chasing
his wife-to-be round the Common Room, through the window and
on to the verandah, up the stairs to the balcony where the boys
were presumed to be sleeping, and round the beds, to thunderous
applause. He does not do that now, for he has caught her, but one
always feels that it might happen. Nor has this sort of thing ever
done anyone any harm. It all adds up to the fact that in G.M.O.

we have a "character": no stiff and starchy pedagogue standing
upon perpetual dignity, but human and approachable, and well-loved.
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A sense of humour is a teacher's greatest asset. It carries with
it a sense of proportion. It prevents molehills from becoming
immense mountains; it helps the blind eye and the deaf ear; it
sees good-natured fun where another might see something evil.
Mr. (Dram has always possessed this human outlook—he sees boys
passing through the same phases as he himself passed through;
his own whimsical outlook has appreciated the devilry in others.

If a man joins the staff of a great English Public School, perhaps
600 years old, with settled traditions and character, and after 37
years moves on, he will not have affected the character of the school.

Many boys who have passed through his hands may have been per
sonally influenced, and will think of him with affection. But the

school remains unchanged. If, however, a man joins the staff of a
school that is only three years old, with 40 boys living in a private
mansion, a place small and unknown; and he grows up with the

school, sharing in its ups and downs, helping it to grow, working
and sacrificing for it, refusing to leave it when the prospect is bleak
and his own future insecure, until finally he sees it a school of 330
and honoured throughout the country—then truly that man has
affected the character of the school. Of course he has. It would be

idle to speculate what Kearsney would be like had Mr. Gram never
come. It must have been different, that much we know. It might
even not now exist. In the mid-thirties, when the school was due

to be closed down, it was only the sacrifice of Mr. Gram, among
others, that kept it open, for he gave up salary and savings over the
years, that Kearsney might live. Kearsney might now so easily be
nothing but a distant memory in the minds of a few aging Old Boys,
To that extent "Gram" and "Kearsney" are synonymous terms:
They grew up together, and each has meant much to the other. How
much, we shall never really know.

When a school is small and the staff few, personal influence
counts for much, and Mr. Gram will be the first to admit that his

influence in the life of the school must have been greatest during his
fifteen years at the GId School, and his first ten years at Botha's
Hill, when he was the first Housemaster of Gillingham. Hundreds
of boys will pay tribute to what he meant to them during that period.
To-day he lives away from the school, and the school is a big place.
The modern generation will remember him for his work at English
and History, for his passion for the organ, a life-long love, for his
interest in the school Chapel and all that goes with it, for his leader
ship in the Cadets. GIder boys will remember with gratitude all
he did for them as Housemaster of Gillingham. Gthers, older still,
will picture him playing rugger with the best of them, running the

Choir and Debating Society, producing the annual School Plays,
managing the lighting-plant, and even tearing up the hill on a Norton.
In fact, when one adds it all up, there seems no facet of the school
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Fife in which at some stage G.I^.O. did not take a lead. Could any
other man ever have played so varied a part? We think not. How
very lucky Kearsney has been.

And now the long innings has ended. Its Inevitability makes it
none the less sad. Personally I cannot quite picture Kearsney with
out F^ax Oram. Part of the school will be missing He belongs to
the bricks and mortar. And yet, of course, life will go on. It is
rather chastening to think that life will go on, and before long there
will be a school-full of boys who never knew G.F^.O. Unbelievable,
but true.

In conclusion, of one thing we may be sure. If Mr. and Mrs.
Oram choose to return to South Africa—and we sincerely hope
that they will—we can assure them that every Old Boy's home will
be open to them, and there will be a royal welcome; likewise we
know that their own door will be open to everyone they knew.
Although G.M.O. has now broken the long link with the school
that he loved and helped to create, no-one can ever remove memories.
J. F. REECE

37 YEARS AND ALL THAT

By G. M. ORAM

I still have the notice from a London Scholastic Agency that brought
me from Birmingham, busy metropolis in the centre of England, to
Kearsney with its avenues of blue-gum trees and its tea plantations
and Indian pickers thirty-seven years ago.

"The Rev. H. Bisseker M.A., Headmaster of the Leys School,
Cambridge, informs us he has been asked to appoint an Assistant
Master for Kearsney College, Natal. The candidate appointed
should arrive in time for the term beginning on 1st February, 1924.
The work will be to teach History and English up to Matriculation
standard as main subjects. As the School is situated in the country,
it is important that the master should be fond of out-door life, and

a Rugby Football or Lawn Tennis player would be specially welcomed
"Salary offered, THREE HUNDRED POUNDS(£300) per annum,
together with Board, Lodging and Laundry. The salary will rise
annually by Fifteen Pounds (£15) up to FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS
(£500) . ..
"Write promptly yet carefully to Mr. Bisseker ..
The above appeared in the post on the family breakfast-table
in November 1923. I was then teaching in a pleasantly situated
Preparatory School in a Birmingham suburb, and had no idea or
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intention of going abroad to earn a living. However, advice that

almost amounted to insistence from a parent with a iong record of
office-holding in the Methodist Church, induced me to write, after

a day or two, "promptly yet carefully to Mr. Bisseker"; an interview

at Cambridge followed two or three weeks later, and, after losing
a newly-issued passport and securing another from a Government

Office in London with quite indecent haste, the last day of December
1923 found me boarding the old two-funnelled Kenilworth Castle

en route to the sunny land of Natal, wondering what sort of life
lay ahead but buoyant in spirit and hopeful in outlook.

A brand new traw-basher, complete with University hat-band
adorned one of the cabin coat-hooks; at the bottom of a trunk were

two tropical suits that, with some difficulty, a Birmingham store
had dug out of a basement in mid-December's wintry days, and
crated in the ship's hold was a large gleaming Norton motor-bike
bought from the Birmingham factory in November with the seller's
assurance that it was "just the thing for colonial conditions in Africa,

my dear Sir" .. words which later experience was to disprove com
pletely! Brown shoes (not usually worn in the profession in those

times), purchased on the advice("they won't show the dust so much")
of an acquaintance who had been "out there" for a brief period, com
pleted the ignorant but hopeful emigrant's specialized equipment
for one of "the colonies".

Somewhere, too, although definitely "not wanted" on the
voyage or for long after, was a considerable bundle of organ music
most of which was not to be placed on a music-desk until nearly
thirty years had gone by.
At Cape Town my entry on to the South African scene was

marked by a minor calamity, for the straw-basher was suddenly
whisked away by a too vigorous south-easter, and after an arduous

chase through the gardens at the top of Adderley Street, it was
found to be too damaged for further wear. Kearsney boys of 1924
vintage were thus robbed of the mirthful spectacle of the new master

under a headgear that it seemed was worn only by Indians of the
more prosperous sort and by schoolboys themselves. The Museum

in the Gardens provided another shock: a great glass case full of
snakes of various lengths and colours, and most of them seemed to

reside in Natal. Ugh! I nearly went to the shipping offices to book
a passage back to safe old England! However, back at the ''Kenil

worth Castle" I found a telegram from Sir Liege Hulett welcoming
me to the country and inviting me to stay with him at his home, the
great Manor House" in Durban, until the School opened. I confess
I was a little dismayed at the prospect of some "huntin' and shootin'"

as the nearest I had got to a horse up to that time was riding in horsedrawn omnibuses and cabs, but I was soon to find that such qualms
were quite unnecessary for the Knight and Founder of the School
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was then well over eighty years of age, was very very hard of hearing,
and his sole mode of transport was a Packard tourer. The welcome
and the hospitality shown me at "Manor House" is still a very pleasant
memory, but I am afraid that it was not until after some later visits
that Sir Liege came to realise that I was not a new boy for Kearsney
College but a new member of its Staff!
Came the journey up the coast to the School itself. Mr. Matterson, then Headmaster, in his Model "T" Ford, Mr. E.'A. Hopkins and
some or all of his family in an "Essex" (forerunner of the Hudson,
1 believe), and myself as an outrider on the Norton motor-bike.
Both bike and I wondered where we were going to and when we
would get to the main road! Came the first of many spills on later
journeys, this one on the muddy and uncompleted approach to the
newly opened UmhIotI bridge! Dirtied a brand-new pair of brown
boots, and much unsympathetic mirth from my travelling escorts.
This was real he-man colonial life with a vengeance, thought I.
When we arrived, I was shown up to my room—a bare attic
right under the tin-roof and a temperature that seemed like several
hundreds of degrees! No curtains to the windows and no carpet on
the floor. Not even a solitary bookcase. Just a bed and a large
expanse of brown-stained planks, plus a table and a couple of simple
chairs. And I had imagined I was coming to a South African Eton or
Marlborough. I believe I was too stunned to complain or even to
express surprise, but it wasn't long before that great character of
the early days, the Matron, Sister Edwards, gathered together a few
frills and fancies to make the room look less like a monk's cell.

The Staff numbered five: Mr. Matterson, firm friend and wise

counsellor from that first day to this on which I write these memoirs;
"Sammy" Williams, eccentric Welshman and great teacher of Latin
(which tradition continues now); Nico Melring, Afrikaans master,
keen rugger player, and later Natal Rugger selector and School
Inspector; Miss Ellis for the Prep. Department, who later (naturally!)
shared a wedding ceremony with me, and then the roolnek of
rooineks, myself. Mr. Matterson told me over the tea cups that
first evening "we are a happy family" and that I found to be indeed
completely true.
The boys numbered forty or thereabouts, and ranged in age
from seven or eight to seventeen or eighteen. Lots of Huletts,
Denzll Clark, Ellas Hagemann, Wilfred Bromlly, "Polly" Winship,
Lawrence Polklnghorne, Dave Sparks, Paddy Hopkins, Allen Piper,
the two Bournes, Billy Irving and Gerald Griffin come instantly to
mind. Classes were small, anything from ten downwards, I think
In summer, the first period started at 6 a.m. and we had breakfast
after it. There was a lying-down period (In the dormitories) from
2 p.m., though this was abandoned at an unremembered date. And
there were straw hats, blue suits and stiff collars for Sunday wear to
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Chapel, whether the thermometer stood at 90 degrees or not.
Ay, boys were tough In those days—they grumbled of course but
nobody listened over-much to them.

At that time and until we moved to Botha's Hill masters joined
in the cricket and rugger practices and played in the team when the

School met adult sides. Perhaps a slight memory of a class-room
disturbance or reproof inspired many a tackle, but there was no
ill-feeling about it, just a sense of common humanity, and it cleared

the way for the next day's academic toil by both teacher and taught.
Running the Choir, the Debating Society and the Annual Play,
not to mention overseeing the electric light plant, filled in spare

time very happily and brought out some fine qualities in boys who

took part in such activities. The now august and respected Denzil
Clark was a first-class "drunk" as Sir Toby Belch in Twelfth Night
and ex-President of the Durban Chamber of Commerce, Crofton

Hopkins, made an excellent dull-witted foil to him. A. M.("Bobby")

Foss was an inspired Mark Antony in Julius Caesar, and Major C. C.
von Keyserlingk was not only an agreeable pupil to whack, being
broad in the beam, but was also a rollicking Tony Hardcastle in
She Stoops to Conquer." Morris Christie made a reputation for
himself by his fine treble voice as a member of the Choir. Cyril
Knottenbelt was a most faithful servant of the electric light engineer

and was never so happy as when he could get into his overalls and
fiddle with a difficulty or fill up with diesel oil and cover himself with

it as well. And of course A. B. Theunissen was a real stalwart of the

Debating Society as well as a model pupil in ciass.
There are many others who deserve mention for simiiar dis

tinctions, but I am afraid they will have to remain anonymous or this
retrospect will grow to inordinate length. Please understand that
I am indeed sorry to leave you out of the tale.

It is now time we moved our thoughts to Botha's Hill where the

School has now stood for 21^ years. A different climate and a very
different environment certainly, but the basic things have continued
and developed just as the population of the School has so much in

creased. Learning and play and sportsmanship and comradeship
and service for others are stiil the foundations of our lives here,
and I have no doubt that in some ways they have stili to come to

their fullest development. Kearsney is great now, and in ten years'
time it will be greater still, and I do not mean only in numbers. Let
us not fear the future but rather face it with resolution and resource,
with pride in what has already been achieved and with confidence

that the crowning-piece is there ahead of us for the striving.
My ten years as Housemaster of Gillingham brought me great
happiness and satisfaction and I trust that those who were members

of the House shared it in some measure at any rate. It was a full life,

running after barbers and train lists and cinema shows, the Library,
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the occasional concert or lecture, and so on, in addition to the usual

Housemaster's responsibilities. When the time came to "live out",
it was quite a wrench, in some ways almost as big a one as that which
has called forth these meandering memories. However, one soon
adjusts oneself to new conditions (at least, I think I do, and I am
making another adjustment now!) and my final years at Kearsney
were happy ones indeed.
The only further personal recollection I can permit myself
concerns the Organ. When the Chapel was built everyone agreed
that we must have an Organ (yes, capital "O") as soon as possible,
and fortunately everybody also agreed that I should raise the money
for it and get it. I hate to think of what would have happened, in
the sense of what we would have got, if some Governor, knowing
nothing about pipes and soundboards, tonal schemes and windpressures, had poked his ignorant finger in the pie and laid down a
financial limit or a limit to the space the instrument should occupy.
I spent many arduous hours writing letters to potential subscribers
and many happy ones drawing up specifications and talking with organ
builders or writing to them, and the result is the fine (pardon me!)
instrument we have to-day. I still give thanks for the generous folk
who made it possible. Then came the task of learning to play it—
more hours both arduous and happy, but no one will ever know the
nerve-racking time this novice went through when "Recital
Sundays" came round. It was a great joy to have the privilege of
accompanying the Chapel Services for seven whole years.
So here we are back at that bundle of organ music which was in
my baggage on the Kenilworth Castle in i924, and I am sure the
Editor will not allow me any more space for memoirs that still
crowd upon me. I was a rooinekkie then, and I fear I still am to a
certain extent, for I usually believe everything I am told and the
wonder of life is still upon me. Thank you, Kearsney boys of the last
37 years, for making it so very wonderful and happy, and good luck
to you all for the future.

A MESSAGE TO OLD BOYS
From Mr. and Mrs. G. M. ORAM

They said of Charles I that nothing in his life became him like
the leaving of it, and in a sense I feel that that might be said of my
leaving Kearsney too, for the kindness, affection, esteem and gener
osity that have been shown to my wife and myself by you Old Boys
has been truly astonishing and we have been quite overwhelmed
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by it. It has all been a marvellous climax to our service for Kearsney,
yet after the urgent feeling of gratitude there is another, hardly
less urgent feeling that we have not deserved it in the liberal measure
with which you have poured it out upon us. But the complete
sincerity of it all has indeed gone to our hearts and has enableu us
to accept it without reserve and in the fulness and abundance in which
it was offered.

What a wonderful experience this send-off has been, and now the
memory of it will live in our minds for the years that remain to us!
I wish I could find words to let you all know what it means to us,
but our appreciation of it is greater than can be put into writing or
even into speech. We hope therefore that a simple "Thank You"
although conventional, will go straight to your hearts as convincingly
and as forcefully as the will with which I write it. Yet I cannot
refrain from repeating it: "Thank you again", and I add most sin
cerely, may God bless you all and your families.
We are going overseas for a year—with the assistance of your
most generous cheque, by the way—and we sail from Durban on
February I Ith. Birmingham will see me for a little bit, but not for
too long, as our main intention is to tour round the country. In
cluding Scotland, and also to spend a few weeks on the Continent.
We certainly expect to return to Natal, so we have high hopes that
you have not seen the last of us yet!

SPECIAL NOTICE TO OLD BOYS OVERSEAS

AND TO THOSE WHO MAY BE GOING OVERSEAS

We would love to have a chance of meeting you if you are
anywhere in the United Kingdom. We have no programme of
movement yet but
OUR POSTAL ADDRESS IS:

c/o Royal Commonwealth Society,
Northumberland Avenue,
London, W.C.2.

Please write to us at that address (although we shall not be
staying there) and TELL US WHERE YOU ARE. We shall then be
very happy to try to arrange a meeting with you. We look forward
to hearing from all of you In the U.K. who read these lines. Please
don't delay in writing a note to us, for knowing where you are will
help us to plan our own movements. Good luck, meanwhile!
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PRIZE-GIVING

We were spared last year's tropical storm and Instead had
quite suffocating heat, which left a packed hall gasping and des
perately waving programmes. By 4.30 all present were stewed.
Dr. Sudbury, Chairman of the Board, took the chair and wel
comed everyone generally, especially the guest speaker. The Head
master's Report had been printed and distributed to all present.
He therefore confined himself to an informal talk In which he referred

to the life and works of Uys Krige, and went on to make special
mention of the long service rendered to the school by Mr. Oram.
The latter was given a very fine transistor set by the Board, and a
travelling case by John Lacey on behalf of the boys. Mr. Oram,
making his seventh farewell speech of thanks within recent months,
assured all present that his long and happy associations with Kearsney, and the regard In which he and Mrs. Oram were held—^as
was being made apparent so often—would be memories that would
always abide.
After distributing the prizes Uys KrIge delivered a speech more
noteworthy for Its whimsicality than for Its content, as he referred
to rugby, poetry, personalities, and blllnguallsm. He especially
encouraged his listeners to make themselves as fully bilingual as
possible.

Mr. Oram made positively his final public appearance in very
felicitously proposing a vote of thanks.

HEADMASTER'S REPORT
Mr. Chairman,

It is a personal pleasure to add a few words of my own to your welcome to
our distinguished guest to-day. Uys Krige is a name to conjure with in South
Africa. Born in the very bone of this pioneering country he has resisted all the

insidious attacks of sophisticated living and is to-day a delightfully unrepentant
and rugged individualist with his eyes on the stars and treading a mercurial
track guided by his strong convictions of the destiny and interpretative role of
the poet. They say that the justification of Oxford is that it produces rebels.
When I met Uys there once, though he never studied there, I found him outSheileying Shelley in his non-conformity and rebelliousness. It is a real delight
to find him still fresh and vigorous and scornful of material things. No net has
tamed his proud spirit and for that we praise the gods that be and are proud to
have him with us.

it is a further pleasure to have with us one whose love of his country with
with its two European traditions is so high that he has achieved the signal suc
cess of striking achievements in both the languages and cultures of the Union.
Each year I find myself having to reject the glib and over-used phrases which
seem to spring to mind to all those who have to write "annual reports". "This
was a momentous year"..."This year opened a new era"..."This year saw the
signal advances..." and so on through all the varied garnishings with which we
annual reporters seek to trim our products.
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But it would be churlish merely to avoid the banal not to concede that I960

has been a very useful year. The,inner life of the school has been good and we
feel we have achieved as reasonable a success as has been possible within the
framework of materials and circumstances. We are proud of our Staff, of our
boys, and of our parents, of the happy relationships that exist Inside the school.

Without a good loyal staff, parents, responsive pupils, all the concrete and bricks,
the fields and facilities are just so much meaningless inanimate impedimenta.
Nevertheless, I must make special mention of some of the improvements
that have taken place this year. The New Wing at Junior House, the New School
Offices, and the New Science Building, to be called "The Harry Oppenhelmer
Science Wing", are highly significant additions to the school. Of one thing i feel
you can all be sure and that Is that the school has moved forward in Its evolution

ary path during this year.
To-day I shall comment generally on very few matters and leave the written

report which follows and which parents will be Interested In reading,to speak for
itself. This is because we wish to leave as much time as possible to Uys Krige
and because we have a few personal matters to discuss.
Firstly, I should like to say a few words about Mr. Max Oram who, after 37

years of loving and dedicated service as teacher. Housemaster and Vice-Principal,
will be retiring. He and Mrs. Oram—who once also was a member of Staff—are

very much a living part of Kearsney. They have endeared themselves to count
less numbers of Old Boys, both at the old school and at Botha's Hill, and will be

remembered with sincere and deep affection by all. The Old Boys have fittingly
shown their gratitude at dinners and functions and now we here—Board of Gov

ernors, Max's colleagues on the Staff, parents and boys—wish to pay our special
warm and personal tribute to him as he retires.

Ever ready to co-operate, genial and friendly, he has won a Mr. Chips place in
our hearts and affection. He has done much for this school which, I know, person
ally means so very much to him. Were it not for him, we should not, for one of

many things, have had the organ. He, feeling great pride in Kearsney, deter
mined that the school should have an organ fully worthy of its chapei and dedicated
himself to Its consummation with the immensely happy results we now all enjoy.
Max, we on the Staff wish to thank you for your fellowship, and the boys
whom you have taught wish to express their kindly affection and their personal
appreciation to you for all yor have done for them. Please accept this as coming
In clear simplicity from the deep love we all bear you.
May you and Mrs. Oram enjoy a well-deserved rest overseas next year. We
shall not say good-bye, for living at Botha's Hill you will still be In, amongst us,
and of us.

Rev. Victor Bredenkamp, M.A. (Oxon.), who has been with us since 1957,
leaves at the end of this year to take up a new post, i want to say how much we
rejoice with him in this wider work for which the Church has called him. At

the same time I must confess to a feeling of deep personal regret that the great
and sterling work he has been doing at Keasney cannot be continued. To him

and to his wife we extend our warmest wishes for great joy, happiness and use
fulness in his new work.

Then, at the end of this year, Mr. Clegg will come to the end of his period of
office as a Housemaster of Gllllngham. Headmaster and parents work very inti
mately with a Housemaster, and I can speak in terms only of the highest praise
of Mr. Clegg's service "in loco parentis". He has been approachable, meticulous,

concerned for his boys, and in every way performed his duties admirably.
He has been ably assisted by Mrs. Clegg and she has been a great help to him
and to the boys. As Mr. and Mrs. Clegg now move to reside at Botha's Hill, I

want to express to them our deep gratitude for all their loving and useful years
of service at Glllingham.
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I should like to congratulate Mr. Hopkins who has been appointed VicePrincipal in Mr. Oram's place and Mr. G. Burger who has been appointed House
master of Giillngham. We wish them good luck in their new offices.

In the report please do not read statistics and facts but through imaginative
re-creation enjoy the living fabric of Endeavour, Adventure, Co-operation, Ser
vice and the real Joys of Fellowship.
General Comment

I doubt whether many of us are aware of the tremendous planning which is
now proceeding all over the world in connection with what is now termed "The

Decide of Decision". In England the impressive Crowther Report has been
succeeded by two important surveys. The Ministry of Education in Great Britain

is extending university facilities at a terrific pace at last and the Ministry is plan
ning virtually to double its £700 million grant for education within the next two

decades. In our own province we must applaud the plans for raising the school
age. but we still have much to achieve in order to keep pace with our era and
with the developments elsewhere in the world.

We so often become excited by ideas of conservation of natural resources
that we take for granted that education pursues its natural usefulness, without
need of further emphasis and continual development. If the preservation of the
balance of nature is thrilling as it undoubtedly is, the expenditure on increased
education—in facilities, standards, organisation and quality—is doubly so, for
there can be no more worthwhile investment than that in human resources.

We must put up our sights now if we are not to lag behing the other countries
for results in education are only achieved iO-20 years after the plans have been
made. Let us make no mistake over this. The U.S.S.R. began its planning 40
years ago and it is those plans that have to-day so staggered the Western World
in its phenomenal scientific and technical achievements.

One look at the "Public Expenditure on Education as a Percentage of Nat
ional Income" (U.N.E.S.C.O. International Year Book of Education, 1958) shows
where South Africa stands, vide:

U.S.S.R.
U.S.A
W. Germany
Canada
Denmark
Belgium
New Zealand
U.K
Australia
Switzerland
South Africa

(very large but no accurate figures.
Probably near 7-10%)
4.4%
... 4.3%
3.8.%
3.5%
3.4%
... 3.4%
3.2.%
3%
2.9.%
2.3%

While other countries, e.g. Great Britain and U.S.A., are already under way
on vast reforms for the years of decision, we in South Africa are barely starting.
May every authority In this country save us from the prospect of locust years and
be prepared to face the most far-reaching challenges which lie before us all.
At Kearsney I believe we are matching our progress to the new "Decade of

Decision," for it looks as if the Board of Governors may shortly come to some farreaching plans for the next few years.

Out of the mists here which have swirled around us we have occasionally
caught fleeting glimpses of the possibility of a Hall. It has receded so often that
we have feared that this was a mere will-o'-the -wisp; but we believe the Board

of Governors has now determined to increase the school somewhat and we hope
to complete it in one bold stroke over the next few years.
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What a boon It will be to have the Hall and Gymnasium, a redesigned Din
ing Hall and Kitchen, a Sanatorium, etc.—Paradise Regained!
This is the time i believe when we should have implicit faith to be creative
makers of this country ... if need be with dust and earth around our shoulders

and with the grime of workmen's oil on our hands. The pioneering spirit that
made the South Africa we inherited stiii burns and can be fanned to a living
reality. We here shaii do our utmost to quicken it and to create the South Africa
that couid be by establishing something on this spur that will be of eternai and
abiding value.

We are glad to welcome to our Staff at the beginning of this year, Mr. J. M.

Harper, B.Mus., A.R.C.M., A.R.C.O., who is in charge of the music department;
Mr. R. D. Biamey, B.A., S.O.D., and Mr. R. Whiteford, B.Sc.
During the year Mr. J. Hopkins and Mr. G. Burger took leave. We were

giad to have the assistance of Mrs. B. Storm and Mrs. V. Tedder in covering the
work during their absence.
Academic Achievements

Matric and School Leaving:

ist Class, 3: 2nd Class, 20; 3rd Class, ID; Failures, 9; Total, 42.
University of S.A. Junior Certificate:

Ist Class, 25; 2nd Class, 20; 3rd Class, 16; Failures, 8; Total, 69.
in the iatter examination, apart from the very high percentage of first ciasses,
1 1 boys were awarded Natai Provinciai Bursaries. These were:

Beckett, W. M.; Coieman, R. C.; Daniei, A. J. C.; Hamilton, P. R.; Lissauer,
F. A.; Meyer, A. P.; Muir, J. W.; Short, P. J. H.; Smith, M. H.; Unstead,
H. A.; Voickman, P. A.
A commendable achievement.
Taalbond Examinations:

Voorbereidende: Laer, 18; Hoer, 2; Met Lof, I.
Laer: Laer, 20; Hoer, 2.
Hoer: Laer, 8.

1960—^This year we won 6 bilingual Certificates,the highest ever.
The School population at the end of the year was:
Form
Form
Form
Form
Form
Form

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

— 24 — I ciass
— 52 — 2 ciasses
—
—
—
—

73
65
55
60

329

—
—
—
—

3 ciasses
3 classes
3 classes
3 classes

IS

Boarders

...

304

Day Boys

...

25

Total

...

329

The health of the school has been good and the number of boys in the Sick
Bay has been low apart from the 'flu epidemic that hit us over one fortnight in
the iast term.

I am pleased to be able to report that the prefects have lived up to the high
traditions of their order and have placed service to the community as their
guiding iight. In particular I wish to thank the Head Prefect, John Lacey, and the
School Prefects, Gavin Wiseman, Kenneth Morgan and David Smart for their co
operation and help.
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I wish to place on record our warm appreciation to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Henwood for their gift of a floating trophy for Courage and Character and to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Pien for the new trophy for extra-mural activies.
There are so many kind folk—Vice-Principal and Staff, wives of Staff, Bursar,
Secretary, Sister, Housekeeper, Matrons, Librarian, Foreman, The Prefects, and
Indians and Africans whom I should like to thank for their great help that it is
quite impossible to list them individually. I trust they will accept this brief but
very sincere expression of thanks.
You, Sir, Mr. Haley and Mr. Hind and the members of the Board of Govern
ors have done much for Kearsney and I should like to place on record the deep
appreciation of Staff, Parents, Boys and my wife and myself for the services you
have ail rendered to this college during I960.

(Here followed a report on the varied activities of the school, all
of which, except the following, have been reported elsewhere in this or
last July's "Chronicle".—Ed.)
Chaplain's Report
It is quite impossible, of course, to make any accurate assessment of one's
work as Chaplain of a school. There exists no means of the measuring of spirit
ual impact or for the calculating of influenc*. One can but do one's utmost to
bring the Christian spirit to bear upon the life of every boy hoping it will be this
spirit that will finahy mould the emerging personality.
Dealing with the adolescent is in itself a great challenge particularly where
religion is concerned. There is the natural tendency for him to be sceptical of
religious truth because "it can't be proved". There is rebellion against accepting
anything on '"authority". Any religion which demands too much restraint or
appears too credulous Is anathematised!
Through this inviting (albeit sometimes perplexing) situation the Chaplain
wends his way teaching Scripture, preaching sermons, attending Wesley Guild
meetings, conducting bed-time prayers, and, always, inviting private interviews.
Among many interesting activities have been the following:
The Fifth Form (during the course on Comparative religion) made two trips
to Durban to visit a Hindu Temple, a Moslem Mosque and a Jewish Synagogue.
A good deal was learned watching these different faiths at worship, and much
profitable discussion ensued.
TheWesley Guild continues to enjoy encouraging support from the Senior
School. Five meetings were held each term, organised almost entirely by the
boys themselves.
Nineteen boys were received into Full Membership at a Confirmation Ser
vice in September when the President of the Conference, the Revd. Prof. L. A.
Hewson officiated. Several others were confirmed at St. Agnes', Kloof. As
always, the Remembrance Sunday Service was a moving tribute to the Fallen, and
the Carol Service was warmly commended.
This is my last report and ail too soon, after an exceedingly happy sojourn,
the Chaplain reluctantly bids farewell and with every confidence hands over to the
Revd. Athol Jennings, B.Sc.
VICTOR BREDENKAMP, Chaplain
Vocational Guidance

During the year we have interviewed each boy in the sixth form and dis
cussed his future plans with him. in most cases we have been guided by interest
analyses as well as by our knowledge of a boy's capabilities and his limitations.
Where a boy has been unsure about which line to follow, we have tried to help
him by supplying information and by having frank discussions with him.
P. M.
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Woodwork

The boys this year have concentrated on making trays, lampstands and tables,
while some of the more capable boys have been introduced to the lathe. On the

lathe they have turned lampstands and palmstands. Doldge especially has done
some excellent work on the lathe.

On the Kloof Show, exhibits by Coleman, Milne and Doldge were awarded
First Classes.

During the afternoon Hobbies Classes the boys have made virtually what
they wished, varying from table tennis bats to book-cases.

The extension to the woodwork room will be a vast improvement as this
year we have been working under very cramped conditions.
R.B.

Sports Committee

Undoubtedly the most significant achievement on the part of the Sports Com
mittee in the past year has been the acquisition of the new Sports Club bus.
A specially designed steel body capable of seating 45 boys, mounted on a five
ton chassis provides safe and comfortable transport for three teams. In the face

of inadequate public transport facilities, the bus is indispensable In providing trans
port to various centres for sporting and other activities. It has already been
used to good advantage in taking our cricket touring team to the Eastern Prov
ince during the Michaelmas holidays.

Work on the improvement of the grounds has progressed steadily. The
road above the Oval has been widened and gravelled to provide better access to
the new Administration block.

We are indebted to the Old Boys for transferring £299 12s. 8d. to the Com
mittee towards the building of a squash court near the Pavilion. It is hoped
that allocations will be made to the fund from time to time as funds are available.
J.H.H.

Exploration Society
The motto of this society might well be "We Walk Miles" as that seems to

happen on every expedition. The Society regularly organises trips to Zululand
where we follow a Game Trail expedition, or to the heights of Basutoland to
view our African Switzerland.

There have been four trips to the home of the White Rhino and very excit
ing they have proved to be. So far we have been chased only once! Game Ranger
Ian Player is an authority on local fauna and flora at- well as the local history and
expects to receive the right answer in the evening around the camp fire.
The Basutoland trips have been far more arduous but have not lacked in

excitement. The first party walked from HImeville to Mokhotlong up the SanI
Pass but returned by jeep! Two trips have been made to the highest falls In
South Africa, the 640 feet high Malutsenyane Falls. The first party approached
from the south through Matatiele and Quachas Nek while the second moved from

the west through Zastron and Quthing.
Sleeping out under canvas seems to have a charm all its own but when the
temperature is only 4 or 5 degrees above freezing, as it has been on the Basuto

land trips, a little of the charm rubs off. The hills are high and the trips are long,
but the sights to be seen make any expedition well worth while.

The more adventurous trips we have had to postpone from lack of transport,
but trips to Etosha pan, Aughrabies Falls, the Beira to Lourenco Marques road
and Mt. Kilimanjaro are never far from our thoughts. One day we will own that
Landrover!

K.G.F. and P. Le F.
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Overseas Tour

An overseas tour to England, Holland, France, Switzerland and Italy will take
place during the Christmas holidays of 1961. It is anticipated that this will be
the first "All Kearsney" party. Two masters, Mr. Clegg and Mr. Nel, both of
whom have had previous experience in organising these tours, will be in charge.
With the present emphasis on competition in fares, it is hoped to reduce slightly
the price originally given in the recent circular to parents concerning the pro
posed tour. As the itinerary takes considerable planning, parents are requested
to make immediate application for their sons. Boys at present in forms II, III, IV
and V are eligible for application.
V.L.C.

PRIZE LIST

Form I: 1st, P. S. Maxwell; 2nd, J. P. Field. English: P. S. Maxwell.
Afrikaans: J. P. Field. Consistency: K. H. Mee.
Form II: Ist, M. H. Fienberg; 2nd, B. Q. Manicom; 3rd,T. J. Lissauer.
English: M. H. Fienberg. Afrikaans: J. P. Muller. Industry:
M. G. Allen.

Form III: Ist, A. J. Eriksson; 2nd, P. v. d. B. Bland; 3rd, E. RogalyEnglish: A. J. Eriksson. Afrikaans: P. v. d. B. Bland. Progress:
F. G. C. Emmett. Industry: O. H. Martin.
Form IV: Ist, A. I. Calderwood; 2nd, D. J. Brothers; 3rd, R. V.

Gerhardt. English: D. J. Brothers. Afrikaans: E. van Maltitz.
Industry: G. M. Jones.
Form V: Ist, A. P. Meyer; 2nd, F. A. Lissauer; 3rd, A. J. C. Daniel.

English: M. T. Staniland and A. P. Meyer. Afrikaans: M. H.
Smith. Industry: D. J. Adendorff and C. E. Knightsbridge.
Form VI: Ist, G. P. Williams; 2nd, G. D. Dyer; 3rd, A. C. Cantrell.
English: R. A. Birkby. Afrikaans: L. H. Turvey and D. A. Greere.
Industry: E. A. P. Watson.
Special Prizes:

Hindson Memorial, for Literature: Senior: R. A. Birkby and D. A.
Greer; Junior: D. M. Watson.

Ben Milner Memorial Prize for Biology: A. C. Cantrell.
Musical Activities: F. R. Hagemann.
Latin: G. D. Dyer.
Mathematics: G. P. Williams.

Physical Science: G. P. Williams.

Art: Painting: F. R. Hagemann. Modelling: H. R. Wade. Pottery:
A. M. R. Bishop. Drawing: D. G. N. Dale.
Woodwork: R. Doidge.
Sutler-Gore Trophy, for Parliament: I. S. Mackay.
Henwood Trophy: J. A. Stockil and A. Ewing.
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Hon/e Trophy for Cultural Activities: I. S. Mackay.
Sportsman Trophy: T. D. Syminton.

Honours Awards: Rugby: J. S. Lacey and T. D. Syminton. Cricket:
G. D. Dyer and A. W. Procter. Swimming: V. R. C. Lund.

SCHOOL NOTES

It is with deep regret that we have had to say farewell to our
Chaplain, Rev. Victor Bredenkamp, M.A., who has been with us for

the past four years. He has accepted the post as Senior Lecturer in

Divinity at Natal University, Maritzburg, and we wish him great

joy in a work which we know will be very dear to him. We have

immensely enjoyed and benefited from his stimulating company.
His Sunday services have been packed with good Christian advice,
delivered with clarity and forcefulness. In his classwork he has

dealt forthrightly with all the problems, both spiritual and moral
which beset schoolboys, and has made a special feature of comparative
religions. In conversation he has been a delightful companion, with
an abundant sense of humour, and all the time one has appreciated
the incisiveness and clarity of a first-rate brain. We hope that he is
not lost to us. He will be near enough for us frequently to see him,

we hope. In the meantime we wish him and Mrs. Bredenkamp and
the children a very happy life in the Capital City.
VVe congratulate Mr. Blamey on his marriage to Miss P. Nel,
and wish them much happiness. They will be living in Mr. Burger's
old home.

This year brings a close to Mr. Clegg's twelve-year reign as House
master of Gillingham. He took over from Mr. Oram in 1949, and
throughout the years he and Mrs. Clegg have administered control

of the house with care and efficiency. The year ended appropriately
with a farewell party, recorded elsewhere, and for the next year

or two Mr. and Mrs. Clegg will be renting a house in Botha Road.
May they enjoy the greater rest which will now be theirs.

During the third term of the year Mr. Hopkins was away on
leave overseas. He returned looking very fit, and with most interest
ing stories to tell of experiences in the British Isles, and then in
U.S.A. and Canada.

The building of the Science Block has gone on steadily. Some
times it has appeared to have gone on very slowly, but we realise

that it is a pretty big undertaking. The building promises to be a
most impressive sight.

Meanwhile, the Administration Block has proved a great boon
to Headmaster and Staff, who now have facilities for work and relax69

ation such as were never hitherto Imagined. This block was used as

polling booth for the area on Referendum Day, and was a real hive
of activity.
We express our concern to Mrs. Lutley at the accident which
confined her to bed for many weeks, with damage to wrist and ankle.

We are glad to know that she has recovered and Is back with the
artists again.

The School Bell expired towards the end of the third term.
This bell, presented by Mr. Matterson back in the early twenties,
was one of the few things brought from the Old School, and we
calculated that the clapper has struck it some millions of times. It
has done well, and deserved its honourable retirement. In its place
we have secured the bell from an ex-whaling ship, "Unitas 8", cap
tured from Germany and later renamed, appropriately enough,

"Sir Liege Hulett". While in German hands, it sailed into the
Antarctic in 1938. It has not the tone of its predecessor, but we wish
it as long a life.

On the morning of October 26th Mr. Jimmy Ellis, National Public
Relations Officer for the S.A. Council for the Blind, and himself

blind, gave a most stimulating address to the school in the chapel.
He told of his own life and of the War accident which deprived him

of sight and one hand; of his months in hospital; and his rehabili
tation at St. Dunstan's. By his lectures he raised enough money to
make St. Dunstan's independent of further financial support, and
then transferred to the S.A. Council for the Blind, who are engaged

In both curing and preventing blindness, especially among the
Africans. In fact in the latter respect they are world pioneers.
We were greatly Impressed by the speaker's personality, his cheer
fulness, and complete lack of any form of self-pity.
The Natal Museum desires a copy of the first edition of the Kearsney Chronicle for their historical section. If any Old Boy has a copy
of No. I, December, 1939, and can spare it, please send it to the
Editor, who will forward it. It is noted that Kearsney Magazines
were issued also during the years at the Old School, but the
"Chronicle" came into existence in its present form only at Botha's
Hill.

D. Watson obtained a "Highly Commended" for the Navy
League Essay Competition for I960.

We congratulate the Staff of our younger sister, the "Kearsney
Review", on their productions this year. The money accruing
from the sale of these is being well used, and essay prizes of 15s. Od.
each have been awarded to: D. J. Brothers, J. G. Craven, J. Daniel,

A. Eriksson, C. Hemson, T. Lissauer, M. H. Smith, L. Turvey, D.
Watson, E. A. P. Watson, R. G. Wilkins, and A. F. Zurcher.
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Neon lights have been installed throughout the school. It

is hoped that this considerable expense will be offset by a saving in
electricity.

The following boys were awarded Pottery Prizes in a competition
organised in Durban: R. Bishop, H. Wade, J. Craven, F. Verbaan,
B. Sanford, E. Nutting.

SCHOOL CALENDAR, 1961
1st Term
School commences
School ends

Thursday, 26th January.
Wednesday, 29th March

2nd Term
School commences
School ends
Free weekend ...

Thursday, 20th April
Thursday, 29th June
26th to 28th May

3rd Term

Thursday, 3rd August
Thursday, 28th September

School commences
School ends
4th Term
School commences

Thursday 12th October
Friday, 8th December
In each case boarders return the day before school commences.
School ends

CHAPEL NOTES

There have been four notable services this half, services which I

am sure will be recalled with pleasure and with profit. The first
was the Methodist Confirmation Service, conducted by the President
of Conference, the Rev. Professor L. A. Hewson, in September, when
nineteen boys were received into full membership and took their
first Communion in the presence of a great congregation of the School,
parents and visitors. The singing of the final hymn,"Now thank we
all our God" was a fitting climax to a Service of great inspiration and
dedication, and many spoke afterwards of leaving the Chapel with
hearts and minds that had been lifted up to the heights.
The Remembrance Day Service in November was another
memorable occasion, as Indeed it always has been. This year it
seemed to have an added impressiveness, partly because of a new
touch of ceremonial when the President of the Old Boys' Club, Mr.
Desmond Nightingale, joined the colour-Party and carried the
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newly-illuminated Roll of Honour down the centre aisle to the
Chaplain, and later, at the end of the service, carried It back to the
new resting-place on the West wall; and partly because of the

wonderful way the Cadets conducted themselves right from the
assembly-point to the dismissal. They gave their best in tribute to
those who had given their all. The "Kearsney Review" reporter
says, "every cadet was proud to participate", and I verily believe
that this was true. I know that as Officer Commanding the Battalion
I felt they brought a spirit of exceptional earnestnes and care to
their parade, and I rejoiced at it and thank them for it. I am horrified

I cannot avoid introducing another personal note, and that is to say
how grateful I am to the Head for asking me to read out the Roll of
Honour, and how proud I was to do it on the eve of my leaving
Kearsney.

The third service that will be remembered is the one on Sunday
morning at the end of November which was conducted by three
Sixth Formers. Stockil undertook the prayers, Cantrell read the
lesson, and I. S. Mackay announced the hymns and gave an address
on the parable of the Prodigal Son. The Adams brothers shared the
voluntaries and the hymn accompaniments at the Organ. It was a
delightful service marked by a strong spirit of sincerity and helpful
ness in every part, and it was much appreciated by the Congregation.
The Carol Service on December 2nd was the fourth notable

Chapel occasion, but as it is written elsewhere I will do no more
than heartily congratulate Mr. J. Harper, our Director of Music,

and the Choir, on the enjoyable singing, and say that it gave great
pleasure to the largest congregation we have ever welcomed to this
annual event. The Chapel was crowded really beyond capacity,
and many had to stand in the porch throughout the service.
Our Chaplain, the Rev. V. J. Brednkamp is about to leave us,
and we greatly regret his departure. At the same time we congratu
late him on his appointment to the Natal University as a Senior
Lecturer, and wish him every happiness in the work he is to under
take there. Our corporate worship owes a lot to him, for he has
encouraged a spirit of due reverence and his addresses have been
models of pointed instruction and helpful interpretation of the

Scriptures. His place is to be taken next year by the Rev. A. Jennings,
a former Springbok athlete and South African Mile champion. Further
reference to Mr. Bredenkamp is made elsewhere in this "Chronicle".
The Chapel interior was repainted during the July holidays, so
it is now looking attractively fresh and clean. Approximately the
original colours have been retained.
There seems to be a good chance of getting stained glass put into
the centre Sanctuary window next year. The Chapel Committee
has been considering two designs, one submitted by a Firm in the
United Kingdom, and another sent in by a Studio in Johannesburg.
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Back: R. A. J. Whiteford, T. T. Long, A. R. C. Townsliend, P. le Fenvre, J. M. Harper. R. D. Blarney, B. du Toil.
Centre: K. G. Fish, G E. Burger, V. L. Clegg, G. Net. R. C. Best, J. W. Storm, P. E. Metcalj.
Front: Mrs. A. Hough, L. C. Tedder, G. M. Oram, Headmaster, J H. Hopkins, J. F. Reece, Mrs. S. Lutley.

■

STAFF

RUGBY XV

Back Row : V. G. Russell, B. R. Somnterville, D. J. Kirkwood, D. N. Leitch, G. H. Beier, L. H. Turvcy.

Second Row: D. J. Adendorff, R J. Shaw-Gray, R. V. Lund, R. A. Bouman. O. R. Lund, D. L. Evans,
W. J. Travis, L C van den Berg.

Front Row: R. A. Dyer, the Headmaster, J. S, Lacey (capt.), Mr. J. W. Storm, T. D. Syminton.

Both firms were given exactly the same principles and information
to work on, yet the schemes received were entirely different In
their detailed working-out. Although the intention at present is
to fill the centre window only, it is highly desirable to decide on
designs for the other two windows at the same tme. The Committee

intends to ask the Governors to approve the following scheme:
Centre window: Life size figure of Christ—"I am the Way, the
Truth and the Life".

Side windows: Figure of St. Paul—"Fight the good Fight".
The Good Samaritan—"Love thy Neighbour".
Thus the windows may ultimately represent the two Great

Commandments and the spirit of bold and adventurous evangelicism.
We are grateful to Mr. Robin Blarney and to R. Doidge for making
two additional hymnboards whose want has long been felt.
G. M. ORAM

(Air. Oram has contributed "Chapel Notes" for many years now and we
thank him both for the notes and for the tremendous interest he has

taken in the organisation of Chapel activities.—Ed.)

EXAMINATIONS

This year is the last year in which the University of South Africa
is setting the Junior Certificate Examination. We have no option
therefore but to work henceforth for the Natal J.C., and in view of
this circumstance it has been decided that from 1962 onwards the

pupils shall take the Natal Senior Certificate in place of the Matricu

lation. It is possible to gain Matriculation exemption through this
examination.

All new boys entered for 1961 have had to sit an Entrance

Examination, although this has made no difference to their acceptance.
They have served as guinea pigs. From 1962 onwards, acceptance will
depend largely on the quality of their examination papers.

The following boys have passed the Bilingual Examination:
Second Class: A C. Cantrell

Third Class: R. A. Boumah, C. D. Dyer, D. A. Greer, L. Turvey,
G. P. WiJiams.
T3

With the introduction of the New South African Group In
telligence Test, now in use throughout the schools, it was decided
to put the whole school through this test, in order to obtain uni
formity of figures. The old test, while helpful, was found to be not
entirely reliable. Nor, indeed, is the new one, for no test can be
completely accident-proof. Taken by and large, however, the results
conform with expectations, and so are particularly useful in the
classification of new boys.

ACADEMICS TROPHY
Position for Year

1. Pembroke
2. Finningley
3. Gillingham
School average

51.6%
50.2%
49.6%
50.5%

FINNINGLEY FANTASY

We began the last six months minus our Housemaster. Mr.
Hopkins enjoyed long leave during the third term, and seems to
have spent it very profitably by attending educational courses in
England as well as visiting Canada and the United States. Looking
healthy and fit, he returned to us at the beginning of the fourth term
and we welcomed him back.

In his absence Messrs. Whiteford

and Le Feuvre acted in his place, ably assisted by Mrs. Hopkins,
Mrs. Sambrook, Mr. Fish, John Lacey and the prefects.
We have not been as successful in the world of sport as we were
during the first half-year, but nevertheless the keenness with which
players and non-players approached inter-house events was grati
fying. We congratulate our victors on their success in each event.
In the cross-country we seemed to go sadly astray—some of us
literally, as far as I can make out—with the result that we ended up
at the bottom of the log. The rugby house-matches were hardfought battles, and we found ourselves facing complete victory or
defeat as the players for the final match went on to the field. That
match against Gillingham was a first-class struggle of unparalleled
excitement which Giliingham won in the last few minutes. Well
done, Gillingham! We congratulate Lacey and the team on their
performance for Finningley.
Procter captained both our tennis and cricket teams: The
tennis we lost to Pembroke and the cricket we have drawn with

Gillingham.
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The spirit of the House is as cheerful and noisy as ever, though
we have heard criticism about the stendard of tidiness in our public
rooms. Let us hope that this criticism is unfounded, and that if it is

not, the House will do something to rectify this state of affairs.
Apart from a slight 'flu epidemic, the health of the House has re
mained good.

And so another year draws to its close, and we once again have
to face the sad prospect of saying good-bye and good luck to those

whom we have come to know, but who will not be returning next
year. These are: J. S. Lacey, T. D. Syminton, L. G. van Heusden,
A. C. Cantrell, T. P. Bird, R. A. Birkby, N.J. Blackburn, R. A. Bouman,

J. G. Brown, J. R. Clarke, I. S. Ford, F. R. Hagemann, A. Haley,
T. A. Hoskings, P. M. Myburgh, A. R. Rolfe, J. D. Simpson, L. H.
Turvey, P. H. Christian, O. J. Pottow. To these and to any others
whom we know not of we wish God speed and every happiness in
the service of the community in which they are going out to live.
Both they and we go forward "tomorrow to fresh woods and pastures
new".

P. Le F.

GILLINGHAM NOTES

I960 comes to an end with very mixed feeling. It has been a
gratifying year, tinged perhaps with a feeling of sadness, for after

what has been one of the happiest as housemaster, my wife and I
together with our family, vacate Gillingham to take up residence in

the vicinity of the School. We shall certainly miss the boys—yes,
—and even the telephone and door bells! But we are grateful for
the many lasting friendships made between ourselves and old boys
of this House and their parents.

As a Housemaster, my task has indeed been made easy and very
pleasant by the loyal services rendered by matrons each of whom,

in their own way, has contributed to the character and atmosphere
of Gillingham. We think especially of Mrs. Brechin, whose influence

for eight years made its mark on the young men she attended to
during times of illness and at the dispensary. To our present Matron,
Mrs. Hornby, may we express the hope that her future years in this
place may be the happiest. Her personal approach to the boys and
her organising ability are indeed her two outstanding qualities.
Quite a feature of "dispensary time" is the regular appearance of
Smoky (Mrs. Hornby's cat) who, for a feline, displays remarkable
intellect and interests in matters medical. On behalf of Gillingham
boys, our thanks are due to Sister Anderson for her kindness to
patients whilst recuperating in the Pembroke Sanatorium.
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Single masters to assist in the House are hard to come by, and
the willingness of Mr. Peter Metcalf to assist with duties has been
greatly appreciated. His interest in the problems which face school
boys of all ages has proved most valuable and we are extremely
grateful to him. At the commencement of the year, Mr. Robin
Blamey came to us from Westville High. His quiet manner, effective
and yet just discipline has endeared him to both staff and boys. We
congratulate him on his engagement to Miss P. Nel and wish the happy
couple God's richest blessing in the future. They are to be married
on December 17th and we join in our good wishes for health and

great happiness as they set out on the road of matrimony in their
new home near the School.

Gillingham has been most fortunate over the years to have had
some outstanding leaders amongst the boys. The ability to communi
cate with others and to make decisions, a firm sense of justice and a
broad knowledge and experience to be able to tolerate the opinions
of others, are some of the qualities which combine to produce good
prefects. This year, our Head Prefect, C. D. Wiseman and House
Prefects Dyer, Ewing, Lund (Robin) and Stockil have as a team pos
sessed those qualities, with the result that the smooth running of
the affairs of the House has played its part to the full in the many
extra-mural activities and Gillingham boys have been well represented
in the 1st XV, 1st XI, 1st Tennis and in the Athletic teams. Special
mention must be made of Marr, who during the earlier part of the

season broke the 100 yds. Crawl, 50 yds. Breast Stroke and 50 yds.
Butterfly records at the Durban and District Schools Swimming
Association Gala.

The Kearsney Review has made its appearance on several oc
casions this year. Congratulations to Editor E.Watson and to Sec
retary D. Proctor and to Committee members Jackson, Distiller,
Mackinlay and Printer Wade,for collecting and presenting its stimu
lating contents. Chief Instructor Webber, together with Saunders

(who was awarded a Merit Certificate) has been responsible for
training of many Life Savers during the year, resulting in outstanding
results in the Inter-School competitions. Congratulations to R.
Lund and Saunders for their significant contributions to the success
of the school teams.

The health of the House up to the fourth term was exceptionally

good, and then a 'flu epidemic laid low 42 of our company. For
tunately, no cases were serious and all were fit, at least to be present
at the examinations. We were all most grieved to learn of the tragic
circumstances which caused the death of Mrs. Nutting in June. To

Mr. Nutting and his two sons we express our heartfelt sympathy
in their sad loss.

The following leave this year: Wiseman, Ewing, Lund (Robin).

Lund (Roy), Dyer, Stockil, Arnold, Smart, Webber, Thompson,
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E. Watson, Walter, Langton, Saunders, Jackson, Proctor, Stott,

Russell, Gerhardt, Jones, Kirkwood, Wallace, Harris, Nipper, Vice,
Walker. As we bid farewell to this goodly company, we wish them
well In the future and express the hope that they will remember the
happy years they have spent In this House, together with the lessons
of fellowship, honesty and good living.
Undoubtedly, reference will be made In this Issue of the Im

pending retirement of Mr. Oram. We are proud to recall that Mr.
Oram served as Housemaster here prior to my appointment. A

host of Old Boys, not only of Gllllngham, bear testimony to the
affection which both Mr. and Mrs. Oram are held in the hearts o

so many. May God bless these two In the days to come and may their
days of retirement be filled with peace and great happiness.
After twelve years at the helm of Gllllngham, we hand the
reins of leadership to Mr. and Mrs. Burger, who together with their
young family are assured of a warm welcome and a happy association
with boys and parents alike. In conclusion, my wife and I, with our

children, sincerely say "Thank you", to Gllllngham Old Boys as well
the present boys for the regard and affection you have shown us and

for the memories of the many happy years that we have spent
together.
V. L. CLEGG
«

*

«

«

«

Part II

It is not often that the drab, functional common-rooms of Gillingham look
particularly attractive; yet on Friday, 2Sth November, an incredibletransformation

took place. Dividing doors were thrown open; long tables covered with white

cloths stretched down either side ofthe enlarged room; magnificent floral arrange
ments in the House coiours relieved the varnished dullness of cupboard doors;
and on the tables stood colourful bottles of mineral water, flower-bedecked

candles and a delicious spread provided by Mrs. Ireland, the Housekeeper. Above
all, the candle-lit atmosphere was fil led with that mixture of light-hearted antici
pation and happy recollection was to create such a memorable event in the life
of the House.

The occasion? Gillingham's farewell to Mr. and Mrs. Clegg after 12 years of
Housemastership. Among those present were the Headmaster and Mrs. Osier,

Mrs. Brechin (matron of the House for 8 years) and, of couse, the staff and boys
of Gillingham. After enjoying our meai, we settled back to listen to the speeches
which, though numerous, were short and sincere and thus not wearisome.

First to pay tribute to Mr. and Mrs. Clegg was the Headmaster who thanked

them for their devoted service to the House. He was followed by the domestic
servants whose spokesman, Petros, addressed the gathering in Zulu and pre
sented a desk stand to Mr. Clegg. Then all four servants sang "God be with you
till we meet again"—and so sincerely did they sing this prayer that it found a
ready echo in the hearts of many of those present.
Mrs. Brechin then said a few words on behalf of the Matrons who had served

under Mr. Clegg. She remembered with gratitude that she had been part of the

"Gillingham Family," and describe the way in which Mr. and Mrs. Clegg had
helped her to feel at home.
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Next it was the turn of Head Prefect, Gavin Wiseman, to express to the
Cleggs the thanks and good wishes of all the members of the House. To add

emphasis to his weii-chosen words, he presented a set of crystai parfait dishes to
Mrs. Ciegg, and a desk chair to Mr. Clegg.
In reply Mr. Clegg thanked those who had spoken, for their kind words and

for their gifts. He said that his happiness as a Housemaster was due, iargeiy, to
the spirit of the boys of Giliingham, to the wiiiing heip he had received from his
matrons and assistants, to the loyaity of the Old Boys, and to the friendly co
operation he had enjoyed with the parents. In looking ahead, he advised the

boys to fix their minds on a purpose which was right for them,to study the ways
in which that purpose could be achieved, and then to get busy. He conciuded
by thanking everyone who had heiped to make the occasion a success.
With a few apt words, Russeii Dyer then presented a wedding gift to Miss

Nel and Mr. Biamey. The latter replied, saying how much he had enjoyed his
year as an assistant master in Giiiingham.

Finaiiy, Mr. Clegg presented to the House a large, suitably inscribed picture
by Tinus de Jongh. Andrew Ewing expressed the appreciation of the boys in
whose common room the picture wiii hang.
After the tabies had been cleared, we were entertained by two comedians,
Messrs. Frank Gorman and Cecil Northcott. How we laughed!! Within what
seemed like ten minutes, an hour had hassed and it was time to end a deiightfui
evening with coffee and sausage rolis. Giiiingham had said fareweil to its House
master and his wife with affection and gratitude. May their future be filled with
happiness.
P.E.M.

PEMBROKE HOUSE

The school returned after the mid-year holidays to hear of
the success achieved by two Pembroke boys, W. Travis and C.
Christie, in the annual Johannesburg to Nairobi return walking race.
They won the race to Nairobi and were second on the return leg.
The final overall result is still being awaited and we wish them much
luck.

Honours in the various school competitions have been very
evenly shared this year. Giiiingham won the rugby and tied with
Finningley for the cricket, Pembroke in each case being second best.
The tennis was won by Pembroke. Many thanks to the other houses
for some good keen competition and congratulations on the successes
which they achieved.
Congratulations to G. P. Williams on being dux of the school
for the year and to G. D. Dyer for running him a very close second.
Williams also had the distinction of being the Natal finalist in this
year's New York Herald Sunday Tribune essay competition.
G. D. Dyer is school captain of cricket, K. J. Wooller of tennis,
and V. R. C. Lund of swimming and to each we offer our congratu
lations for results achieved. K. A. Morgan set the cadet corps a
fine example in being a very smart drum major. Congratulations to
him and his band on some fine performances.
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The house has been a happy one again this year and once again
much credit is due to the prefects, Ken Morgan, Winston Travis,
Richard Wilkins and Robert Henley, for loyal devotion to their
duties.

Sister Anderson has again seen to ills and complaints, missing
blazer buttons, and tuck parcels, with a pleasant efficiency which
amazes everyone but herself.

We bid farewell and Godspeed to the following boys this year:
W. Travis, R. Wilkins, R. Henley, G. Williams, B. Meyer, L. Proksch,
G. Coventry, C. Christie, D. Greer, R. Kamstra. K, Wooller, N.

Andersen, I. Coates, G. Kanaar, F. Rickaby, M. Sutton, V. Lund, G.
Stead, I. Mackay, M. France, A. Seymour, C. Carter, B. Sommerville,
A. Bjorkman, J. Blackburn, M. Pooley.
May you all be very happy in your newly chosen schools and
careers.

T.L.

PARLIAMENT

The Kearsney Parliament has come to the end of another success
ful year. The better speakers, comprising ten or so, have been
fluent and confident, and shown considerable appreciation of the
political field. On the other hand, the rest have been very silent,
and we wonder what is going to happen in 1961. Perhaps the occasion
will produce the men.

The annual debate against Durban City Parliament was the usual

enjoyable affair, and our team (Williams, Turvey, Mackay, Cantrell)
did splendidly to achieve a tie in points, by the decision of the judges.
On the strength of his speech Mackay was awarded the Sutler-Gore
Trophy for the best speech of the year.
We feel that special tribute should be paid to the Prime Minister
(A. C. Cantrell) who has had to face a barrage of questions throughout
the year and has answered them all with a great deal of assurance
and often humour. Of the rest, the most regular and fluent speakers
have been G. P. Williams, I. S. Mackay, L. Turvey, N. H. Andersen,
P. Bird, J. D. Simpson, G. R. Stead, and P. Watson.
To all the old hands who are leaving us, we offer our thanks for

leadership and example, and we trust that they will continue to
exercise their oratory in other spheres in the future. We must also
thank our excellent Clerk, F. Lissauer.
August 12th

... Opposition Motion: "That Television be Introduced into
South Africa". Proposed by the Hon. Member for Sophiatown (J. D. Simpson) and opposed by the Hon. Minister
of Railways (D. A. Greer). Motion won.
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August 27th

... General discussion on "Ways and means of Improving Race

September 9th

... Opposition Motion: "That the Colour Bar in Sport be
lifted." Proposed by the Hon. Member for Durban (A. J.

Relations In South Africa."

Daniel), and opposed by the Hon. Minister for Bantu Admin
istration (D. J. Kirkwood). Motion won.

September 24th ... Government Motion: "That the Congo riots have empha
sized the need in South Africa for a policy of separate auto
nomous development." Proposed by the Hon. Minister for

Social Welfare (N. J. Blackburn) and opposed by the Hon.
Member for Stellenbosch (G. R. Stead). Motion lost.

October 21st

... Debate against the Durban City Parliament.

Kearsney

proposed "That South Africa should take greater cognisance
of world opinion". Judges declared the debate a tie.

November I If/i

... Opposition Motion: "That Natal secede from the Republic
of South Africa". Proposed by the Hon. Member for Nkan-

dhla (H. Nightingale) and opposed by the Hon. Minister for
Lands (N. Plen). Motion lost.

DIE AFRIKAANSE VEREENIGING

Die Afrikaanse Verenlging doen steeds goele werk.
Alhoewel die waarde van so 'n verenlging nie in punte en
persentasies gemeet en bepaal kan word nie, gio ons vas dat dit 'n
belangrike funksie het in die buitemuurse bedrywighede van die
skool.

Ongeiukkig is die spreekwoord, dat jy 'n perd na die water
toe kan lei, maar horn nie kan dwing om te drink nie, maar alte waar
ook ten opsigte van die aanleer van 'n vreemde taal. Nietemin help

die Afrikaanse Verenlging om die water na die perd toe te bring en
ons kan maar net hoop dat daar perde wys genoeg sal wees om te
drink liewer as om dors te ly.
Aan diegene wat nog twyfel daaraan of dit in hierdie land die
moeite werd is om die tweede taal, hetsy Engels of Afrikaans, viot

te kan praat, kan ons net herinner aan die woorde van C. J. Langenhoven:

"Soveel tale as ek kan,
Soveel male is ek man,"
Werksaamhede van die tweede Halfjaar:
1. Praatjie deur Mnr. G. E. Burger oor sy rels deur Portugees-O'^s-Afrlka'
Suld en Noord-Rhodesle en Nyasaland. HIerdle praatjie Is opgehelder met
kleurskyfles en het algemeen byval gevind.
2. Debat: "Dat prefekte korrup en onregverdig Is."
3. Vertoning van Afrikaanse rolprente, met voorprente "Flltse ult die Dlere-

wereld," "Prestasle," die verhaal van Yskor, "Die Toondlgter" en die hoofprent, "Geboortegrond."
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4. Op 28 Oktober het die verenlging sy verrigtinga vir die jaar afgesluit met 'n
vieisbraai. Dit biy steeds die gewildste funksie van die jaar!

Ons wil ons hartlike dank ultspreek teenoor die hoof vir sy
volgehoue belangstelling in die werk van die vereniging en vir sy
opwagting by ons vieisbraaifunksie. Dit spyt ons dat hy nie lank
genoeg kon vertoef om van die heerlike gebraai te proe nie.
G.E.B.

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

Aided by the sterling services of A. Broom as Secretary, this

Society has had a successful year during which some promising
speakers have come to light.

Some ofthe speeches have shown evidence of careful and thought
ful preparation and, in particular, a debate on the problem of juvenile
delinquency was maturely tackled.
A few departures from the usual formal debates were under
taken, including a mock trial for which thanks are due to Mr. Le
Feuvre, who kindly acted as Chairman.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances the Society was unable to
visit Epworth this year, but it is hoped to remedy this in 1961.
R.W.

LET'S MAKE AN OPERA

By BENJAMIN BRITTEN

Produced by Kearsney-Epworth Choirs

This was an ambitious effort and entirely satisfying. Great
credit is due to the Choirmaster and his Epworth colleagues, who
co-operated splendidly in preparing a by-no-means easy production.
The modern-styie discords and, to the amateur, tuneless airs do not
come easy to young singers; moreover when several groups appear

to be singing independently—and,for all we know, in different keys —■
while the sum total is most effective (as in the "fainting" scene),
it is not difficult to appreciate the amount of training that has gone
into the preparation thereof.

Without the help of the two "pro's", Mrs. Irene Harper and
Miss Margaret McNeill, the production would not have been possible,
and we congratulate them both on their singing and their acting.
The acting throughout was convincing, and enunciation clear.
The "Audience Songs", aided by pockets of Choir suitably distributed,
added considerably to the enjoyment and sense of participation.
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The opera was staged twice at Kearsney and twice at Epworth,
to packed halls. Scene-shifting was therefore something of a
problem, and to Mr. Metcalf and his willing band of helpers, who
spent many hours of day and night erecting and removing, we offer
particular thanks. Without them there could have been no opera.
DRAMATIS PERSONAE

RoryBlrkby

Black Bob, a brutal sweep-master
Clem, his Son and Assistant
Sam, their new sweep boy, aged ten

Frederick Hagemann
Ernest Ashby

Miss Margaret McNeiii

Miss Baggott, Housekeeper at Iken Hall
Juliet Brook, aged 14

f Ann Hamei

\Beverley Meston
fJohn Dickens

Gay Brook, aged 15

\Richard Turner
... fRosanne Hulett

Sophie Brook, aged 13

\Elizabeth Anderson
Mrs. Irene Harper

Rowan, the Nursery Maid

("Neviiie Monks
Michael Beveridge

Jonny Crome, aged 14

LGarnet Cornell

{Susan Woolston

Hugh Crome, aged I I

Anne Buchan

Roy Birkby

Tom, a coachman ...
Alfred, a gardener ...

Conductor
Pianists
Percussionists

Fredrick Hagemann

Mr. J. Harper
Mrs. P. Radue and Sharon Ham
David and Martin Adams

...

The combined choirs of Epworth and Kearsney assisted in the singing of the
audience songs.

Stage effects
Mr. P. Metcaif
Assisted by Michael Stanlland, Christopher James, Garth Holden and Michael
McFall

Make-up

Mrs. P. Metcalf

Assisted by
Miss E Stone and Rory Bishop
Costumes provided by the Natal Schools Theatre Organisation.

CAROL SERVICE

After being closely associated with every Carol Service since
I came to Kearsney, it was a change, and a pleasant experience, to
be a mere member of the congregation and sit back and listen. One

thing I noted at once: In past years weeks of carol rehearsals had
created the Christmas atmosphere for me very firmly in advance;
the Carol Service was but the culmination of a term of rehearsals.

On this occasion, for the first time, I did not meet Christmas until
the service itself. I found that in this I was the loser. I had never

before been in the audience's shoes, and greatly though the con82

gregations have always enjoyed our Carols, I realise that the
service can never have meant as much to them as it did to those

who had done the practising.
Disregarding that impression, which affected me alone, I can

say that the Carol Service, in a slightly different format (and with
Carols sung to the organ for the first time), was a most enjoyable
affair. The choir, larger than usual this year, sang with great spirit
were well drilled, and gave us a splendid feast of Christmas music,
although we could not always hear the words. Lections were well
read, and, although the service proceeded unannounced, our

Chaplain was there to give a telling address on the meaning of the
Birth to 20th Century boys. Ladies had tastefully decorated all
the windows with candles and flowers and the whole atmosphere
was one of Christmas.

In spite of the customary mist and drizzle—which, though rather
trying, certainly gives a more traditional atmosphere than would
a hot, sultry night—there was an enormous crowd of visitors.

Congregation, about 800 in number, was packed into every nook
and cranny, and after the service was over poured forth like a Cup-tie
crowd.

A most rewarding evening, and our special congratulations
to Mr. Harper.
J.F.R,
ORDER OF SERVICE

Hymn: Once in Royal David's City.
Prayers.

Carol: Break Forth, O Beauteous, Heavenly Light. (J. S. Bach.)
1st Lesson; Genesis XXil, 15-18.

Carol: O Little One Sweet.(Trad. German.)
2nd Lesson: isiah iX, 2. 5. 7.

Carol: A Virgin Most Pure.(Trad. English.)
3rd Lesson: St. Luke, i, 26-33, 38.

Carol: Come Shepherds, Come.(Tyroiese.)
Hymn: While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks.
4th Lesson: St. Matthew i, 18-25.

Carol: In Duici Jubiio. (Trad. German.)
Hymn: Hark The Herald Angels Sing.
5th Lesson: Sc. Luke li, 15-20.

Carol: On Christmas Night. (Sussex Carol.)
Hymn: God Rest You Merry Gentlemen.
6th Lesson: St. Matthew II, 1-2.

Carol: There Came Three Kings. (Trad. French.)
7th Lesson: St. John I, 1-14.
Hymn: O Come, Ail Ye Faithful.
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CHOIR AND OPERA

Although the opera report occurs elsewhere I would like to
record my thanks to all who took part In, or assisted with the
production of "Let's Make an Opera". This Includes mention of
the choir members who assisted with the singing of the audience

songs, and understudies of all parts who worked hard without
the reward of appearing on the stage.
The choir performed anthems during the third term, Including:

"Subdue us by Thy Goodness", J. S. Bach and "The Heavens
Declare", L. van Beethoven.

During the fourth term all available time has, naturally, been
taken up with rehearsal of carols. The choir have worked well
and energetically for this important occasion.
J.M.H.

MUSIC SOCIETY

The work has gone on, much as usual, with regular meetings
to listen to records and discuss the music. A pleasing feature recently
has been that several meetings have been conducted and organised

by members of the Society, and In this repsect D. and M. Adams are
to be thanked.

At the end of the third term all the piano pupils gathered In

the Pavilion (the temporary home of Kearsney music)to play pieces
recently learnt to each other. Apart from the benefit of playing
to an audience—in most Instances for the first time—an enjoyable
hour or so of music was provided.

A small group from the Society attended a concert at Pletermarltzburg on November 15th given by the Durban Civic Orchestra
conducted by Mr. Roy Carter. An Interesting programme Included
Dvorak's "New World Symphony", Capprlccio Espagnole by

Rimsky-Korsakov, Roman Carnival by Berlioz, and several Operatic
arias sung by Saline Koch.
ORGAN RECITALS

August 21st.

Dr. and Mrs. P. Wise.
Fugue Alia Gigue, J. S. Bach.
Fuga Festiva, Dr. P. Wise.
Variations on "Eine Feste Burg."
Sonata in A. Mendelssohn.

Soprano solos: How Beautiful are the Feet. (Messiah) Handel.
Easter Hymn (Cavalleria Rusticana) Moscagni.
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September 25th

Mr. J. M. Harper.
Theme and Variations, J, Haydn.
Eiegy, Dr. G. Thalben-Ball

Two preiudes on "Liebster Jesu." }. S. Bach.

Prelude: "Now Thank We Ail Our God." S. Karg-Elert.
October 23rd

Mr. J. M. Harper.
Beil Prelude and Allegro, ], Stanley.
Air and Gavotte, S. S. Wesley.
Scherzetto, J. Jongen.
March: "Crown imperial." Sir William Walton.

November 27th

Mr. G. M. Gram.

1

Postiude on Lasst und Freuen, William Faldes.

2 Fugue in D (The Great.) }. S. Bach.
3 Spring Song. Alfred Hollins.
4 March based on "Lift up Your Heads," Handel. A. Cullmaant.

ARTS AND CRAFTS

The Art department has functioned smoothly during the year
and we again had successes in the Natal Schools Art Competition.
Pictures by F. Hagemann, M. Griffiths and D. Brothers were hung
in the Pabros Theatre Exhibition in Durban. In the Natal Schools

Handicraft Competition the following boys won prizes for pottery
and modelling: A. M. R. Bishop, H. R. Wade, J. G. Craven, F. Verbaan, E. Nutting, B. S. Sanford.

An exhibition of the year's work was put on in Finningley Junior
common room for Speech Day. Some excellent pictures and pottery,
lino-cuts, scraper board drawings, designs, etc., were on view to
many visitors.

STELLA LUTLEY & AIDAN WALSH

YACHT CLUB

We can all look back on the year I960 as a useful year. Members
built three Dabchicks" and the Club embarked on the buildins of
its own "Cadet".

At the end of the first three terms we were fortunate in enjoying

an afternoon's sailing on the Durban Bay. Our thanks go to Mr.
G. Goodricke and the Point Yacht Club for the loan of boats for
these outings.

On accasions we have been privileged to have with us distin

guished yachtsmen who have given us encouragement and instruc
tion. Our thanks also go to the Headmaster, Mr. France and Mr.

J. Storm for their interest and help throughout the year.
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Two lectures must be singled out for their interest. Mr. E.
Morrison gave us a stimulating talk on yachting and some practical
hints on making the best use of tide and wind. He discussed types
of sailing boats, their advantages and disadvantages, and ended his
talk with colour slides of races in the Solent.

In the third term Mr. P. Collins, who had the distinction of

sailing with Uffa Fox, spoke amusingly of some of his experiences
when sailing at Cowes. He neatly interwove in his talk the adven
turous fellowship yachtsmen enjoyed and the spirit of honesty
which characterized the true yachtsman. "There is no referee when
sailing: each yachtsman is his own referee and judge", he said. He
then ran off a few films illustrating the points he had made. Few
of us will forget the tell-tale gleam of the tiller arm that was unfairly
used!

In response to questions Mr. Collins, using a piece of paper to
make his points, gave us a graphic description of the theory of sailing.
Committee I960

Committee for 1961

R. A. Bouman, Commodore
C. Christie, Commodore
P. Volckman, Hon. Secretary

C. Knightsbridge, Commodore
P. Volckman, Hon. Secretary
L. Price, Committee Member

M. France, Committee Member.

R. Farren, Committee Member

C. Knightsbridge, Committee Member P. Mackinlay, Committee Member
Club Funds:

These stand at £19 12s. Od.

R. A. BOUMAN, Commodore.

AERO CLUB

The year's activities were off to a "flying" start with many new
members to lend assistance with the painting of the Club-house
and the installation of a large work-bench.
Model making has been of a high standard and a flying competition
and a display on Sports Day were held, the latter greatly enlivened
by the spectacular mid-air disintegration of one of John Clarke's
models.

R.W.

DIE AFRIKAANSE KAMP

Bygestaan deur menere Burger en du Toit het ek vanjaar weer
gedurende die Oktobervakansie 'n kamp gereel op Scottburgh om
ons seuns die kans te gee om hulle tweede taal onder aangename
omstandighede te probeer opknap. Al die geleendhede word
geskep vir diegene wat begerig is om tweetaligheid te bekom; die
aangebode hulp moet net aanvaar word.
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Alhoewel dit van Maandag tot Saterdag gereen het, het almal
droog geslaap aangesien al die tente waterdig was. Die grootste
nadeel hiervan was egter dat ons nie as 'n groep bymekaar kon biy
om spangees te bevorder nie. In plaas van saans om die kampvuur
te kan sit en sing, moes ons maar bioskoop toe gaan omdit dit droer
was. Die iaaste aand het ons die weer trotseer en 'n paar gesellige
uurtjies om die vuur deurgebring.

Die belangstelling in meisies was baie groter as in die hengelkuns, maar selfs die paar geharde hengelaars kon nie juis bond haaraf
maak nie. Toe die vis nie wou byt nie het 'n klompie ywerige
paddamanne self gaan kyk wat daar onder aangaan. Op die wyse is
baie kreef gevang en baie stories daarna vertel aan diegene wat nog
'n bietjie te versigtig is om kop onder die water te steek. Die
gevolg van hierdie onderwater-aktiwiteite was 'n sak vol kreef,
gesnyde voete en krappe aan lyf en arms.
As ons volgende jaar oorslaan na die Natalse Juniorsertlfikaat-

eksamen sal 'n mondelinge eksamen vereis word. Ons hoop dat die
geleendheid wat daar in Oktober aangebied word ons leerlinge
hiervoor sal help voorberei. Miskien sal dit 'n goeie plan wees om
dit dan eers tot Juniorsertifikaat-kandidate te beperk.
J.W.S.

ENTERTAINMENTS

This year the number of films has been restricted. This is, in

a way, a good thing, because we have enjoyed the 18 that we have
seen all the more (in 1958 we had 36 films). The variety has been
wide: From "Dambusters" and "Ice Cold in Alex" to "The Duke

Wore Jeans" and "The Lady is a Square". The last two films men
tioned were novel entertainment, and the school thoroughly enjoyed
them. If it is possible to thank an inanimate object, I should like

to thank the Bell & Howell projector for battling along without a
major breakdown.

In addition, we have had a number of lectures covering such
topics as travel, wild life, and blood transfusion.

A big event of the year was, of course, the production of Richard
II, with Mr. le Feuvre in the lead, supported by a cast of boys. Al
though the standard of acting was not of the highest, this play cer
tainly gave many of us an opportunity of learning a little stage-craft.
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The choir, too, gave us an entertaining evening when they put on
"Let's Make an Opera"; we enjoyed seeing Epworth girls on our
stage almost as much as we enjoyed taking part in the audience songs.
NILS ANDERSEN

(Andersen has been our projector monitor this year, and we thank
him for ail that he has done to make our film shows a success.—Ed.)

SHOULD NATAL SECEDE?

YES. {Parliamentary speech by H. Nightingale).
it Is my honour this evening to try to persuade you that Natal should secede
from the Republic of South Africa.
When the four States of South Africa met at the National Convention in

1908, Natal was not keen on the idea of Union. She wanted a Federation, but
the Transvaal, which was disunited at the time, desired a closer unification, and
so a Union was agreed upon.

Natal, being the smallest State, and feeling that she would be dominated by
the rest, made certain agreements with the other States.

Firstly, there should be equal representation in the Senate by each Province.
Today this no longer obtains. The present Government has altered this conven
iently to suit itself. Secondly,the Provincial Councils should have certain powers.
Already most of these powers have been taken away from us. The Nationalist

Provinces have abused these agreements by abolishing them legally through
Parliament. I submit, Mr. Speaker, that this is dishonest.

These alone are suffi

cient reasons for our desiring to secede.
Natal is basically an anti-Republican Province, as was shown by the refer
endum. She should therefore be given the chance to move out. This would

lessen the conflict getween the white races. If the Government want unity, they
must allow Natal to secede: those desiring a Republic could move out of Nataland those opposed could move in, if they wished.
Mr. Speaker, by seceding, our prosperity and industry would improve. We
have our sugar, a big source of revenue. Our midlands can supply us with all
the dairy produce we require. We have a thriving coal industry, quite sufficient
for our needs for many years to come. We have ample beef supplies available
from Zululand, and could export a good deal of it. We have pulp and paper
industries, rayon at Umkomaas, timber at Felixton, Kwambonambi and Cane-

lands. Many other minor industries could be developed.
Natal has the best port in the country. It is the only natural harbour in

South Africa, and can cope adequately with all imports or exports: this is a very
important point, Mr. Speaker.
We have in Natal a very large African population. We can educate them and

display towards them a sense of justice and decency. With higher wages they
will have a higher buying potential, and general prosperity will result. We can
present fuller opportunities both to Bantu and Indians and give them scope for
self-development. The principles of Apartheid which we are forced to adopt
can be away from Government compulsion. Different races can learn to live at
peace with one another.
If we secede, I feel sure that Swaziland, Basutoland, the Eastern Province and
Pondoland would ultimately join us. Swaziland has many important minerals
such as asbestos, tin, mica, and some gold. If with all these assets we still can
not manage our own economy, I feel sure that England, the Mother Country of so
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many of us, would step In and lend us a helping hand until we are strong enough.
They would not be so keen to help a Republic controlled by the Nationalist
Goverment.

To secede therefore seems the sens!ble and obvious step.

NO. (Reply by N. Plen.)
It has been suggested to-night, Mr. Speaker, that Natal should secede from
the Republic of South Africa. I suggest that such a proposition is both absurd
and Impossible. How could Natal, the smallest province in the country, become
an independent colony? Quite Impossible. No doubt they will feed on mashed
bananas sprinkled with Zululand sugar and roasted on Newcastle coal, drinking
the lush waters of the Umgenl. Natal, the independent colony, with Mr. Mitchell
as Governor-General and Abdul Gandhi from the Tongaat sugar-mill as Prime
Minister! Everything will surely work out fine.
Of course It is impossible for Natal to break away, if only for reasons of
finance. What keeps South Africa economically sound? The gold, of course, and
the diamonds, and the wool. Natal has none of these things. All they have Is
coal, but you can't run a country on coal alone. Many years ago, perhaps. Natal
was independent, but the winds of change have altered things somewhat, and
Independence is now Impossible.
Natal is a small province with the biggest black population In the country.
After secession would come the problems of race and colour. Apartheid or not.
If Britain took control. Apartheid would go, and not even the most liberal of us

would want Susie Mtetwa and her boy friend sharing our privacies and getting
a sun-tan In our garden. We should not like It.
One of Natal's greatest assets and sources of income is the Durban harbour,
the finest In the country. After secession the great cities of the interior would
export and import all their goods through Cape Town or other coastal towns,
to the very great loss of Natal. Entry Into Natal would mean a customs tax, and
they would send their produce elsewhere.
In 1888 Rhodes formed a Customs Union, to try to further economic devel
opment In South Africa. Natal refused to join, until by 1899 she was on the
verge of bankruptcy, and had to give way. That would happen again.
Government concerns, such as the S.A. Railways and Airways, would cease to
operate In this province, and Natal would have to start its own systems of communicatlon. Just where would they get the vast capital required? Very large
sums would be needed. I should think that Russia might easily start giving a
helping hand, and If they got In, Communism would very quickly spread here.
If they acquired control of the gold mines, they would control the world.
Reverting to the question of Apartheid. They have tried to banish It in
Rhodesia, and look at the result. The black man has tried to control power in
the Congo, and look at the result. If Natal secedes, Britain will insist on the
abolition of Apartheid. Imagine the result. When things went wrong In Rhodesia
Britain did not help, nor would they help us If things went wrong here.
No, you can't live on bananas and sugar and coal. The Province of Natal
would be bankrupt in no time, and seeking to join the Republic. The answer
to the problem Is simply not to secede.
(The Motion "That Natal should secede from the Republic" was lost.)

THINKING BACK

The North Coast is riddled with white ants, and the Old Kearsney was no
exception. The swarms at Botha's Hill are minute by comparison. They Invaded
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everywhere. On one occasion they invaded a stationery cupboard and devoured
some hundreds of exercise books without being observed.
The gardens and playing field had openings in some cases large enough to

put an arm or a leg down, made by numberless series of emerging ants. Their
burrows would travel for hundreds of feet, and sometimes the queen would be
as much as 30 feet underground. It was impossible to locate her, and the only
hope was to fumigate her and her colony.
To this end we had a brazier apparatus in which a fire of red-hot charcoal

would be lit. Into the foot there was a pipe leading to a sort of car pump; by
means of this brazier could be heated white hot. From the closed top another
pipe could be led into the entrance to the nest. On the top of the fire we put a
liberal quantity of sulphur and arsenic, which fave forth tremendous fumes; we
then clamped down the top, put the pipe down the hole, and pumped like mad.
It was here that the fun began. We knew that the smoke was penetrating
down all the passages of the nests, and boys, armed with spades or any other
handy instuments, waited for the tell-take puffs of smoke which spouted from the

ground in all directions. These holes were immediately blocked up. It was quite
amazing to see how far the smoke would go: sometimes as much as 100 yards.
There would be shouts of "There's another one", and boys would go rushing
off to some distant point and fill up another volcano. In fact the field would

appear to be covered with minute volcanoes! It was really quite exciting, like
sardine-spotting. Of one thing one could be fairly certain—at the end of half
an hour's pumping, all queens in the vicinity would be destroyed.
However, you can't beat Nature. More queens ultimately were produced.
Not that we minded very much. It meant more fun among the volcanoes!
J.F.R.

SPORTS TROPHY

Athletics
Standards

Swimming

F
20
0
R and P. tied

G
5
5

P
10
10

20
0
F. and P. tied.

5
5

10
10

6
2

12
2
3

2
6
6

4
12
6
3
1
6
F. and G. tied.

4
1
3

3

3

8

I

I

Rugby:
1st XV
2nd XV
Juniors

1

Won by G.
Cricket:
1st XV
2nd XI
juniors
Tennis 1st

2nd

Won by P.
Trophy won by Pembroke.
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RUGBY

Tour to Cape Town
For the first time a Kearsney team went to the Western Province,
but after this tour we were all convinced that it must not be the last.

The trip there and back by Orange Express was very pleasant and
the tour was as much educational as sport. With all the special
concessions and kind favours, the total cost was only £9 Os. Od.
per boy.
The first few days were spent at Rondebosch Boys' High and
the rest of the week at Bishops. Both schools gave us real V.I.P.
treatment and went out of their way to make our stay a memorable
one. We were met and seen off at the station, made very comfort
able in the hostels, given the freedom of the grounds, our togs
were washed and even our personal washing was seen to.
At Rondebosch the billiard table in the Common Room was

very popular and some boys even stayed with the Mayor of Cape
Town!

At Bishops we were sent in groups of five and six to the dif
ferent Houses where we became part of each house. Our keen
interhouse spirit was reflected in the arguments afterwards as
to which house. Founders, White and School, was the best.

Social highlights of our visit were: A visit to Muizenberg and
aswim in False Bay in July!; by cable car to the top of Table Mountain;
a visit to Newlands Rugby Grounds on Saturday afternoon when
Stellenbosch beat Bellville 37-3, Cape Town University pulled it off
in the last stages of the game against Police, and Villagers thrashed
Gardens 45-1 1. It was Rugby at its best.
The last Sunday a trip was organised to Stellenbosch where we
were the guests on Mr. M. L. Joubert's wine farm. After a taste
of "vaaljapie" (when you are in Rome . . .) a delicious meal was
served. Horse riding and swimming in the dam rounded off a
memorable day. The return trip to Cape Town was via Somerset
West and the Strand.

Not only the Cape but also its people and weather could not
have treated us better!
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July 27th

vs. RONDEBOSCH
Lost 6-22

Rondebosch, the unbeaten side of the year, looked as formidable as Table
Mountain itself, but we were by no means beaten by their reputation.
In the first half our line moved slowly and lacked punch. This was largely
due to their wonderfully soft fields. The Rondebosch backs, with Tulleken at

scrum-haif and Sampson at centre, gave a beautiful exhibition of good passing at
top speed. They were much faster than we were and it was only sound defence
that kept the half-time score down to 14-0.

In the second half we were all surprised to see Kearsney go back and have
territorial advantage for most of the time. Kirkwood kicked two penalties and
Syminton's defence was outstanding. The forwards played well.
July 3Cth

vs. BISHOPS
Lost 0-11

The following report appeared in the Cape Argus;
"Though going down to Bishops by 11 points to nil Kearsney gave an improved
exhibition on their previous rugby game in the Peninsula. The half-time score was
3-0. In the second half Bishops had a territorial advantage and only dour defence
by Kearsney in which Syminton (full-back), Kirkwood and Lund (forwards) stood
out, kept the score down."
We were most impressed by the type of rugby played in the Cape and the
way the referees handled the game. The games were extremely well controlled
without being stopped every second minute.

August 6th

vs. HILTON

Away

Lost 5-21

Kearsney started off very well and dominated the game during the first half
After changing direction Lund, on the wing, opened the score. Kirkwood con
verted. Just before half-time a Kearsney boy bumped into the referee for which
a penalty was awarded to Hilton, making the half-time score, 5-3.
After this penalty the game changed completely. Hilton took control of the
game and scored again and again. A large number of penalty kicks and one penalty
try were awarded against Kearsney.

August lOth

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Away

Won 13-0

Disregarding the heat and humidity the team was in good form that day. We
saw a number of fuii-back line movements that resulted in tries after some fast

running and good passing. The first try was scored by Robin Lund when the

line manoeuvred tfie overlap. Kirkwood converted.
The forwards were mobile and joined up with the line regularly. Good
dribbling from the half-way line and short passes amongst the forwards resulted
in our second try when Evans went over. The third try was scored by winger
Sommerville after a commendable dash of speed.

August 13th

vs. GLENWOOD

Away

Lost 6- 16

This was a good game to watch (what we could see of it through Glenwood's
dust). The game was very even and both sides ran hard with the ball.
From the scrums we got more than our fair share of the ball but in the lineouts Glenwood had the better of us.

I can't remember one knock-on during the whole game. During many of the
movements half or more members of the team handled Che ball faultlessly. Lund
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scored the first try and Evans the second after such movements and our third try
was disallowed because our touch judge (how honest we breed them!) Insisted
that Lund had his foot on the line and put up his flag when the referee awarded
the try.

Glenwood beat us mainly because they were more successful with their
conversions.

August 27th

vs. PMB. TECH

Away

Lost 0-6

From our point of view this was a most disappointing game. Kearsney tried
to play open Rugby but our opposition kicked for touch continuously. Again and
again our place kicker failed to convert possible kicks and although we were in
their half practically the whole of the first half, and crossed their line several
times. It was Tech. who opened the score with a penalty goal just before halftime.

During the second half Kearsney pressed hard but were driven back by long
kicks, one of which bounced right for them and resulted In a try.

September 3rd

vs. OLD BOYS

Home

Draw 19-19

This was a most enjoyable game played In the best of spirit and a very fitting
way of closing off the rugby season. The large crowd of spectators saw some good
movements by both sides In a match that was characterised by good handling,
fast running and clean tackling.

The Old Boys fielded an extremely fit side. They realised the Importance
of getting an early lead against a much younger side and scored twice before the
school boys had their first success. After both sides unfurled their flags they
took it In turn to score and the final score was a true reflection of the game.

If the Old Boys can raise sides equivalent to this In future we can look for
ward to some very good rugby.

Team Colours: Congratulations to the following on being

awarded colours for I960. (Number of matches played In brackets).
Robin Lund (16), Roy Lund (16), Syminton (16), Shaw-Gray (16),
Lacey (15), Turvey (15), V. d. Berg (15), Bouman (15), Dyer (15),
Russell (14), Leitch (14), Kirkwood (14), Adendorff (13), Evans (10).
Honours: J. C. Lacey, T. D. Syminton.

Natal Schools: Congratulations to John Lacey, captain
1st XV, on being selected to represent Natal vs. Border on the
flank. From reports he played a splendid game.
Thanks: At the end of the season 1 wish to thank the Head

master for his Invaluable services to the 1st XV. Although a very

busy man Mr. Osier always found time to come out on Tuesdays
and Thursdays to coach and he attended most of the matches too.
When Mr. Burger came back from long leave the 3rd Term he agreed
to take over most of the organisation and by doing so brought wel
come relief. Also to Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Blamey who shared my

duties, to Johannesburg (St. Stithians) and Cape Town (Rondebosch
and Bishops) a sincere vote of thanks.
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Also to other members of Staff, the Rugby Committee, the
Kitchen and Ground Staff our appreciation for all their assistance
and co-operation this year.
J.W.S.

SECOND XV RESULTS
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

HILTON: Draw 6—-6.
ST. HENRY'S: Won 32—0.
GLENWOOD: Lost 3—21.
PMB. TECH.: Lost 3—17.
OLD BOYS: Lost 19—22.

UNDER ISA

The team played consistently well throughout the season. A

special feature of the team was their sporting approach to the game
and their desire to play entertaining rugby at all times.

The most exciting game was against Marltzburg College who

beat us 3 0, a drop goal. The season was ended on a high note
with an excellent 30—6 win over PMB. Tech.

We congratulate Heming (lock), Pringle (hooker) and Levy
(wing) on their selection for Durban In the Inter-Town match against
Pletermarltzburg.
P/oyers; Knox A. J. (Captain), Shire J. W.(Vice-Captain), Holden G. A., Fran
cois J. Lyons M., Marr S. Daniel A. Nalsmith R., Cunnington P. Gerhardt
R., Hemming R., Bryan P., Jewett M., Barber R., Pringle A., Brown G
Bell I.. Brokensha P.,
vs. Westville: won 20—0.
vs. Harward: won II—3.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Michaelhouse: lost 5—17.
Durban Tech.: won 6—3.
D.H.S.: lost 0—II.
Northlands: lost 3—14.
Voortrekker: lost 5—9.

vs. P.M.B. College: lost 0—3.
vs. Hilton: lost 0—30.

vs. P.M.B. Tech.: won 30—6.

R.D.B.
UNDER 14

In many respects this season has been a rather disappointing one.

Almost Invarlabl)^ the team encountered opposition which was very
much larger In size and as a result we found ourselves on the de94

fensive most of the time.

However, when given the opportunity

to do so, the team showed that it could play open rugby and really
enjoy the game.

The tackling of Dooley at scrum-half. Beater on the wing and
Emmett at centre was a delight to see. Other players who showed

a lot of promise were Nutti.ng (lock), Aitchison (fly-half) and Rogaly
and Rogers (loose forwards). Anderson put in a lot of hard work
at lock.

UNDER 13

I must begin this report by saying how very enjoyable it has
been to have such a keen and enthusiastic group of boys to coach.

They thoroughly enjoyed every moment on the field and, like me,
looked forward to every practice.

The standard and type of rugby played was of the highest order.
The passing and handling often quite astounded me. At a passing
and handling practice after school one Saturday morning there was
but a single knock-on during the whole 40 minutes and this as the
result of a bad pass. The boys are indebted to the Headmaster for
his coaching and to Mr. Best for his help with the forwards.
With a mere handful of boys to select from, we meet the full

might of the "prep" schools, and so do not expect to win. It's the
spirit that matters.

The boys always played as a team and improved with each game
as can be seen from the match results. Mention must be made of

the keen competition and hard practice provided for the A team

by the B. The team was well captained by F. Verbaan, while G.
Tomlinson led the B team.

A Team

vs. Highbury; lost 0—21.
vs. Clifton: lost 3—8.
vs. D.P.H.S.: lost 3—28.

vs. St. Henry's: lost 0—9.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

New Forest: lost 8—14.
Westvllle: lost 0—9.
Westvllle: lost 0—9.
Northlands: Lost 3—9.

vs. Highbury: lost 8—14.
vs. Highbury: won IS—3.
vs. St. Henry's: won IS—3.
vs. New Forest: lost 8—13.

vs. Clifton (Dbn.): lost 8—II.
vs. Highbury: lost 9—21
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B Team

vs. Highbury: lost 0—18.
vs. New Forest: lost 0—12.

vs. Highbury: lost 8—15.
vs. New Forest: lost 3—8.

vs. Highbury: lost 6—18.

The following boys played for the A team during the season: Little, Dyer G.,
Verbaan, Manicom, Mail, Morgan D., Muller, Austin, Wright, Lindeque, Hesketh,
Biggs, Groom, Feinberg, Awerbuch, Kluge, Ashby, Tomlinson G.
T.L.

HOUSE MATCHES

Pembroke vs. Gillingham
1st:
G. I I—P.O.
2nd; P. 28—G. 0.
U IS: P. 6—G.0.

Pembroke vs. Finningley
1st: F. 3—P. 0.
2nd: P. 27—F. 3.
U IS: P. 14—F. 0.

Gillingham vs. Finningley
1st: G.6—F. S.
2nd: G. 3—F. 3.
U IS: G. I I—F. 6.

SWIMMING

It Is our policy to make sure that every boy in the School can
swim to save himself and once he Is proficient in that to try to save
some other person from drowning. Once again some half dozen
boys in the School could not swim the length of the bath and had to
attend compulsory lessons. This year I am very grateful to the seniors

who have come forward to do Individual coaching with this group.
The beginners have a private tutor each who gets Into the water
with him and helps him to gain confidence and master the art of
swimming under Ideal conditions. The better swimmers are coached

in groups on Monday afternoons. Mr. Blamey, who is assisting with
swimming from this term, has already rendered valuable services
in this sphere.

Our Life-Saving Teams trained very hard and did exceptionally
well in the Natal Schools' Competitions staged In Durban on No
vember 15th. Both the Payne Shield (Senior Boys) and the Milner
Smyth Shield (Under 15 boys) were at Kearsney after last year's
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victories and returned home after this year's competitions. The
Under 15 Team consisting of Hoiden, Marr, Jewitt and Williams
won with a total of 554^ (last year's score was 517) out of a possible
640. In this section Hoiden was top scorer of the day wth 143 out
of 160.

In the senior competition Robin Lund achieved the "impossible"
by scoring full marks, 190 out of 190; followed closely by Saunders
with 189^, then Roy Lund with 179 and Rickaby with 176^ to make
the team total 735 out of a possible 760. (Last year's total was
661.) This is a splendid result and probably the highest score ever
recorded! Our Team and School were congratulated and praised
for this achievement by Mr. Brabham, Natal Organiser of Physical
Training, and others present.
The following were awarded colours for Swimming this year:
V. Lund, O. Lund, R. Lund, F. Rickaby (re-awards) and A. Marr,
L. Turvey, A. Haley and B. Saunders (new awards). Honours award
for I960:

V. R. C. Lund.

Gala Date: Old Boys please note that our Annual Gala will
be held on Saturday, 4th March, 1961.
J.W.S.

CRICKET

All teams this year have suffered fluctuating fortunes, but some
have performed fairly well. The first team has been well led by
G. D. Dyer, supported by A. W. Procter, H. B. W. Hulett(members
of the committee) and the other players. Dyer's batting has been
most consistent, and he seldom failed. Hulett improved steadily
and his last innings of the year was outstanding. Too much may have
been expected of Procter's bowling, but generally he bowled well.
His batting tended to fall off. However, 1961 should be a good year
for him. Travis was a useful opening bat, though a trifle slow, but
we were unable to find a partner when Thompson stopped playing.
Knox and Russell batted well on occasions, and showed marked

improvement towards the end of the year. The bowling generaliy
was sound, with some good performances by Sommerville and
Procter. Sommerville developed into a fiery bowler, and Procter
continued to be the model of accuracy. Hulett is developing into
a very capable keeper, and the fielding standard was high.
The Second, Third and Fourth teams played with enthusiasm
but with varied success. The batting tended to be weak, but the
bowling and fielding was keen.
Of the under age teams, the Under 13 produced the best per
formances, and it was most gratifying to see the vast improvement
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in the Colts as the fourth term drew to a close. With some of these

players back, the Colts should enjoy a successful season next year.
However, it must be accepted that uniess boys stay until the
Matric. year, and do not leave after J.C. or Junior Matrlc., we must
continue to struggie to replace. Too many boys leave before their
Matriculation year, with the result that the senior teams are hard
pressed to find replacements. However, those who stay and who
play cricket, have a never-failing enthusiasm for the game.
Finally, the 1st XI wish to place on record their great apprecia
tion to Mr. Townshend for his umpiring during the year, especially
through the Offord Week when our official umpire was unable to
attend. His excellent umpiring enabled all players to play their
shots with no fear of a bad decision. We trust he will continue in

this capacity for years to come.
24th September

vs. KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
Home
Lost by 65 runs
Once again the Old Boys fielded a strong side, made up almost entirely of
First League players, and they again proved too strong for the Present. Murdoch
won the toss and batted first on a good pitch, and opened the innings with U.

Groom and C. Dukes. Dukes did not last long, and Murdoch joined Groom, to

push the score along at a merry pace. Runs came quickly, especially from Mur
doch and M. Hulett, but the bowling was steady, and was keenly supported in the
field. BIgaIke, playing his first game for the 1st XI, bowled steadily, and was
well rewarded with 4 wickets.

The Kearsney innings started well, but when Symlnton, opening for the
first time, was dismissed a collapse followed and no other batsman reached
double figures. The Present XI was invited to have another innings, mainly for
additional practice, and on this occasion, fared somewhat better. Rain finally
stopped the game with the score at 41 for 3 wickets.
OLD BOYS 1st INNINGS

PRESENT 1st INNINGS

Dukes C. caught Procter bowled
Sommerville

Groom U., bowled Kirkwood ...

Travis W..caught Murdoch, bowled
0

Brazier

17

Symlnton

Murdoch D., I.b.w., bowled Kirk-

4

T.,

caught Groom,

bowled Dukes

17

wood
33
Polkinghorne T., caught Russell,
Sommerville
17
Hulett M., caught Kirkwood,
bowled Procter
30
Dukes D., bowled Procter
... 4

Dyer G. ,caught Hulett, bowled
Dukes
...
Procter A., caught Hulett, bowled
Hulett
Hulett B., caught Dukes, bowled
Hulett

Hulett R. not out

Russell Y., bowled Brazier

13

...

Bradshaw J., stumped Hulett,
bowled Bigaike
II
Brazier K., bowled Bigaike
4
Kelly J., caught Hulett, bowled
Bigaike
4
Atkinson J., bowled Bigaike
... 0

KnoxA. notout
Kirkwood D., bowled Brazier ...
Kotze M., I.b.w., bowled Kelly ...
Sommerville B., caught Kelly,
bowled Brazier
Bigaike B., bowled Kelly

Extras

Extras

3
134

6
3
4
4

9
0
5

9
5
3
69
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Sommervllle

...

II

13

Kirkwood

Procter

9
5.2

Bigaike

2
3
3
1

40
43
30
17

2
2
2

4

Atkinson
Bradshaw
Hulett R
Dukes C.
Brazier

Kelly
27th September

vs.

JEPPE HIGH SCHOOL

8

7

2

6

3

6

8

3
2
1

14

2

20
10

4
2

... 2
9
3.2

—

1

at Kearsney

Draw due to rain

The Jeppe touring team was entertained at Kearsney to what promised to be
an interesting game, which was unfortuanately spoiled by rain. Jeppe won the
the toss and batted. Six wickets fell for 74 runs, but Talmage then took control

and played a good innings. He was well supported by Joyce, but on the dismissal
of Talmage, the Jeppe innings folded up, and they were all out for 141 runs
Procter bowled well, and carried the Kearsney attack, delivering 25 overs for 39
runs and took 4 wickets. Kirkwood also bowled well, supported by keen field

ing. The scoring rate was slow, and with rain threatening at lunch, the game was
obviously not going to be completed.

The Kearsney innings commenced in the mist, a new phenomenon to the
Johannesburg visitors, and after only two overs, it was decided to call the game
off.

JEPPE HIGH SCHOOL: 141 (Talmage 60 Randall 17, Joyce 15, Procter
4 for 39, Kirkwood 3 for 29).
KEARSNEY: 4 for no wicket.

MICHAELMAS TOUR

30th September to l lth October, I960

This year's tour was undertaken In the new Sports Fund bus, and proved to
be an outstanding succes. The team left immediately after school on Friday
30th September, spent the week-end at Weaver's Hotel, East London, and went
on to Grahamstown on Sunday afternoon.
3rd October

vs. ST. ANDREW'S COLLEGE
won by 2 wickets

at St. Andrews

St. Andrews won the toss and batted, but were soon in trouble when White,

a South African Schools player, played wildly across Sommerviiie's third delivery
in his first over, and was bowled. From that "troke, St. Andrews struggled, and
had the misfortune to meet Sommervllle at his very best. Only Gradwell played

with any confidence, and compiled a good 32. However, although St. Andrews
were battling for runs they did not try at any time to shut the game up, and scored
off any loose ball. Six wickets were down for 25 runs, but they fought back to
55 for 8, then 85 for 9 and finally 92 all out. Sommervllle bowled very well,
ably supported by Procter.

Kearsney's first wicket fell for I run, but then Travis and Dyer took contro,
and appeared to be piloting Kearsney out of trouble when Beith struck quickly
dismissing Dyer, Procter and Hulett 'or the addition of only 2 runs. Tea was
taken with the score 84 for 6 wickets, and with only 9 runs wanted, the game was

still well open. Travis, the opening batsman, was still in,and he carried a heavy
load. The 7th wicket fell at 90, the eighth at 91, and Travis took a single to even

the scores, and to give Sommervllle strike. He played a beautiful cover drive to
win this most exciting game for Kearsney, and with the rain coming down, it
was decided to call the players off.

This was a most interesting game. Fortunes fluctuated, and each side bat-

tied to gain the initiative. The spirit In which it was played could not possibly
have been bet'er, and quite obviously, the final result mattered little to either
team. It was a game that will be remembered for a long time.
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ST. ANDREWS: 92(Gradwell 23, Beith IS, Jacot 12, Sommerville 7 for
20, Procter 3 for 34.)
KEARSNEY:94 for 8 wickets (Travis 35*, Russell 26, Dyer 14, Beith 6 for
37.)
4th October

vs. SEVENFOUNTAINS

at Sevenfountains

Lost by 34 runs
The Kearsney side,sent in to field during the very hot morning, realised that
late nights and cricket do not mix very well, but they also learned that this

game was to be played to be enjoyed, and not only to win. Fortunately, they
did not need much teaching.
Sevenfountains did not let the grass grow under their feet while at the wicket,
but the Kearsney bowlers and fielders made the home side earn every run, until
shortly after lunch, we let the game slip a little, and Sevenfountains grasped the
opportunity to pile on 40 badly needed runs. However, we did very well
indeed to restrict this powerful team to 189. As has become usual in the Sevenlountains games, Mr. Howard Emslie was in the runs, and he was ably supported
by Mr. Moss and later, the number 1 1, Mr. Amm who collected 21 not out in two
overs. The bowling generally was good, but the fielders were hard put to to
fathom the somewhat bumpy outfield. However, they soon learned that it was
better to let the ball hit them, than to let it go through.
At five past two, we started the long up-hill battle to overhaul the Sevenfountains total, and very nearly succeeded. Dyer held the batting together, and
with Hulett going great guns, added 51 for the 6th wicket. Procter and Knox
also added their quota, but it was not quite enough and at 4.45, Sevenfountains
ran out winners after another most enjoyable game.
SEVENFOUNTAINS: 189(Moss 46, Emslie 36, Amm 21, Procter 5for 39,
Kirkwood 2 for 31.)
KEARSNEY: 165 (Hulett 44, Dyer 33, Knox 32, Procter 21, Emslie 3 for
49, Moss 2 for 13, McDougall 2 for 32)
Sth October

vs. PORT ALFRED C.C.

at Port Alfred

Won by 130 runs

An early night after the Sevenfountains game resulted in the Kearsney team
performing well on a good grass wicket at Port Alfred. After losing Travis and
Symlnton for 14 runs and Russell at 38, Dyer and Procter settled down into a
partnership which yielded 93 runs. It must be mentioned that Dyer showed an
uncanny knack of picking on the slip fielder who could not catch! Sommerville
wound the innings up with some lusty hitting and then went on to get 4 for 20,

and with Procter, 4 for 14, completely routing the Port Alfred batsmen and dis
missing them for 44. Mr. Forward, formerly an E.P. player, after taking 7 for
37 in the Kearsney innings, made top score of 17.
KEARSNEY: 174 (Dyer 50, Procter 42, Sommerville 13, Forward 7 for
37).
PORT ALFRED:44(Forward 17, Sommerville 4 for 20, Procter 4 for 14).
6th October

vs. KINGSWOOD

at Kingswood

Draw

This was the big match of the tour and was eagerly anticipated by all con
cerned. Dyer, as is his custom, won the toss and elected to bat. It was pleasing
to see the vast improvement in the wicket since our last visit to Kingswood.
After a slow start Symlnton and Russell Increased the scoring rate, Russell
In particular driving well. At 84 for 3 Dyer made his appearance at the wicket
and was not out for 58 when he declared the innings closed at 164 for 5 wickets.
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This second successive half-century by Dyer was well compiled and a good In
nings to watch. The KIngswood bowling tended to be short of a length and
never really appeared dangerous.
KIngswood's innings never settled down and wickets fell at regular Intervals
with van Schalkwyk holding up his end in making a valuable 32 runs. The bowl
ing too was always short of a good length and not attacking enough. Kirkwood
took 4 for 36 and Procter 3 for 25. Dyer persisted in bowling Kirkwood with
his very long run when time was fast running out and had the changing between
overs at the beginning of the innings been quicker Kearsney might well have
emerged victorious.

The match was played in a good spirit and was much enjoyed by players and
spectators.

KEARSNEY:

164 for 5 wickets declared (Dyer 58, Syminton 26,

Russell 40, Procter 19, Thompson 2 for 38.)

KINGSWOOD: 108 for 8 wickets (van Schalkwyk 32, Stewart 14, Kirk
wood 4 for 36, Procter 3 for 25.)
8th October

vs. GRAEME

17th October

vs. ST. STITHiANS

CANCELLED

at Kearsney

Draw

This was the first home match afterthetourandTravisand Syminton opened
confidently, seeing 102 on the board before being parted.
Syminton scored 61 hard and well hit runs while Travis at the other end
went on to score 55. Dyer with 30 continued his batting form of the tour and
Kearsney declared at 167 for 5 wickets. The St. Stithians left arm spinner, Hughes,
bowled accurately and took all 5 wickets at a cost of 39 runs.
St. Stithians started slowly, the first 6 overs all being maidens. Bradley went
at 5 and then Black and B. Cooper carried the score to 78 with some good batting.
It was not until Dyer put himself on to bowl that wickets fell quickly and St. Stith
ians found themselves with 9 wickets down for 123. However, the last two bats

men faced out the final over of the day and an enjoyable game ended In a draw.
The Kearsney bowling once again tended to be rather short of a length.
KEARSNEY: 167 for 5, declared (Syminton 61, Travis 55, Dyer 36*.
Hughes 5 for 39),
ST. STITHIANS: 130 for 9 (Black 48, Cooper B., 44, Procter 6 for 48).
22nd October

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
Won by 6 wickets

at Kearsney

Tech batted first and lost their first wicket at 19 after which Rautenbach

with 29 and Barkham with 45 runs pushed the score along steadily. Dunbar,
coming in at No. 7, added a useful 25 runs and Tech were all out for 137. Procter
bowled steadily and always had the batsmen worried in taking 7 wickets for 45
runs in 24 overs.

Kearsney lost 3 quick wickets before Dyer and Procter took over and the
score reached 81 before Procter lost his wicket to a careless catch. Hulett came

in and in the next 43 minutes scored a swashbuckling SO runs. He went from 36
to 50 from the last three balls of the day, scoring 4, 4 and 6. Dyer meanwhile
went along steadily at the other end and at stumps, when Kearsney were 154
for 4, had compiled 51 well made runs.

DURBAN TECH 137 (Rautenbach 29, Barkham 45, Dunbar 25, Procter
7 for 45).

KEARSNEY 154 for 4 wickets (Dyer 51, Hulett 50, Procter 34).
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9th October

«. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL
Lost by 115 runs

at D.H.S.

D.H.S. batted first and lost 2 quick wickets before Owen, who made 56.

and Clarkson, 59, settled down to a very useful partnership of 100 runs which
enabled D.H.S. to declare at 166 for 4. The Kearsney fielding was appalling and
vital catches were missed. Sommerville bowled well without any luck while
Kirkwood was put off his stroke by being no-balled for dragging.
The Kearsney innings was a procession from the pavillion to the wicket and
back. Dyer aione stood firm in making a sound 26 run' in the total of 51. The
players seemed reluctant to play their shots firmly and there was too much care
less batting.
D.H.S. 166 for 4 wickets declared (Clarkson 59, Owen 56, Irvine 21).
KEARSNEY 51 (Dyer 26, Heath 4 for 1 1).

5th November

vs. HILTON

at Kearsney

Lost by 7 wickets

We batted first and struggled from the start. Procter batted soundly and
scored 19 in an innings of quality if not quantity. He was well supported by
Hulett and Russell but good bowling by Lewis, 6 for 44, had Kearsney dismissed
for 87. A feature of the innings was the wicket-keeping of Hilton 'keeper, Starr.
The fireworks of the day were provided by L. Stevens in the Hilton innings
He scored 101 in 76 minutes, the second 50 coming in 28 minutes. It was a

delight to see him play himself in and then set about the bowiing with some
glorious strokes. His power off the back foot is quite phenomenal. He was
well supported by Bastard with 36. Procter with 2 for 53 and Sommerville with
2 for 45 were the best bowlers.

A most pleasant and enjoyable game ended with the players leaving the field
in the mist applauding the fine batting by Stevens.

KEARSNEY: 87 (Russell 22, Procter 19, Hulett 18, Lewis 6 for 44).
HILTON: 185 for 4 wickets declared (Stevens 101, Bastard 36, Nichol
son 21, Starr 19).

12th November

vs. GLEN WOOD

at Kearsney

Won by 6 wickets

After losing a quick wicket Booth and Callaway pushed the Glenwood score
along to 60 after which wickets again fell quickly. Only Gould with a hard hit
40 offered much resistance, and Glenwood were all out for 152. Sommerville

again bowled well to take 4 for 41, while Knox, in a steady spell of off-spin bowl
ing, showed what reward comes of keeping a good length and direction. He
took 4 for 16.

Procter and Dyer were the mainstays of the Kearsney batting and carried the

score along merrily. Procter kept his head well down and was rewarded by
scoring a sound innings of 58. Dyer was his usual steady self with 39 and Rus

sell drove well for 30. The mist held off for just long enough to allow Kearsney
to overtake the Glenwood score.

GLENWOOD: 152(Gould 40, Callaway 26, Booth 26, Sommerville 4for
41, Knox 4 for 16).

KEARSNEY: 160 for 4 wickets declared (Procter 58, Dyer 39, Russell 30).
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19th November

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

at Kearsney

Draw

This match was washed out at lunch time with the result that only Kearsney
had an innings. The pitch was very wet and College had no hesitation In send
ing Kearsney In to bat when they won the toss. Nearly aii the recognised
batsmen failed and It was left to Travis and the tallenders to score the runs. Knox

faced aii the bowlers with confidence and, on the wet wicket, waited for the

ball to come to him and then thumped It. Atkinson was the most successful bowler
with 4 for 20.

The players were most disappointed to be rained off at mid-day for what
cricket was played was thoroughly enjoyed.
KEARSNEY: 100 (Travis 32, Knox 20, Kotze 16, Kirkwood 14, Atkin
son 4 for 20).

26th November

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

at MIchaelhouse

Draw

This game too, was washed out early. Kearsney batted first and scored very
slowly. The blame, however, must be equally shared, as the MIchaelhouse bowl
ing was short of a length all through the Innings and the rising ball was very
difficult to get away. Procter played a good Innings of 23, while Huiett with 27,
and Knox with 22 also batted well. Top score was once again made by Dyer
who complied 60 runs. This was not one of his best Innings but to his credit he
made full use of aii his luck.

MIchaelhouse batted for 50 minutes before the rain came down, during which
time they scored 45 for 2 wickets. 33 of these runs were scored by Archibald
In a good forceful Innings.
KEARSNEY; 154 for 5 wickets declared (Dyer 60, Huiett 27, Knox 22,
Travis 20, Procter 23).
MICHAELHOUSE: 45 for 2 wickets (Archibald 33).

lOth December

HILL CREST CRICKET CLUB

at Kearsney

Draw

This match was arranged at short notice, after the game against the Standard
Cricket Club, Marltzburg, was cancelled. Hill Crest batted first on an easypaced wicket, and were soon in trouble against the accurate attack of Sommervilie and Leitch. Leitch, playing his first game for the school, bowled well, and

promises well for 1961. Wickets fell regularly,
with any real confidence. The visiting side was
with rain threatening. Kearsney lost two quick
and when the players were driven from the field

and only Mr. Winship played
eventually dismissed at 2.15,
wickets, but Dyer held firm,
In heavy rain, he was batting

with 34.

HILL CREST CRICKET CLUB:86(WInshIp 39, Drummond-Hay 15, Leitch
5 for 20, Sommerville 3 for 16).
KEARSNEY: 55 for 4 wickets (Dyer 34).
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«
OFFORD SCHOOLS CRICKET WEEK

I2th December

vs. St. HENRYS—NEW FOREST

at Hoy Park 2

Won by 102 runs

Kearsney lost the toss and were put in to bat. The first wicket fell without
any score, but then Travis and Dyer became associated in a big partnership, add
ing 63 runs. Runs came steadily, and after the failure of some the middle bats
men, those further down the list waded in with good scores, and at 3 p.m. Dyer
was able to declare at 177 for 8 wickets. The St. Henrys—New Forest team
offered little resistance to the very accurate attack, but each wicket had to be
earned; Procter and Knox deserved their successes. The fielding on both sides was
good.

KEARSNEY: 177 for 8 declared (Dyer 59, Russell 39, Sommcrville 21,
Procter 16, Olivier 3 for 25).
ST. HENRYS—NEW FOREST 75 (Davis 24, Kenton 18, Procter 5 for 18,
Knox 3 for 18).

13th December

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

at Kingsmead No. 2

Lost by 8 wickets

Little went right with the Kearsney side in this game. We lost the toss
and batted first on a bad wicket. The Kearsney failure was perhaps due to the
batsmen expecting the wicket to play worse than it did. Travis, Procter, Hulett
and Knox batted fairly well, but not well enough. The other batsmen all failed.
Only three wickets fell to unusual balls. Kearsney was dismissed for 81. Archi
bald, Evans, C. Nicholson all batted well for Michaelhouse, and the Kearsney
bowlers although accurate, was not penetrative enough. Procter, who bowled

23 overs for 43 runs bowled steadily, but a shade too fast. Again the fielding
was good on both sides.

KEARSNEY: 81 (Procter 22, Hulett 17, Knox 17, Travis 15, Simmins 4
for 9).

MICHAELHOUSE: 183 for 5 wickets (Evans 53, Archibald 44, R. Nichol
son 31, Sommerville 2 for 39).

Nth December

vs. GLENWOOD

at Technical College

Lost on the 1st Innings

There is indeed no explanation for Kearsney's failure in this game. During
the term, Kearsney won the Glenwood match easily, but in this game,
there was only one team in the field. Batting first on a plum wicket,
Kearsney was back in the pavilion at 12.20, with 59 runs on the board. Only
Hulett reached double figures and, as if to keep up the mistakes of the day before,
again we lost two wickets through suicide calling. In two matches, we lost five
wickets through run-outs. Glenwood played well and deserved their win. Set
to score only 59 runs, they went at it with a will. Barker, the one opening bat,
batted with determination, and earned all of his 52 runs. Procter alone bowled

well. For the rest, there seemed little devil in the bowling.
KEARSNEY 1st innings: 59 (Hulett 18, Clewlow 6 for 32).
GLENWOOD: 127 for 5 declared (Barker 52, Gould 24, Procter 3 for3S).
KEARSNEY 2nd Innings: 40 for 2.
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15th December

vs. ST. CHARLES

at Kingsmead Main

Won on the 1st Innings

St. Charles batted first, and fared badly. Sommerville and Procter main

tained their hostility. Sommerviiie produced the bowling form we had last seen
from him in the St. Andrews match in Grahamstown, and again, to-day, there

was no holding him. Seymour was the only St. Charles batsman to play the bowl
ing with confidence, but one felt that the St. Charles batsmen were not prepared
to go over on to the attack. However, with a smooth outfield, and accurate
attacking bowling, the fielders gave full support . The St. Charles innings closed
at 12.35, and Sommerville returned the good figures of 24 overs, 1 1 maidens, 28
runs and 6 wickets. Kearsney was never in any trouble, with all the batsmen
batting soundly. Hulett and Russell again batted well, and if Hulett continues
to get over the bail, he is likely to develop Into a fine batsman. Four of the seven
Kearsney wickets to fall were through trying to force the pace off bowling that
was slightly short of a length, but the forcing was necessary. With 50 minutes
left for play. Dyer declared, and St. Charles batted again. At close, four wickets
had fallen for 27 runs.

ST. CHARLES: ist Innings: 84 (R. Seymour 24, Sommerville f for 28,
Knox 2 for 10).

KEARSNEY: 144 for 7 declared (Hulett 39, Russell 35, Dyer 19, Procter
19, Travis 15).

ST. CHARLES: 2nd Innings: 27 for 4(Procter 2for 6, Sommerville 2 for
19).

16th December

vs. NORTHERN DISTRICTS

at Technical College 2

Draw

Dyer won the toss, and on the advice of the Management, sent Northern
Districts in to bat. This proved to be very bad advice indeed, and Kearsney
toiled in the field until 2.15 p.m. and then had to chase 204 runs. Why
Northern Districts batted after lunch Is a mystery. At lunch, they had 183 runs
on the board, with the Kearsney side tired out. When they eventually declared,

Kearsney had to score 83 runs in an hour to win, and on a slowlsh outfield that
was Impossible. Kotze and Chambers batted well for Northern Districts, and
ably supported by Barder and Trickey. In this match, we were without Symlnton who was ill in bed, and Kirkwood, whom we had not seen for 2 days. All
the bowlers bowled with a will, but again It was Procter who came to the rescue.
However, if he had bowled a little more slowly, his success would have been

greater. The Kearsney innings started at 2.30, and in the second over, we lost
two wickets. The third fell at 15, and the fourth at 20. However, Hulett and

Knox then became associated In a fighting parsnership, and were still together,

and hitting the ball hard at the close. They found that to score runs they had
to pierce a defensive leg-side field with one ring of fielders on the leg side boundary
and another well in to save the single. This partnership was one of the best for
Kearsney this year.
NORTHERN DISTRICT: 204 for 7 declared (Kotze 52, Chambers 43*,
Barker 33, Trickey 31, Procter 3 for 65).

KEARSNEY: 100 for 4 (Hulett 54, Knox 20, Barder 2 for 18).
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I960 AVERAGES

Batting:

Dyer, G. D.
Hulett, H. B. W.
Procter, A. W.
Knox, A. J.
Travis, W. J.
Russell, V. G.

Syminton, T. D.
Sommerville, B. R.
Kifkwood, J. D.

Inn.

Not
Out

28
27
25
18
28
21
24
16
13

6
7
2
6
3
3
3
5
4

Highest
Score
60
56"'
58
32
55
40
61
21
14*

Total
641
420
144
181
369
235
203
92
64

Average
29.1
21.0
18.0
15.1
14.8
13.1
9.7
8.4
7.1

Also Batted:

Thompson, 122-9; Kotze, 24-6; Daniel, 50-12; Osborn, 21-5;
Leitch, 0-1; Bigaike, 5-6; Wiiklns, 12-1; Edwards, 2-1.
Bowling:
Procter, W. A.

Bigaike,
Sommerville

Knox, A. J.
Kirkwood, D. J.

Syminton, T. D.

Overs
408
39
317
58
202
93

Maidens
137
7
94
12
57
21

Runs
979
174
747
195
492
254

Wickets
74
12
51
12
25
12

Average
13.2
14.5
14.6
16.3
19.7
21.2

Also Bowled:

Leitch, 59-3; Osborn, 133-10; Dyer, 42-4; Thompson, 148-6.
R.C.B.

Second Xi

The Second XI had a fairly successful season, but had to lose

players to the First XI, and like the First XI, released other players
to study for their Matriculation examination in the fourth term.

However, the side was well led by Kotze during the first term, and
by Edwards during the fourth term. They played attractive cricket
and never lacked enthusiasm. The batting was weak, but the bowling
generally was quite good, and was keenly supported in the field.
Adendorff, during the first term a quick bowler, took over the
wicket-keeping in the fourth term when the side needed a 'keeper
very badly, and he performed with credit.
RESULTS

13th February ys, MARITZBURG COLLEGE at Kearsney: Won by 45 runs.
KEARSNEY: 95 (Coie 53) and 60 for 4(Kotze 31).
COLLEGE: 50 (Simpson 3 for 5, Wiiklns 3 for 11, Leitch 3 for 14).
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20th February vs. HILTON COLLEGE at Kearsney. Lost by 7 wickets.
KEARSNEY: 43 and 60 for 2 wkts. (Stott 23, Myburgh 14 *, Greene!3).
HILTON; 144 for 5 declared (Syminton 3 for 22).

27th February vs. D.H.S. at Kearsney. Lost by 71 runs.
D.H.S.; 109 (Bigaike 7 for 36).

KEARSNEY: 38 (Langton 17) and 56 for 5 wkts. (Kotzel7 *, Langton 12)
12th March vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL at Glenwood. Draw.
GLENWOOD: 210 (Bigaike 4 for 73, Leitch 3 for 38).
KEARSNEY: 90 for 8 wkts. (Kotze 34 *, Adendorff 14).

24th September vs. KEARSNEY OLD BOYS. Lost by 157 runs.
,„
OLD BOYS: 210 (Murray 95, Groom 26, Foss 22, Osborn 3 for 29,
Walker 3 for 42).

KEARSNEY: 53 (Walker 29 *, Theunissen 3 for 18).
29th October vs. D.H.S. at Kearsney. Lost by 48 runs.
D.H.S.: 132 for 7 declared (Walker 4 for 52).

KEARSNEY: 84(Edwards 15, Daniel 14, Walker 14).
5th November vs. HILTON COLLEGE at Hilton. Lost by 136 runs.
HILTON: 270 for 8 declared. (Unstead 6 for 43).

KEARSNEY: 134 (Coventry 35, Stott 34, von Maltitz 29 *).
12th November vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL at Glenwood. Lost by 83 runs.
GLENWOOD: 248(Walker 4 for 54, Edwards 2 tor 25).
KEARSNEY: 165 (Coventry 66, Edwards 57).
19th November vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE at College. Won by 17 runs.
KEARSNEY: 145 (Walker 41, Myburgh 25, Unstead 21).

COLLEGE: 128 (Walker 3 for 13, Unstead 3 for 21, Bigaike 3 for 21).
26th November vs. MICHAELHOUSE at Kearsney. Lost by 83 runs.
KEARSNEY: 69 (Coventry 22, Myburgh 15).

MICHAELHOUSE: 152 (Leitch 6 for 35, Myburgh 2 for 31).
R.C.B.

COLTS

To play the game for the game's sake and always to produce of
one's best has been the aim of the Colts XI. They have grown

Into a very enthusiastic band of cricketers and as a result their ap

proach to the game has shown considerable improvement. It is also

true that any luck always seemed to run with our opponents.
B. Todd led the team well and together with P. Aitchison and

D. Hardie carried the batting. The bowlers shared the wickets

equally with I. Heron always being the most impressive. He is

developing a very subtle change of pace and already this has brought
him rewards.

The following boys played in the Colts XI: B. Todd (captain),
P. Aitchison, R. Bickerton, P. Brokensha, G. Brown, A. Calderwood,
R. Greene, D. Hardie, I. Heron, B. Rawlins, J. Shire, and P.Walsh.

Colts caps have been awarded to B. Todd, P. Aitchison and I.
Heron.
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MATCH RESULTS

vs. DURBAN TECH.: Lost by 121 runs on the first innings.
KEARSNEY: 64 (Aitchison 23, Brown 17) and 44 for I wkt.(Todd 21 *,
Hardie 15 *).

TECH.: 185 for 8 decl. (Aitchison 3 for 37).
vs. D.H.S.: Lost by an innings and 55 runs.

KEARSNEY: 60 (Hardie 26) and 73 (Aitchison 18 *).
D.H.S.: 188 for 5 decl.(Heron 3 for 47).

vs. HILTON: Lost by 10 wickets on the first innings.
KEARSNEY: 57 (Aitchison 23, Todd i i).
HILTON: lOOforlwkt.

vs. GLENWOOD: Lost by 7 wickets on the first innings.
KEARSNEY: 74 (Todd 26, Hardie 13).
GLENWOOD: 171 for 6 wkts (Shire 3 for 51).

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE: Lost by 7 wickets on the first innings.
KEARSNEY: 60 (Bickerton I I, Heron 10) and 8! for 3 wkts. (Hardie
33 *, Greene 15, Bickerton 14, Heron I i *).
COLLEGE: 189 for 6 declared.

vs. MICHAELHOUSE: Lost by 124 runs on the first innings.
MICHAELHOUSE; 159 (Heron 8 for 44).
KEARSNEY: 35 (Heron I I).
T.L.

UNDER 14

Measured In terms of success the side has not done well, but

they have played their games in a friendly and keen manner despite
often being outclassed. Results were:
vs. Highbury: lost
vs. D.H.S.: lost
vs. Hilton; lost
V!!. Glenwood: lost

vs. P.M.B. College: lost
vs. Michaelhouse: drawn

vs. Highbury: drawn

UNDER 13

During this term the batting of the Under 13a has been good,
and we have seen scores, particularly from Morgan D., Groom,
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Verbaan and Awerbuch. Unfortunately our bowling has not been

good enough to prevent some of our opponents from getting equally
high scores. The result has been that most of our matches have
ended as draws, neither side being able to bowl the other out quickly

or decisively enough. It is towards an Improvement In attacking
bowling that this team must work next year. Nevertheless we have
had some very exciting matches this term, particularly against
Clifton and Marltzburg College. Finally, Groom and the Under 13a
must be congratulated on the thrilling keenness and enthusiasm
which they have brought to the game, and on the measure of team

spirit which has existed, it is not often that one sees so harmonious
a group of cricketers take the field, and for me It has been a most
encouraging and heart-warming feature. I sincerely hope that all
these qualities will be retained as the team moves up the school
RESULTS
vs. HIGHBURY:

Won.

KEARSNEY: 185 for 5 dec!.(Verbaan 100 n.o., Awerbuch 41).
HIGHBURY: 109 all out (Verbaan 6 for 13).
vs. DURBAN TECH.: Lost.
KEARSNEY: 24 and 9..

TECH.: 81 (Verbaan 5 for 29) and 79 for 6.
vs. CLIFTON: Draw.
CLIFTON: 96 for 6 declared.

KEARSNEY: 88 for 8.
vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE: Lost.
KEARSNEY: 179 for 8 declared.
COLLEGE: 183 for 6.

vs. KLOOF: Draw.

KEARSNEY: 120 for 3 declared (Morgan D. 64, Groom 39).
KLOOF: 34 for 3.

The Under 13b, under the captaincy of Manlcom, also showed

promise during the term, so much so that some of Its members
displaced A team players. This Is as It should be: the B team showing
a standard of play and performance which will keep members of the
A team on their toes lest they be dropped. The B team's job has
been a humble but essential one, which It has done well, namely to

keep up the standard of cricket throughout the division.
P. Le F.
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HOUSE MATCHES

First Team
G. 190 for 8 wkts. dec.

F. i 12.

Won by G.

G. 97.
P. 58.

Won by

P. 195 for 7 wkts. dec.
F. 147 for 9 wkts.

Draw.

Second Teams
F. 108.
G. 107.

Won by

G. 66 and 105 for 8 wkts. dec.
Won
P. 64 and 80 for 8 wkts.

by

G.

F.
G.

P. 90 and 43.
F. 92 and 90 for 7 wkts. dec.

Won by

F.

Under M Teams
F. 85 and 77 for 4 wkts. dec.
G. 64 and 72 for 5 wkts.

Won by

F.

P. 150 for 3 wkts. dec.
G. 69 and 49 for 5 wkts.

Won by

P.

P. 132.
F. 135 for 2 wkts.

Won by

F.

TENNIS

The Brian Denness Trophy continued to be the centre of ac
tivity in the second and third terms. The senior side competed
against Hilton College, Maritzburg College, Harward High School,
St. Charles College and Maritzburg Technical High School. We are
invariably runners-up to Maritzburg College and this year was no
exception. The standard of play is high but the competition is too
short and we would like to play each team at least twice, as happens
in the Durban League. If these latter games were not played on
Saturday mornings we should like to join them.
The junior side. Under 14, suffered defeat at the hands of Maritz
burg College, Hilton, St. Charles and Merchiston and beat Alexander
Boys' High only. This was largely due to the fact that only once did
we play our strongest side as our better players are also concerned
with Rugby on Wednesdays.
To encourage general tennis we have this year played Under 13
and Under 14 Tournaments and increased House representation to
include First, Second, and Under 15 for House matches,
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The Senior Trophy was won this year by A. W. Procter and the

Junior Trophy went to D. Walker. The Junior Doubles was won
by Verbaan and T. Lissauer who came up from being set down and
0—30, to win in three sets. A very creditable performance.

Ken Wooller captained the Tennis team admirably this year and
was ably supported by Guy Coventry and Anton Procter on the
committee.

K.G.F.

CADET NOTES

This year the Detachment has been organised into the Band and
three Companies instead of two, and the increased sub-division has
materially assisted more effective training on the parade ground.
It has also given an opportunity for more cadets to take a responsible
part as Student Officers and N.C.O.'s. I am glad to say that all have
taken their duties seriously and have shown keenness to get their
platoons working effectively.
The results were seen in a creditable parade for the Annual

Inspection in September, although in some respects the standard
was not as high as it has been in some past years. However, good
self-control was shown throughout all ranks, and I think that it Is
In the development of this quality that the value of cadet training

principally lies. The senior Student Officer, E. A. P. Watson, took
the parade and he carried out his duties admirably.
The subsequent Report from the Inspecting Officer, Major
J. H. Pieters, M.C., of Natal Command, ran as follows: "I was very

favourably Impressed with the parade. Student Officers and N.C.O's.
exercised very good control and their words of command were
excellent. The Band was very well turned out—better than most
Bands I have Inspected during Competitions."
The Band, as usual, put in a lot of hard work during the year,

but—again as usual!—it did not ensure them a winning place In the
Durban and District Competition. They came third, and it is not a

case of "sour grapes" when I say that there were many among the

spectators who thought they deserved to be one place higher up the
scale. Student Oflficer K. A. Morgan deserves commendation on a
very excellent display as Drum-Major.

The one disappointment about cadet training this year has been
that It was not possible to do any shooting after the first term as
all the rifles were called In on the proclamation of a state of emer

gency last April. Consequently all competitions went by the board,
ill

including our own inter-House Competition for the Derek Robbins
Memorial Cup. In March we met Hilton College on the Range and
lost an interesting match by 37 points.
I am grateful for the loyal assistance of my fellow-officers in the
Detachment, and I give my special thanks to Mr. B. du Toit for kindly
taking over a Company while Lt. Burger was on leave in the second
term and also while Captain Hopkins was on leave in the third term.
We are pleased to have just received news that Lieut. P. E. Metcalf
has been promoted to Captain, and we offer him our congratulations.
During the fourth term Student Officer E. A. P. Watson has
been taking next year's possible Promotion Squad for extra training,
and I commend both him and them for the willingness with which they
have given up their own time for this purpose. It gives promise of
a good beginning to Cadet work in 1961. Incidentally 1 may mention
that consideration is being given to the setting up of a commando
course as part of Cadet training in the New Year.
As I am now retiring from Kearsney, I have sent in my resig
nation from the Union Cadets so these are the last Notes I shall write.

I heartily thank all Officers, N.C.O's. and cadets for this and past
years for the comradeship of the uniform and for their loyal service,
for it is a comradeship and a service that will always be a happy
memory for me in the future. Captain J. H. Hopkins succeeds me in
command of the Detachment, and to him and his fellow-Officers

and next year's cadets I extend my best wishes that they may go on
keeping step together with great success and happiness.
G. M. ORAM (Major)
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OLD BOYS' NEWS
EDITORIAL NOTICES

A new feature ofthe School Chapel Is the Scroll of Remembrance,
set in a case on the west wall, and with a permanent light above It.

This is something of a "community effort". Mr. Reece first suggested
the idea, and Melville Poole was asked for advice: the Executive
and A.G.M. took the matter up and it was decided to have the Light
of Remembrance not at the Pavilion plaque, as at first suggested,

but in the Chapel. Mrs. Walter Robinson prepared a beautiful
scroll on parchment, Mr. Montague (school carpenter) made the
case, and Peter Metcalf obtained the light and arranged for the
installation. The nett result is a very beautiful memorial.

The Old Boys Register has proved to be very acceptable, and
is a nice piece of workmanship, for which we congratulate the
printers.

The Old Johannian Club, Johannesburg, offers Club Membership

to Kearsney Old Boys without an entrance fee (normally £21) pro
vided they apply within seven years of leaving school. There are
ample opportunities for Cricket, Hockey, Squash, Tennis and Swim
ming.

Further information may be obtained from the Secretary, Club
House, Club Street, Linksfleld. Telephone 45-2224.
We wish to thank all schools in South Africa and overseas who
send their school magazines.

Will Old Boys please advise the Editor of change of address, for
their own benefit.

FOUNDERS DAY

The Reunion was as happy an occasion as ever. There seemed to
be a record number of Old Boys present, though not as many of the

senior ones as last year. The matches were open and fast, though
Old Boys as a whole were, perhaps, more bent on chatting than on
giving vociferous support to their teams.
The hall was packed for the dinner, and here, wisely,the speeches
were confined to two only; Jimmy Howarth, as President of the
Club, proposing the toast ofthe School,coupled particularly with the
name of Mr. Oram, who was shortly retiring, and the latter replying.
The President spoke reminiscently and kindly of the debt of grati
tude he and so many owed to Kearsney, and of the wonderful services

rendered by Mr. Oram, whose name would be linked with the school
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for all time. Mr. Oram gave suitable thanks, and In turn reminded
his listeners of many of the experiences In which he had been en
gaged over the years. The time for retirement had to come some
day, and now that It had arrived he would ever carry with him the
fondest memories of Kearsney days.
■
The A.G.M. afterwards was well attended, and the report of
this follows.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 29th Annual General Meeting of the Old Boys' Club was
held at the College on 3rd September, I960, and was attended by
45 members. The following are the main Items which were con
sidered:—

(1) Squash Court Fund: The total amount to the credit of the
Fund (£299 8s. 2d.) was handed to the College Sports Committee
since It was felt that this body was more likely to be In a position
to build a squash court than the Club.

(2) Staff Membership of the Club: In future, new masters will
be invited to be honorary members of the Club (without the
right to wear Club colours or to vote) during their first year
on the Staff. Thereafter It will be within the discretion of the
Executive Committee to recommend to an Annual General

Meeting that they be granted full membership.
(3) K.C.O.B.C. Education Fund: The Rules of this new Fund, a
draft of which had been sent to each member, were accepted
without major alteration.

Details of the scheme, which Is

designed to help Old Boys send their sons to the College, will be
circulated during the new year.
(4) Representative on the Board of Governors: Mr. Crofton
Hopkins was elected to serve as one of the Old Boys' Repre
sentatives until October, 1963.

(5) Reunion Weekend: This will be held in September, 1961, so
that future reunions will coincide with jubilees of the College.
OLD BOYS PLEASE NOTE THIS DATE NOW!
P.E.M.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1960-61

President:

D. Nightingale

Vice-President:

D. Clark

Secretary:

P. Metcalf

Treasurer:

M. Rodda
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5 Elected Members:

J. Bertram

J. Hopkins
C. Nathan

B. Theunlssen
I. Stones

Ex Officio Members:

The Headmaster,
Editor of Chronicle

Board Representatives
Chairmen of the Branches.

DURBAN BRANCH

Chairman: E. C. K. Dowse,6 Glendale Ave., Westville.

Secretary: R. F. Tolken, 5 Fine Lane, Pinetown.

PIETERMARITZBURG BRANCH
Chairman: S. C. Schrender, P.O. Box 538.

Treasurer: L. F. Forsyth, Granton Place, off Howick Road.
Secretary: P. J. Reece, New Men's Res., University.

The Branch had its biggest and best Dinner ever, on November
4th, with Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Gram as guests of honour. Old Boys,
and a few Staff, to the number of 40, assembled at the Royal, and

several hours of very pleasant friendship ensued. Old and young
relaxed in conversation, and over the dinner table many old acquain
tances were renewed, and new ones made.

The dinner was presided over by Colin Schreuder, and it was

Laurie Forsyth who made the speech of tribute and farewell to Mr.
and Mrs. Gram. He spoke splendidly—sincerely and fluently, indi

cating the affection in which they are held by all. Mr. Gram replied
(this was his third farewell speech already), and once again referred
feelingly to all the happiness given to him, over the past 37 years,
by the school and its boys. The iron fist of the schoolmaster readily
became the open hand of the friend. Kearsney would be in his heart
all the rest of his life. We shall not forget one sentence: "Yes, at
the GId School, we made our own electricity, we made our own water
..." Sayings of the Great.

It was a splendid evening, in spite of stifling heat. All present
were most sincere in their tributes to G.M.G. for all he had done
for them and the school. We hardly remember a happier occasion.
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Present (E. & O. E.): Mr. and Mrs. Oram, F. G. Bourne, E. C. B. Brown,
M. A. Blackburn, A. Bulman, E. R. Browning, E. C. Carr, V. L. Clegg,T. W.Calder,

G. L. Coggin, C. C. Culllngworth, I. M. Chalmers, E. C. K. Dowse, C. J. Dukes,
H. R. Dukes, M. J. Don-Wauchope, L. F. Forsyth, T. G. M. Prankish, J. L. Good,
D. Goodwin, E. Hall, P. D. Houston, B. G. Jackson, D. H. Lowe, D. J. Metcalf,
P. E. Metcalf, T. H. Moffett, A. M. C. Mackenzie, J. H. Newlands, J. F. Reece,

P. J. Reece, W. S. Robb, C. H. Smith, J. B. Speed, S. C. Schreuder, A. N. Tytherleigh, R. F. Tolken, H. K. Timm, I. G. Wiseman.

ZULULAND BRANCH

Chairman: D. R. Nightingale.
Secretary: J. D. Raw.

It is a dozen years since Zuiuland had Its last Dinner, and we
wonder why. This one, excellently organised by Desmond Raw,
was in every way a splendid success, and Old Boys were gathered
together from very considerable distances. An enjoyable pre-dinner
hour was spent fraternising, and then an excellent dinner consumed.
The Chairman of the Branch, Desmond Nightingale, asked
Denzil Clark, as the most senior one present, to say a few words in
honour of Mr. and Mrs. Oram, who were the official guests for the
occasion. He is a confident and witty speaker, and he spoke from
his heart when he reviewed, with many touches of humour, all that
Mr. Oram had done for Kearsney, and Mrs. Oram, too, in the earlier
years. It was only too clear that both are held in the deepest esteem
by all who know them, and it is going to be difficult to picture a
Kearsney without "Squitty". Mr. Oram found it difficult to reply
adequately, for these occasions are emotionally charged, but he
managed to give a sincere picture of all that Kearsney had meant to
him.

In reply to a request, the Headmaster gave a brief report on the
school's progress and future hopes, and paid tribute to the unstinting
services of his staff, who, after all, are the backbone of the school.
Mr. Reece referred with sorrow to the recent death of John
Barratt.

(One of those present, David Munro, was killed in an air-crash a
few weeks later.—Ed.)
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Oram, E. R. Ashby, J. S. Bertram,
G. F. Balcomb, D. P. Beningfield, M. A. Blackburn, G. E. Burger, D. Clark, C. J.
Dukes, J. W. H. Howarth, I. C. Hume, R. A. O. Johnson, T. W. Johnson, P. E.
Metcalf, D. J. Munro, D. R. Nightingale, C. D. Nathan, S. G. Osier, H. D. Pennefather, N. Pike, H. M. Pope, J. D. Raw, J. F. Reece, N. Reeves, K. H. Sanders,
G. W.Shuker, S. C. Schreuder, B. C. R. Tedder, O. T. S. Tedder, B. Theunissen,

C. C. von Keyserlingk, B. G. van Rooyen, P. G. van Rooyen.
1 16

CAPE TOWN BRANCH

We are pleased to record that Cape Town Old Boys, though few
In number, have Inaugurated a Branch. Ten Old Boys attended a
meeting In October, and the following appointments were made:
Chairman: E. G. Cole, P.O. Box 568.
Committee: I. E. Coutts, P.O. Box 327.

J. T. Giles, 12 Auriann House, Hope Street.

We wish them happy growth, and urge Old Boys in that area to
let one of the above have their address.

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH

There Is no news of Johannesburg activities. The following are
the officials:

Chairman: D. G. Gardner, 208 Athol Street, Highlands North.
Secretary: A. J. W. Hoad, P.O. Box 4685.
FAREWELL RALLY

An official Club Rally was arranged at the Calster Hotel, Durban
on Friday, November 18th, for the purpose of saying farewell to
Mr. and Mrs. Oram. The organisers are greatly to be complimented
on Its success, despite the sad reason for its convening. Wives and
fiancees were invited, and there must have been a taily of 200 present,
representing all years from the school s foundation to the current
year.

It was a moving tribute to the affection In which Mr. and Mrs.
Oram are held. Desmond Nightingale, President of the Club, spoke

briefly but sincerely the feelings of all present, in appreciation of all

that Mr. Oram has done for Kearsney In its lifetime, and then made

a presentation of personal gifts and a cheque for £650 voluntarily
contributed by Old Boys. Mr. Oram, making his fourth farewell
speech of thanks,and rather overcome by the occasion,spoke fedingy
of all that Kearsney has meant to him throughout the years, finally
assuring all present that they would always hold a leading place of
affection In the hearts of himself and his wife.

A buffet supper being then served. Old Boys, Staff, and wives
continued to chat and fraternize far into the night. It was one of the
Club's most memorable occasions.

ENGAGEMENTS

H. Beckett, D. E. Perry, A. Hunt, A. E. Macasklll.
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MARRIAGES

M. A. Blackburn, A. L, Doidge, S. Preece, S. T. Fish, D. H A
Valintine.

BIRTHS

/
(daughter), T.
I. Balcomb
(son),
C. J.L.Brokensha
(son),
A. Buiman (daughter),
W. Calder
(son),
A. Dixon
(daughter), L. N. W. Hume (daughter), W. B. Letcher (son), J. D
Raw (son), M. J. Rodda (son), G. W. Shuker (son), A. J. Tedder
(daughter).

John Lewington Barratt

DEATHS

No-one who knew him will attempt to deny our assertion that
John Barratt, Head Prefect in 1932, was one of Kearsney's greatest
boys. In the years when the school was small and personal influence
counted greatly, the character and leadership of one outstanding
boy counted for much.

Such was John throughout his years v/ith us. He was always
way above the rest in personality. As a sportsman—rugger captain
for three years, cricketer, winner of most of the athletics events for

years, record holder—he was bound to command the hero-worship

of th^e rest of the boys. Yet all this he regarded almost as nothing,
for his modesty and personal gentleness were such as one would
not normally associate with leaders.

His deep Christian convictions were always in evidence. Leader
of the
Society Classes, the Prayer Meeting, and preacher—for he
took a full service in the Chapel—he put the things ofthe spirit before
all else. His belief in God was never concealed, and never took second
place.

Our present school is laid upon the foundations laid thirty
his later life was spent in the mining industry. Meeting him again
only three years ago, I was again impressed by that gentleness, almost

years ago, and no-one laid more firmly than John Barratt. Most of

shyness, of character which he possessed at school. As we walked

through the woods, he talked of birds and flowers and butterflies

and bees, never of John Barratt. So he was at school. Self-effacing,

and loved for it.

He had a serious operation a year ago, but appeared to have
recovered. Unfortunately there was a relapse, and he passed quietly
away in August. His wife wrote,"We are proud to have known him
for so long." So are we. We assure her and her three children of
our loving sympathy in their time of sadness.
J.F.R.
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David John Munro

The hand of death can strike with horrific suddenness. When

David Munro (1934-39) said a happy farewell to his wife and three
small children on the Saturday morning, they little knew that this
was the end. He flew up to Drakensberg for an Air Rally. This done,
his return journey was impeded by mist, and he and his two com

panions crashed to Instant death on Sunday, October 23rd.

His family, finding him not returning, as anticipated, and hearing
radio news about an apparent crash, not yet confirmed, must have

lived In an agony of suspense—a. suspense only too well founded.
David Munro, the pilot, had misjudged his height, and death was
instantaneous. He was burled in the Kwamondi Mission Cemetery,
Zululand.

At school, David was a fine character and splendid scholar.

He never held any place but first In his form, and was our first
Dux at Botha's Hill, with a First Class Matrlc. He took an active part

In all facets of the school life, was a prefect, a member of the First

XV, of which he was vice-captain and hooker, and a member of the

shooting team. His friends will always remember the whimsical
humour which was with him right to the end.

Having suitably qualified, he joined his father as assistant

engineer at the Chaka's Kraal sugar mill, and In 1951 was appointed
Chief Engineer at UmfolosI, which position he held to the end.
He married the daughter of a Norwegian Missionary, and was de
voted to his family.

David had a great love for flying, and not long ago took this
writer's family for a flip over Zululand, to their delight. By a
savage twist of the hand of fate, David's younger brother Tony was
shot down In flames over Warsaw during the War. To his parents,
who have lost both sons In like fashion, and to his own family, we
offer our most sincere sympathies.
J.F.K.

James Herbert Williams

James Williams (1925-30) was one of ourearller pupils, coming

dally as a day-boy for six years. Though not an outstanding scholar,
he was generally top,or near top,of his form. Quiet and unobtrusive,
we remember him as a good normal boy, not seeking the limelight,
and not excelling at anything In particular.

Although he had never kept In contact with the school, we know
that on leaving he joined the motor Industry, as mechanic with Perry's

of Stanger, and remained with that firm throughout the remaining

30 years of his life. In the "Old School" days, Kearsney staff and

friends Invariably went to him If requiring advice and expert work
manship.
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We understand that he had never had a day's illness In his life.
He was a keen fisherman, and It was while fishing at the Stanger
beach on Sunday, September I Ith, that he suddenly collapsed with
a brain haemorrhage, and died the same day without recovering
consciousness. We are most distressed to learn that he has left a

wife and six children, and trust that In some way light and help will
come to them In their darkness.
J.F.R.

OLD BOYS' NEWS

(A good deal of the following news is rather out of date now, but the Magazine
had to go to the printers before the main body of recent news,received after the despatch
of the Register, came to hand.—Ed.)

Rev. H. L. Albertyn (41-46) writes of happy service In Bloemfontein and
tells of the successful use of psychotherapy in his work.
Rev. C. W. Albertyn (40-42) expects to return from U.S.A. in September.
His B.D. course involved 172 "units". He is now writing a thesis for Ph.D.
K. Balcomb (24-31) who is at Solweii, N. Rhodesia,spent 1957 on a refresher
course at Oxford, and found this a "great experience". He writes,"We are now

back at Solwezi, the Provincial capital. I am in charge of the schools and my
furthest group is 360 miles away!" He hopes to go on leave to U.K. in March.
Dr. W.P. Bromily (22-25) tells us, in reply to a query, that he obtained his
Doctorate at London, many years ago, for a thesis on "The Development of the
White Community in Natal, 1845-1872".

M. A. Blackburn (45-48) was married in the Kearsney Chapel on Saturday,
November 19th—the first of (we hope) many Old Boys to be married in their
old school chapel.

J. A. Cunninghann (1952-55) writes at great length on the varied nature of
his work as a Constable in the British South Africa Police at Bulawayo. He
mentions law and police duties, first aid, veterinary, native languages, judo,
horse-riding, liquor-work, parades, escorts and the like. He assures potential
police that it is a wonderful life!
A. K. Carter (48-51), stage name "Kendrew Lascelles", is with the Brian
Brooke Company and took a part in "Irma La Douce", in which he acted iind

sang. He is also Asst. Film Director and choreographer with Alpha Film Studies.
He was leading dancer with the S.A. Ballet Company in 1959, when he was also
voted S. Africa's most promising young poet. We understand that Theatre is
an arduous and precarious life, but that he pays tribute to a firm background
laid in his school days here.
F. J. Carter (51-52) has gained high awards at the Eisteddfod and Drama

Festivals, and took a part in "The Desert Song" in Durban.
R. G. Clarke (50) is a Lieutenant in the Royal Navy. Some time ago we
heard of his being stationed at Malta on H.M.S. Bastion.

S. Cohen (53-56) took his B.A.(Wits.) in Psychology and Sociology in 1959,
and is now studying for his LI.B. He mentions the value of the Kearsney parlia
mentary experience in his Univesity debating.

C. G. Carelse (48-53) has been at Kariba for five years. He writes, "It has
been a most interesting and rewarding five years, working on so large a hydro
electric scheme. We have seen it grow from a mere river in the bush to a vast

lake. I have also had the opportunity of meeting people from many different
countries, and learned to appreciate their peculiarities, habits and opinions on
UO
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a variety of subjects. At the termination of my contract, my wife and I intend
touring Britain, during which time I propose visiting many of the Cathedrals
you used to lecture on after your trip overseas in 1949. I especially intend lifting
up the choir seats to look for misericordes!"
A. H.(Tiny) Doidge (40-41), after many years as Sales Promotion Manager
with Hind Bros., Durban, has accepted a post as Marketing Manager with Cheseborough-Ponds, Johannesburg.

V. H.Dawes(52-S5), who recently became qualified as a chemist, is spending

this coming year in England, hoping, as he says, to absorb as much of the cultural
life as possible.

A. M. Evans (23-24) writes "Mr. Oram was my only surviving link with the
school and I can still picture him riding up the old Kearsney steps on his very
smart Norton."

S. T. Fish (47-50) writes, "I am now engaged to a Latin teacherl I'm afraid
that I cannot expand this to say that we converse frequently in the ancient and
honourable language, but it does prove something (though I'm not sure what)

about my studies at Kearsney." He has since become married. His work with
the C.S.S. Mission is a very full and satisfying experience, and he is a fully accredited

Lay Preacher. Co-worker with him is N.T. Caseley (36), an Old Boy whom we
had long since "lost".

F. J, Farquharson (49-52) has obtained his B.Sc. Hons., with Honours In
Zoology, and is doing Fisheries research work.
A. Gorton (48-51) spent over a year in London with an engraving firm In
Bond Street, and was also able to travel extensively on the Continent. During

last year he sailed for Canada and was later hoping to getajob with an engraving
firm in New York.

G. V. Green (50-55) writes to say that, two years at dentistry at Wits
having proved unsuccessful, in part due to an excess of social life, he turned to
Insurance, with better results! After three years with the Caledonian Ins. Co.,
he is now with Rothchiids Ins. (Africa)(Pty.) Ltd.

M. J. C. Graham (39-42) tells of a very varied career since taking B.Sc.
(Elect. Eng.) in 1945. For a while he was relief engineer at a generating station.
In 1954 he joined the S.A. Bureau of Standards and has been with them since. He
is keenly interested in yachting and in classical music.
U. G. Groom (50-55) is batting most consi'tentiy for Berea Rovers and was
selected to play for Durban in the Inter-town match, and in Country Districts
week.

W. H. Groves (36-39) has applied for, and been appointed to, the Headship
of the new (and only) English Medium School in Standerton. He is expecting
an initial enrolment of 160, and keenly looks forward to the selection of his

staff, and the organisation of those details that go into the founding of a new school
Congratulations, and good luck!

H. G. Hackland (30-33) divides his time between work for his Church,
where he is Circuit Steward, and the frustrations of farm and political life. He

writes,"We are still farming, and while every year the eternal optimist says that

things will be better next year, somehow or other they never seem to work out
according to expectations." Re politics and African nationalism he writes, "If
the money spent on the Referendum were to be used for some better purpose,and
the whole thing forgotten for 10 years at least, while the major problem of race
relationships was thrashed out, then there might be some help for South Africa."
N. T. Hamlyn (36-39) lives a full life In literary and artistic circles. His
portraits of Lord Malvern and Barotse Royal Barge hang in Queen's House,
Kitwe, and a portrait of Sir Roy Welensky has been commissioned for the same
place. He has exhibited paintings in many centres, and has had poems published
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and has a novel In preparation. After being appointed Broadcaster and Editor

of "Radio Post" In Rhodesia in 1956, he joined the Evening Standard, Salisbury,
in 1958, as Sub-Editor and Art Critic.

G. D. Hill (40-45) plays so many parts at Chingola (vide the Register) that
we really must commend him for his public spirit. Regarding the future of the

Federation he says, "I have no fears. Last year I travelled through Tanganyika
and Kenya and found that there the races—European, Asian and African—seemed

to co-operate remarkably well. I should imagine the transition stage would be
the worst for, undoubtedly, for the first few months the African will want to

avail himself of every European facility he possibly can. Up there they have found
that in no time the social barrier soon sets itself, and that the African has no more
desire to fraternise with the European than he has with Che less desirable characters
of his own race." He also says,"So far as I am concerned the tremendous success

of Kearsney has largely resulted from the foundations you people established.

From the day I left school I, like other Old Boys, have never thought of any other
school for my sons."

E. A. Hermanson (53-57) has passed his B.A. (Wits.) in Bantu Languages,
and after some Missioi work in Zululand is now anticipating a four-year course
at the Baptist Theological College in Johannesburg. After which, he will devote
himself to ministry among the Bantu people.

P. H. Hind (25-30), Managing Director of Hind Bros., and past Chairman of
the Kearsney Board of Governors, and whose principal offices are detailed in the

Register, has now received another appointment, as Chairman of the newlyformed Natal branch of the Bantu Wage and Productivity Association. He will
be supported by a committee of 13 prominent businessmen. The main aim of the

association is to encourage employers of Native labour to take steps to increase

the weekly earnings and productivity of their Native workers. A splendid
project. He has our support.

We read in the Press that L. E. Howells (26-27) had the unusual experience
ol finding a crocodile in his vegetable garden. It was hastily despatched!
C. S. Keen (55-59), who hopes to become a school teacher, has completed
one year of his B.Sc. course at Rhodes, but has now transferred to Cape Town
University where, among other things, there are better organ-playing facilities.
A. D. Lee (39-40) has had a successful mu.sical and artistic career. He sang
at Sadlers Wells in the opera "A Tale of Two Cities" in 1958, and was one ofthose
selected to sing in Westminster Abbey at the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II

He has also staged a one-man Art Exhibition with the Natal Society of Artists.
Dr. R. le Grove-Smith (36-42) left a private practice a: Cala, in the Cape,
to do medical work at the Mahamba Hospital, Swaziland. Since then,owing to edu

cational difficulties for his family, he has taken a practice at Franklin, East Griqualand
J. H. Lowe (54-56) is with Nestles, Maritzburg. After leaving Kearsney he
went on to P.M.B. Tech., where he ended as Head Boy and captain of Cricket
and Tennis.

J. A. H. Lowe (54-57), twin of the above, continues to be one of the most
consistent batsmen in P.M.Burg league cricket, and made 52 in the Inter-town

match. His skill and consistency will ultimately win him his place in the Natal

side, we feel sure. In fact he gained a place in the unofficial Natal Xi against Country
Districts combined side.

F. R. Miles Young (53-59) will be studying the hotel trade in Blackpool
over the next two years.

T. E. Metcalf(48-51) gave up his teaching post at Kearsney in order to enter
the Methodist Ministry. After a year's probation with the Indian Mission in

P.M.Burg he went to Livingstone House at Rhodes University for his theological
training. After one year there, however, he decided to revert to teaching,
placed himself back in the hands of the Natal Education Department, and has
obtained a residential post at Merchiston.
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J. C. G. Mellows (51-54) is an officer In the British Merchant Navy. He had
three years in T.S.M.V. "Inverbank", running out to Japan, and T.S.M.V. cargopassenger line "Inchanga", going across to India. He expects to be at sea for
some years.

K. B. Moon (45-48) has been farming near Greytown since 1954. This work
comprises wattle-farming (500 acres), Friesland-rearing (200 gallons a day), and
pig-production, and keeps him a busy man.

C. S. Meuman (46-52) gave up farming in the Transvaal in mid-1950 and
booked a passage to Australia, where he hopes to buy a farm. His address is in
the Register.

M. S. Mannion (47-52) writes from Cape Town to say that he spent over a
year in Detroit and in Coventry with the Chrysler Corporation and Rootes
Groups. He toured the U.S. and Canada extensively, and while in England met
C. Lee (48-52) and toured the Continent with him.
C. O. Medworth (28-45) is not an Old Boy, but, as a past Master, a very

acceptable member of the Old Boys Club. He has been sports writer to the
Natal Mercury since 1956, and now we congratulate him on the production of
his book, "The Battle of the Giants"—a most interesting account of the All
Blacks tour of I960. It will, we know, have a good sale. "Meddy" will be travel

ling to England later this year as manager and reporter with Stanley Murphey's
cricket team, the Fezeias, captained by Roy McLean.

B. J. Nieuwoudt(44-45) is Lecturer in Pharmacy at Natal Technical College,
Durban, and for some years has been examiner in Biology for the Natal Education
Department.

Squadron Leader K. M. Oliver (44-46) has completed one and a half years
in the Aden Protectorate and after a holiday at home in Durban, has now re
turned to U.K., where he expects to be instructing at Cranwell for the next
three years.

C. H.Pole(22) is an early Old Boy with whom we have recently re-established
contact. In reply to a question, he writes, "I think my parents sent me to Kearsney, as they had always hoped to send me to Kingswood College in Grahamstown
(being staunch Methodists) but circumstances did not permit. When Kearsney
was opened, and advertised as being on the lines of Kingswood, I was sent there.
But my father died and I had to leave and manage the farm at Winterton. I did
not join the Old Boys' Club and so have become rather a stranger to Kearsney.
About R. E. Cope (21-22)—he left Kearsney and went to Michaelhouse, after
which he farmed at Mooi River. In 1950 he was making a dam when the tractor

capsized and killed him. I recently met his widow."

O. D. D. Putterill (45-46) specialised for many years in Automatic Exchange
Maintenance with the G.P.O., but more recently turned to Radio Communication
at the G.P.O. Radio Receiving Station near Salisbury. Music, photography and
reading occupy his spare time.

F. E. Porrill (50-53) has been In Pharmacy since leaving school, serving in
varied pharmacies, and is now a student at Rhodes. Intermittent activities have
included work In a butchery, in a garage, on a farm, as a taxi-driver, and in a

general dealer's store! He joined the Natal Motorcycle and Car Club. Church
work included Sunday-school teaching. Society photography and topical debating
round off what seem a very interesting autobiography.

N. G. Polkinghorne (52-57) recently made a long and profitable holidaycum-work tour of the U.K. and Canada. In the latter country he earned £150
per month doing manual labour!

We were proud to read that E. M. Perry (37-42) was publicly awarded a
Certificate for Bravery for a heroic rescue of three men whose ski-boat had
capsized off the Sinkwazi beach. He wen*- out single-handed in very rough seas
and rescued the men—but his own boat was capsized 300 yards out and all four
were washed ashore in a very exhausted state.
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R. C. Richardson (53-56) was, when last heard of, stationed at Estcourt,

where he was Technical officer In the Department of Agriculture technical services.
He was hoping to take his Engineering Surveying Diploma.
A. E. Raw (28-38), who holds the record of eleven years at Kearsney—from
the beginning to the Matric—has been at Benoni for over two years, after many
years in Port Shepstone. He has entered fully into the civic life, taking a leading
part with the Junior Chamber of Commerce and being Vice-ahairman of their
Public Speaking Group. He is assistant engineer with a steel foundry.
J. D. Raw (28-37), farming at Empangeni, is keenly interested in politics
and has been local secretary for the United Party for many years. He remains
secretary of the Zululand Branch of the K.C.O.B.C.,' and is to be congratulated
on organising the splendid dinner on August 26th.
R. Rindel (51-54) passed the final of the Natal Law Certificate in 1957, the

Practice and Procedure Exam, in 1958, and qualified as a Notary Public in 1959.
He was admitted as an Attorney last June.
G. H.Stein (40-44) has been scoring very fluently as opening bat for Trans
vaal "B" XI.

C. H.Smith (41-43) owns the Auto-Service Garage, Berg Street, P.M.Burg,
and is gradually getting established. He appreciates the support given by local
Old Boys, and hopes they will continue to rally round!
R. W.Simpson (53-58) was most helpful to your Editor in his preparation
of the Register. He dialled over 70 homes to try to locate "lost" Old Boys. Ho
has completed his first year at Wits., having spent 1959 partly in England and
partly as a lab. assistant. He is an enthusiastic and very skilled photographer.
K. B. Shea (50-52) is service engineer for International Combustion, Coal-

brook. He is a keen sportsman and headed his club's batting averages last season.
D. P. Stone(27-29) paid the school a visit in October—the first time we have

seen him for 30 years. He tells us of a daughter aged 26 and a son flying jet
fighters in England. He is a grandfather several times over, and although not
our only grandfather we are wondering whether he was perhaps our first. As
Compound Manager at Glen Harmony Gold Mine, he has 6,000 Africans under
his care, and gives a glowing account of the splendid amenities which are available
to them.

I- VV. D. Stones (40-43) had his baby christened in the Kearsney Chapel on
November 6th.

N. Stott (51-57) has completed his second year at Cape Town University,
and first year Medical, with five second classes to date.

Rev. C. E. Wilkinson (25-27), having completed several years at the Metro
politan Church, Cape Town, as Chairman of the District, is now stationed at
Port Elizabeth.

R. W.Zeller (43-46), who played rugger for Natal, still dons the light-blue
jersey of Berea Rovers each season, and also regularly captains the K.C.O.B.C.
team against the school. He has been in Insurance since leaving Kearsney and
is now with the National Mutual Life Ass. of Australasia.

Cricket. For the Natal Country Districts Cricket Week in December we

noted the following Old Boys' names: Durban: D. Murdoch (capt.), U. Groom.
E. Griqualand: L. Dyson (capt.), B. King. Zululand: W. Jacobs. Midlands:

C. Dukes, D. Dukes. Of these, B. King was chosen for the Country District
team against Natal.
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LATER NEWS

J. H. Worth (30-31) Is back again at Bloemfontein, as Branch Manager of
the S.A. Mutual, having held a similar post previously at Bloamfontein, Cape Town,
and Ndola.

I. M. Chalmers (54-57) has passed his B.Sc. (Natal) with distinction in

Botany, and now proposes to take an honours cause in Botany.
P. J. Reece (53-59) reports an interesting first year at Natal University and
a pass in all subjects. He has bean awarded an S.O.E. Educational Bursary of
£50 a year for three years.

M. G. Harvey (53-59) has had one year in the B.S.A. police in Rhodesia
and finds the life full of interest and excitement.

S. M. Jackson (41-43) has left Umgababa Minerals, where he was Company
Secretary and is now stationed in Oranjemund, S.W.A.
J. J. Dowdle (53-58) tells of the problems of settling down in Johannesburg
as an Articled Clerk. He has joined the Old Edwardians Cricket Club.
C. R. Ellison (51-54) is working with I.B.M., an electronic computer firm.
His machines are able to store up any quantity of information indefinitely, and
produce any information required, in thousandths of a second. It is suggested
that our Metric boys would like to learn the secret.
J. H. Leigh (49-53) has had the degree of Ph.D. confirmed by Wits. Our
heartiest congratulations. He is at present working as a Research Officer at the
Grasslands Research Inst., Hurley, England, and will be there till mid-1961.
Dr. J. J. Couper (41-42) is at the Livingstone Hospital at Port Elizabeth.
Dr. R. G. Slatter (41-45) has a practice at Harding, Natal.
I. H. D. Lund (45-49) is working in Wolverhampton, and writes to tell of

experiences as he travels about the countryside, which he finds very beautiful
He spent an interesting morning being shown round a pottery factory by your
Editor's brother-in-law.

Dr. W.P. Bromiley (22-25), who has been very helpful in providing many

details for the Register is hoping that with the help of Rev. C. E. Wilkinson

(25-27), who has been transferred to Port Elizabeth, he will be able to get a local
Branch of the K.C.O.B.C. going.

I. D. MacGregor (47-52) has obtained the Professorship of Geology at
Princeton University, New York—an outstanding honour for one who has only

just passed his 26th birthday. We offer our congratulations. He hopes to attend
the World Geophysical Conference In S. Africa in 1961.
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